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Titre : Modélisation de caloduc oscillant 

Mots clés : caloduc oscillant, films liquides, lignes de contact triphasées, modèle OFT (Oscillating Film 
Thickness), transfert de chaleur, microcanaux. 

Résumé : Le caloduc oscillant (Pulsating Heat Pipe-
PHP, en anglais) est une alternative prometteuse aux 
caloducs conventionnels pour répondre aux 
demandes croissantes de l'industrie du 
refroidissement de l’électronique. Il s'agit d'un 
dispositif de transfert de chaleur innovant aux 
performances exceptionnelles.  Cependant, en raison 
de la complexité des phénomènes physiques 
impliqués, une théorie complète pour la modélisation 
du PHP reste en cours de développement. Les PHPs 
contiennent un tube capillaire chargé d'un fluide pure 
diphasique. En raison de la capillarité, des bouchons 
de liquide et des bulles de vapeur se forment 
naturellement à l'intérieur. Le changement de phase 
sur les films liquides créés par le retrait des bouchons 
de liquide est le principal mécanisme de transfert 
d'énergie.  Le développement d'un modèle numérique 
nécessite une bonne compréhension du 
comportement de films liquides. Par conséquent, la 
thèse aborde la dynamique des films liquides au 
niveau d'un seul ménisque, ce qui inclut le dépôt d’un 
film par un bouchon oscillant et le retrait de la ligne de 

contact triple lors de l'évaporation. Notre étude 
théorique est en accord avec d'observations 
expérimentales et peut être utilisée pour de 
nombreuses applications qui impliquent des 
phénomènes de changement de phase sur de films 
liquides. A titre d'exemple, l'analyse a été employée 
pour élucider la formation et l'évolution de la 
microcouche liquide formant sous une bulle lors de 
l'ébullition nucléée. Un modèle numérique 
unidimensionnel de films liquides de PHP, appelé 
modèle OFT (Oscillating Film Thickness en anglais), 
est développé. D'une part, le nouveau modèle est 
efficace du point de vue de calcul numérique. D'autre 
part, parce qu'il se base sur la compréhension de la 
dynamique des films liquides, le nouveau modèle 
reflète le comportement physique des films liquides 
dans les canaux de PHP. Les simulations de PHP à une 
branche unique par le modèle OFT ont montré un bon 
accord avec les données expérimentales. Une 
extension pour le PHP multi-branches est proposée.  
Le modèle OFT fournit un outil de simulation fiable 
pour la conception des PHP futures. 

 

Title : Modeling of pulsating heat pipes 

Keywords : Pulsating Heat Pipes (PHP), liquid films, triple-phase contact lines, Oscillating Film Thickness (OFT) 
model, heat transfer, microchannels.  

Abstract : Pulsating Heat Pipe (PHP) is a promising 
alternative to conventional heat pipes to satisfy the 
increasing demand of the electronics cooling industry. 
It is an innovative heat transfer device with 
outstanding performance. However, due to the 
complex physical phenomena involved, a 
comprehensive theory for PHP modeling remains 
under development. Conceptually, the PHP contains a 
capillary tube charged with a pure two-phase fluid. 
Because of capillarity, liquid plugs and vapor bubbles 
naturally form inside. Phase change over liquid films 
created by receding liquid plugs is the principal 
mechanism for energy transfer.  Developing a 
numerical model requires a good understanding of 
the liquid film behavior. Therefore, the thesis first 
addresses liquid film dynamics in capillary tubes, which 
includes film deposition by oscillating plug and the 
receding of the triple contact line at evaporation. 

Our theoretical study agrees with experimental 
observations and can be applied to many applications 
that involve phase change phenomena on liquid films. 
For example, the analysis was employed to elucidate 
the formation and evolution of microlayer liquid 
under vapor bubbles in nucleate boiling. A one-
dimensional numerical model of liquid films in PHPs, 
called the Oscillating Film Thickness (OFT) model, is 
developed. On the one hand, the new model is 
computationally efficient; on the other hand, because 
it is based on the acquired understanding of liquid 
film dynamics, the new model reflects the physical 
behavior of liquid films in PHP’s fluid channel. The 
simulations of single-branch PHPs using the OFT 
model have shown good agreement with 
experimental data. An extension for multi-branch 
PHPs is proposed. OFT model provides a reliable 
simulation tool for designing future PHP prototypes.  
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Introduction

In the early 1990s, PulsatingHeat Pipe (PHP), also known asOscillatingHeat Pipe (OHP), was
conceived by Hisateru Akachi (Akachi, 1993), and quickly became a promising alternative
to conventional heat pipes. As an emerging heat transfer device, PHPs combine principles of
thermal conductivity and phase transition. Neither wicking structures nor gravitational force
is necessary for its functioning.
Conceptually, the energy transfer in PHPs is realized in a capillary fluid channel, which

connects energy reception (referred to as evaporators) and dissipation (referred to as con-
densers) sections. Optional adiabatic sections may separate evaporators from condensers.
This fluid channel is typically arranged into a serpentine pattern forming a bundle. The
channel must be sufficiently narrow. Consecutive sections of liquid plugs and vapor bubbles
naturally form when the channel is partially charged with a working fluid. Fluid stratification
shall not occur. Most of these bubbles are noticeably longer than the channel diameter.

condenseradiabatic sectionevaporator

heat ejection

heat reception

feedback section

liquid 
plug

tube wall

meniscus

vapor 
bubble liquid film

𝑢𝑢cl
contact line

dewetting ridge

Figure 1: Schematic of a closed-loop 10-branch PHPwith an evaporator, a condenser, and an adiabatic
section; details of a fluid channel are demonstrated: liquid plug, meniscus, liquid film,
contact line, and vapor bubble.

Fig. 1 illustrates one of themost popular PHP designs, where the fluid channel is joined end-
to-end by a feedback section in the condenser. This type of design is called the Closed-loop
PHP, which many researchers recognize as the most efficient (Nikolayev, 2021).
Describing the configuration of a PHP requires knowing certain terminology. The number

of turnsNp refers to the number of U-bends in the evaporator. Branches are the tube section
connecting a U-bend in the evaporator to another in the condenser. The number of branches
is twice the number of turns. For instance, Fig. 1 illustrates a PHP with 5 turns / 10 branches.
From the point of view of how the fluid channel is manufactured, there are two common types
of the device: (1) Tubular PHPs, where a simple capillary tube (of circular cross-section) with
spatial configuration acts as the fluid channel; (2) Flat-Plate PHPs, where the fluid channel is
engraved on a solid metal plate and has a cross-section that is usually rectangular.
In a functioning PHP, the persistent liquid evaporation and vapor recondensation generate

a non-equilibrium pressure field that pumps the bubble-plug system. Because the fluid
channels are interconnected, the motion of liquid plugs in one branch will displace the

1



2 Introduction

bubbles and plugs in adjacent branches, which leads to a self-sustained pulsating flow,
as the name suggests. When menisci recede, they lay down thin liquid films of thickness
approximately 10− 100 µm on the tube wall. Although these liquid films only occupy a tiny
fraction of the fluid channel, the amount of latent heat exchange could be substantial because
of the low thermal resistance. Additionally, liquid evaporation may lead to film rupture. Dry
patches and triple-phase contact lines appear on the tube wall. As a result of capillary action,
contact lines recede towards the liquid side, forming liquid ridges, shown in Fig. 1.
Another heat transfer mechanism through phase change is the creation of new bubbles

in liquid plugs when the local superheating, with reference to the saturation temperature,
exceeds a certain nucleation barrier. Sensible heat transfer in bubbles and heat convection
in plugs also play a role, albeit less significant. The latter can be enhanced by pulsating
motion. Nonetheless, the latent heat transfer via liquid films remains the principalmechanism
responsible for PHP functioning (Nikolayev, 2021).
In a fully activated PHP, a vigorous two-phase flow motion can be observed, and two

operation regimes are distinguished: (i) oscillation regime, where the average velocity of
fluid flows is close to zero; (ii) circulation regime, the fluid flows at a preferential direction.
The latter is believed to have better thermal performance, but it is observed only under
particular conditions.
Compared with conventional heat pipes, PHPs possess unique features :

• Simplicity and reliability

Unlike conventional heat pipes, PHPs can operate without capillary (grooves, porous wicks,
screen meshes, etc.) or mechanical (pumps and valves) structures, which reduces manufac-
turing cost and device weight. Equipment operation is also independent of gravity and can
be deployed under micro-gravitational working environments, for instance, in space. Various
forms and sizes are available depending on the application scenario, and the device can be
better integrated with other components of the overall system that require heat exchange.
Thanks to the passive heat transfer process, the system reliability is improved.

• High heat transfer coefficient

Liquid films deposited by receding plugs have low thermal resistance, through which the
heat transfer by evaporation or condensation is highly efficient. In addition to the latent heat
transfer, the pulsating flow significantly enhances heat convection in plugs, resulting in high
Nusselt numbers at moderate Reynolds numbers.

• High critical heat flux

Ultimate functioning limits (the maximum heat flux) of two-phase heat transfer systems are
often related to dry-out phenomena. When a heated solid surface is no longer wetted by
liquid, the heat transfer efficiency plummets sharply, which potentially leads to the burnout
of materials of the heated surface. In PHPs, oscillating plugs rewet dry patches on the inner
tube wall and thus postpone the occurrence of a persistent dry-out at a particular spot.
Therefore, the device can endure higher heat fluxes.

As a simple and promising cooling device, a great number of industrial fields have
shown increasing interest in employing PHPs as a means of energy exchange, such as in
thermalmanagement of fuel cells and batteries, electronic cooling, cryogenics, and especially
in space systems, thanks to its capacity of operating without gravitational force. Many
researchers have conducted zero-gravity experiments to reveal and examine certain operation
regimes that are unachievable on the ground. One of the experimental projects supported
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by the European Space Agency (ESA) aims to test a new concept of large diameter PHP on
the International Space Station (ISS) (Abela et al., 2022). The bigger fluid channel reduces
viscous losses and increases the heat load capability, whereas it can only operate under
microgravity conditions.

Motivations

Although the function principles have been investigated by many researchers, due to the
complexity of internal heat and mass transport phenomena, a comprehensive theory of
PHP operation and performance prediction remains in development (Ma, 2015; Marengo
et al., 2018; Nikolayev et al., 2018b). The lack of a reliable design tool hinders the industrial
applications of this device. The unique internal mechanism exhibited in PHPs requests a novel
research outlook. With dozens of scientific articles published each year, the PHP modeling
is an active field of research.
Researchers have attempted to establish empirical correlations to predict the device’s

thermal performance. However, describing the configuration of a specific device requires a
large number of parameters. To mention a few examples, the physical quantities, including
properties of the working fluid and solid material; the device design: PHP topology (open-
loop or closed-end), size (lengths and radii), and cross-section of the fluid channel, the
number of branches, and the number of heat and cold sources. Additionally, operation
conditions impact performance: the device positioning (vertical or horizontal), methods and
power of heat reception, and ejection and liquid filling ratio. Inevitably, particular studies
omitted certain parameters that are hard to quantify, limiting the empirical correlations to
only the range of variables they investigated. Because of the insufficient understanding of
operating mechanisms, it is difficult to justify which parameters are indispensable and which
can be safely excluded. This issue also appears in the approaches using Artificial Neural
Networks (ANN).

Themost promisingway of achieving a computational tool for PHP design and optimization
seems to be the thermo-hydrodynamic modeling (Nikolayev, 2021). The physical behavior
of components in the narrow fluid channel: vapor bubbles, liquid plugs and films, and solid
tube wall, should be investigated.
Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) is one of the techniques widely employed in which

the Navier–Stokes equations are numerically solved. PHP simulations using DNS, usually
in two- and three-dimensional, undoubtedly can illustrate fluid behavior in great detail.
However, tremendous programming efforts and computational resources are required to
track free liquid-vapor interfaces. Interfacial phase change models often involve artificial
parameters that induce uncertainty in results. Liquid films essential to correctly reveal the
device functioning are often not resolved in DNS calculations (Nikolayev, 2021).

For these difficulties, one-dimensional modeling (assuming the axisymmetry of fluid
behavior in circular channels) is the most pragmatic approach. This approach is capable
of generally reproducing the physical phenomena without largely comprising the accuracy.
Simulations (Nikolayev, 2011a) and experimental studies (Kamijima et al., 2020; Francom
et al., 2021) have confirmed that liquid films make up 70-80% of the total energy transfer in
this device. Thus adequate modeling of liquid films becomes the top priority.
The Advanced code for simulation of pulsating heat pipes (abbreviated from the French

Code Avancé de Simulation de Caloduc Oscillant) (CASCO) has been developed at CEA. It is
a 1D simulation code based on the Film Evaporation Condensation (FEC) model (detailed in
Subsec. 1.2.2). The geometry of liquid films is simplified. A constant and uniform thickness
(a preset value, detailed in Subsec. 1.2.2) represents all liquid films, but their lengths vary
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individually, responding to the phase change over films. Thanks to the simple 1D geometry,
CASCO is able to cut down a prodigious amount of calculation time. For instance, the
2D simulation of an industrially relevant PHP topology can take up 4-6 weeks per run
(Mucci et al., 2021). In contrast, the simulation of the same configuration by CASCO can be
completed within an hour (Nikolayev, 2021). This simple 1D approach can produce thermal
performance and oscillation behavior that are in agreement with experimental observations
(Bae et al., 2017; Abela et al., 2022).

Nevertheless, in terms of realistic representation of liquid filmbehavior during oscillations,
there is still room for improvements in FEC model. The pre-determined, constant-film-
thickness assumption should be discarded. The dynamics of triple contact lines, namely
the dewetting phenomenon at phase exchange, has not been adequately modeled. A new
advanced physical model that does not rely on the external input for film thickness calculation
and can reflect contact line receding is desired for the next version of CASCO code. This is
the general motivation and objective for the research in this thesis. Developing such a model
requires thorough studies of liquid film dynamics, which is why the liquid film theory should
be undertaken as the starting point for the thesis.

Thesis structure

The main body of this thesis consists of two parts: the theoretical studies and the computa-
tional model development.
After a short introduction, Chap. 1 recapitulates theories on the liquid film dynamics in

circular capillary tubes and compares several existing numerical models of PHPs. Chap. 2
details a theoretical analysis of the liquid film dynamics during the meniscus oscillation.
Using the theory of Taylor bubbles, the dynamic profile of deposited liquid film is described
within the lubrication approximation accounting for the presence of a contact line. The latter
is assumed to be pinned on a surface defect and thus immobile; the contact angle is allowed
to vary. The fluid flow effects (inertial effects) on the curvature in the central part of the
meniscus are neglected; therefore, the meniscus is spherical. This curvature varies in time
and is determined as a part of the solution. First, the oscillation under adiabatic conditions is
considered. Then, the combined effect of oscillation and evaporation on liquid film behavior
is examined.
Chap. 3 continues the studies and deals with the phenomenon that is unmentioned in

Chap. 2: the contact line receding in the presence of phase change in capillary tubes. The
primary objective is to obtain a simple approach, which is employable in PHP modeling, to
describe the contact line dynamics. Our analysis takes the analogy: the contact line dynamics
can be comprehended by solving the dewetting problem in the presence of liquid evaporation
driven by substrate superheating.
A case study on the microlayer beneath vapor bubbles in nucleate boiling to verify our

liquid film theory is presented in Chap. 4. The theory is applied to elucidate the formation of
the microlayer and the expansion of the dry nucleation site that highly resembles dewetting
of liquid film at evaporation. A comparison with an experiment is made.
Part II centers on developing a novel 1Dnumericalmodel of liquid films in PHP simulations,

named the Oscillating Film Thickness (OFT) model. On the one hand, the objective is to
maintain the advantage of the 1D model of being computationally efficient, and on the other,
to incorporate the previous theoretical studies that the physical processes of liquid films
are better reflected. Three essential phenomena are emphasized: (1) the film deposition by
oscillatory liquid plugs from dry patches (detailed in Chap. 3); (2) the ensuing temporal
evolution in film thickness due to mass exchange over films; (3) the contact line dynamics
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(discussed in Chap. 3) that shortens film lengths. To evaluate the new model, it is employed
in Chap. 5 to simulate the simplest PHP geometry, the single branch PHP, for which detailed
experimental data is available. Comparison between simulation results and experimental
observation can be performed thoroughly. Eventually, an extension of the new liquid film
model for simulating multi-branch PHPs is proposed in Chap. 6. The extension will be
integrated into the next version of CASCO and is expected to improve the simulation reliability.

Mathematical details, the numerical scheme, and abstracts of the thesis in French and
Chinese are bundled in Part III, the appendices. In summary, the thesis investigates the
liquid film dynamics in capillary tubes, on which a 1D computational model is developed.
C’est parti!





Chapter 1

Basics and modeling of PHP liquid films

The working mechanism of PHPs is generally different from that of conventional heat pipes,
where physical phenomena are largely steady. Transient, even chaotic fluid flows play a
significant role in PHP functioning. Before developing a numerical model, we have to start
with understanding fluid behavior and energy transfer of three components in the device
channel: vapor bubbles, liquid plugs, and especially liquid films. The physics of liquid films
is our top propriety. Then this chapter provides a brief review of existing one-dimensional
computational models with the accentuation of examining and comparing how these models
reflect the physical phenomena of liquid films.

1.1 Hydrodynamic theory of thin liquid films

In the incipient stage of PHP studies, many researchers mistook that the heat exchange of
liquid films (latent heat) is only a marginal factor in the overall energy transfer, and the heat
advection via liquid plug motion is stronger than the latent heat exchange. For this reason,
early simulation approaches (Zhang et al., 2002; Holley et al., 2005; Mameli et al., 2012;
Ma, 2015) based on Shafii et al. (2001) work have not included the liquid film dynamics in
their computational models. However, the first film-based simulations by Nikolayev (2011a)
have disproved the misinterpretation that the latent heat exchange through liquid films is
actually the major contribution. More recent in-situ experiments and simulations (Jo et al.,
2019; Kamijima et al., 2020; Francom et al., 2021) have supported this argument as well.
Because mass exchange controls the oscillation dynamics, the adequate modeling of liquid
films has added significance.
Liquid films in PHPs are different from their counterparts in capillary heat pipes, in which

liquid films appear as wetting films due to intermolecular attraction forces that are often
described in terms of the disjoining pressure. While the typical thickness of wetting films is
merely 10-100 nm, the PHP films can be as thick as 10-100 µm. Films in PHP channels are of
purely hydrodynamic origin and are created as a result of liquid deposition from receding
plugs. This section recapitulates the basics of the hydrodynamic theory of these liquid films.

7
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1.1.1 Formulation: one-sided model

In a practical manner, liquid-vapor interfaces are commonly assumed axially symmetric
(Fig. 1). The problem is thus formulated in the two-dimensional cross-section that passes
through the tube axis (Bretherton, 1961). Liquid films are bounded above by the vapor and
below by a heated tube wall.
Since the vapor density ρv, viscosity, and thermal conductivity are all smaller compared

to the liquid, Burelbach et al. (1988) have proposed the “one-sided” model, where the vapor-
side hydrodynamic stress and heat fluxes into vapor at interfaces are neglected in comparison
with those on the liquid side. Therefore, pv is assumed spatially homogeneous.

The configuration is shown in Fig. 2, where the Cartesian coordinates describe the system.
The free interface is located at y = h(x, t), where y is the radial coordinate, and the
liquid thickness h is a function of axial coordinate x and time t. Φ(x, t) denotes the liquid
volume flux in the film. The unit vectors n and t are the inward normal and tangent vectors,
respectively. J(x, t) is the mass flux at the interface, which is positive for evaporation and
negative for condensation. The liquid is assumed to evaporate in a direction normal to the
interface. The inner tube wall is located at y = 0. Here, the problem is formulated for general
cases where the tube wall can be superheated or subcooled with respect to the saturation
temperature Tsat, corresponding to pv. For the tube made of highly conductive materials,
the tube wall temperature can be regarded uniform: Tw = Tsat + ∆T , with ∆T being the
superheating. T i(x, t) is the temperature of interface. The triple contact line recedes towards
the liquid side at speed ucl.

vapor
J

𝑥𝑥

liquid

solid

𝑦𝑦
ℎ

contact line

𝛷𝛷

𝑢𝑢cl

𝒕𝒕
𝒏𝒏

𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝v

Figure 2: Two-dimensional geometry of the liquid-vapor interface in capillary tubes, including con-
tact line receding towards liquid side at speed ucl.

1.1.1.1 Stokes equations

Liquid films are thin enough that inertial effects are unimportant compared to viscous forces,
i. e. Re = ρuh/µ � 1. Here, ρ, u, and µ are liquid density, shear viscosity, and velocity,
respectively. Unless otherwise indicated, all quantities mentioned hereafter refer to the liquid
phase. The reduced Stokes equations can describe the conservation of momentum and mass
in liquid films,

∇p− µ∇2u = 0, (1.1a)
∇ · u = 0, (1.1b)

which arewritten in the vectorized form for incompressible Newtonian fluids without applied
body forces. Here, u = (ux,uy), and p denotes pressure in the liquid.

Boundary conditions at interface

At the free interface, y = h(x, t), the normal-stress boundary condition is,

J(u−uv) ·n− (T− Tv) ·n ·n = 2κσ, (1.2)
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where T and Tv are the stress tensors of liquid and vapor, respectively; κ is the interface
curvature, and σ is surface tension. Instead of being constant, the value of σ is represented
by a liner equation of state as a function of interface temperature T i,

σ = σ0 − γ(T i − T0), (1.3)

where σ0 is the surface tension at the reference temperature T0. This temperature dependence
is called the Marangoni effect, or the thermo-capillary convection. For most common
liquids, γ = −dσ/dT is positive.

The shear-stress boundary condition is written as,

J(u−uv) · t− (T− Tv) ·n · t = −∇σ · t, (1.4)

No slip at the interface between vapor and liquid is assumed,

(u−uv) · t = 0. (1.5)

Mass balance at the interface (Delhaye, 1974) is

J = ρ(u−ui) ·n, (1.6)

where ui is the velocity of interface.

1.1.1.2 Conventional lubrication theory

Within the thin liquid film geometry, the thickness (along y, see Fig. 2) is significantly
smaller than the length (along x). Eq. 1.1 can be further simplified by the lubrication
approximation (Oron et al., 1997; Shao et al., 2011), where liquid is supposed to move
primarily in x−direction, i. e. uy � ux. Additionally, the ux variation across the liquid
layer is assumed to be larger than that along the tube axis: ∂ux/∂x� ∂ux/∂y. The Stokes
equation (1.1a) then reads,

∂p

∂x
= µ

∂2ux
∂y2 , ∂p

∂y
= 0. (1.7 a,b)

At the vapor-liquid interface y = h(x, t), we impose the shear-stress boundary condition,
a simplified form of Eq. 1.4,

µ
∂ux
∂y

∣∣∣∣
y=h(x)

=
∂σ

∂x
, (1.8)

where the gradient of σ is represented by T i variation along x, cf. Eq. 1.3 (Nikolayev, 2010):

∂σ

∂x
' −γ ∂T

i

∂x
. (1.9)

solid

liquid

𝑥𝑥

𝑢𝑢𝑥𝑥

𝑦𝑦

𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠

At the solid boundary, y = 0, the hydrodynamic slip condition is applied to the tangential
component of liquid velocity ux, and the no-penetration condition is applied to the normal
component, uy,

ux = ls
∂ux
∂y

, uy = 0, (1.10 a,b)

where ls is the slip length introduced to quantify the boundary slip phenomenon, which
is defined as the distance from the liquid-solid interface where the linear extrapolation of
ux(y) vanishes; see the marginal illustration. The value of ls is usually of several nanometers.
Depending on the roughness and wettability, ls can be one order of value larger for non-
wettable surfaces (Lauga et al., 2007).
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Using conditions Eq. 1.8 and Eq. 1.10, the solution of Eq. 1.7 is obtained as

ux = cy2 + by+ a, (1.11)

where
c =

1
2µ

∂p

∂x
, b =

1
µ

(
∂σ

∂x
− h∂p

∂x

)
, a = lsb.

Integrating ux(y) from y = 0 to y = h, the liquid volume flux Φ in the film at a given
position x is found as

Φ =
∫ h

0
ux(y)dy. (1.12)

Mass balance at interface

Near the free interface, liquid velocity in the direction n is un = u ·n.
Within the small slope approximation, the interface velocity parallel to n is denoted as

ui ' |ui|, positive for pointing into the liquid. We can then reduce Eq. 1.6 to (Nikolayev,
2010),

(ui − un)ρ = J . (1.13)

The liquid volume flux Φ at a given location can also be expressed as a function of un,

Φ =
∫ s

0
un(s)ds '

∫ x

0
un(x)dx, (1.14)

where s is the curvilinear coordinate that runs along the free interface with s = 0 at the
contact line. Taking the derivative of Eq. 1.14 yields

un =
∂Φ
∂x

. (1.15)

The value of ui is approximated by

ui = −∂h
∂t

[
1 +

(
∂h

∂x

)2]−1/2

' −∂h
∂t

. (1.16)

Substituting Eq. 1.15 and Eq. 1.16 into Eq. 1.13, mass balance at the interface reads,

∂h

∂t
+
∂Φ
∂x

= −J
ρ

. (1.17)

Phase exchange

Assuming a stationary and linear temperature distribution across the liquid film and
neglecting the heat flux into vapor, the interface energy balance is written as (Nikolayev,
2010),

J =
k(Tw − T i)

hL
, (1.18)

where k is the liquid thermal conductivity; L is the latent heat.
Eq. 1.18 states that only heat conduction exists in liquid films and is used to vaporize the

liquid, which is at saturation. In the case of poorly conductive tubes (plastic or glass), Tw
may not be constant, and a transient temperature distribution has to be considered. Here, we
consider solid tubes made of highly conductive materials, therefore, Tw is uniform. For pure
vapor, T i is close to the saturation temperature, corresponding to the vapor pressure.
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Governing equation and pressure jump

Combining the results from the conservation of momentum Eq. 1.12 and Eq. 1.17, we
establish the governing equation that describes the interface dynamics (Nikolayev, 2022),

∂h

∂t
+

∂

∂x

{
1
µ

[
h

2 (h+ 2ls)
∂σ

∂x
+
h2

3 (h+ 3ls)
∂∆p
∂x

]
− uclh

}
= −J

ρ
, (1.19)

in which the pressure jump across the interface is ∆p ≡ pv − p. This equation is written
in the frame of reference of the contact line receding at speed ucl with respect to the tube
wall. A big advantage of Eq. 1.19 over conventional hydrodynamics equations is that the
free interface h is an explicit variable.

In the tube geometry, ∆p is linked to the local curvature of the interface via the Laplace
pressure,

∆p = σκ = σ

(
K +

1
R− h

)
, (1.20)

where κ is the interface curvature in 3D;R is the inner radius of tube;K is the local curvature
in the 2D axial plane. Within the small slope approximation,K ' ∂2h/∂x2.
Liquid flows in thin films are characterized by high hydraulic resistance. In general, axial

flows hardly exist in most parts of a liquid film, except in regions of intense variation in
interfacial curvature, i. e. near contact lines and the transition from liquid films to menisci.
The value of T i is (nearly) equal to Tsat corresponding to pv for pure fluids. Conversely, this
simple assumption results in the mass flux divergence ∼ h−1 in Eq. 1.18, as h → 0. This
singularity is addressed in Subsec. 1.1.2.

1.1.2 Film edges: triple contact line dynamics

A conventional approach to the contact line problem in the presence of evaporation was
proposed by Potash et al. (1972). They argued that attractive intermolecular forces generate
a continuous wetting film of nanometric thickness, which stretches out from the contact line
region and covers the solid surface entirely for any wetting conditions. The intermolecular
forces were introduced through the disjoining pressure proportional to h−3, where h is the
thickness of the liquid. Vapor is not in direct contact with solid, and triple vapor-liquid-solid
contact lines are non-existent; see the marginal illustration. However, Rednikov et al. (2011)

wetting 
film

liquid
solid

gascontended that when the solid substrate is heated, and the solid superheating surpasses a
threshold, this wetting film can dry out and give birth to a triple contact line. The threshold is
typical of several K for completewetting and zero under partial wetting conditions. Therefore,
our discussions will neglect wetting films and assume three phases meet at the contact line
with a microscopic contact angle on the solid surface, cf. Fig. 3a.

The free interface is a meniscus when liquid films are absent in capillary tubes. Contact
lines can advance over or recede from dry patches at the same speed as the meniscus
(Snoeijer et al., 2013). In another scenario, when the contact line is the edge of a long liquid
film, its motion is decoupled from the meniscus. Due to capillary action, contact lines can
only recede towards the liquid side, shortening film lengths (Snoeijer et al., 2010). This
phenomenon is similar to the classical dewetting problem, whereas, in PHP channels, phase
change often co-occurs (Zhang et al., 2022a). This section briefly discusses the dynamics of
triple contact lines and several nanoscale effects, emphasizing the singularities due to contact
line movement and phase change. The multiscale analysis of the dewetting phenomenon is
also introduced.
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1.1.2.1 Relaxing the singularity at contact line

Even for the adiabatic case (i. e. for ∆T = 0), the conventional hydrodynamic description
of moving contact lines (no-slip condition on the solid surface) leads to the divergence of
viscous dissipation at the contact line where h→ 0 (deGennes, 1985), refer to Subsec. A.3.3
for details. Introducing the hydrodynamic slip condition of Eq. 1.10 to the liquid-solid
boundary (Hocking, 1983) can avoid this singularity. As we approach the contact line, the
liquid pressure diverges logarithmically, albeit remaining integrable, which suggests that the
measurable hydrodynamic stress is finite and the singularity is relaxed.

Interfacial thermal resistance

The interfacial thermal resistance Ri is of importance for preventing evaporation rate J
(Eq. 1.18) from diverging at contact line (Nikolayev, 2022). When J is high, the correspond-
ing vapor escape speed is comparable with the thermal velocity of molecules (Nikolayev,
2022). The interfacial thermal resistance reads (see Sec. A.2 for details)

Ri =
Tsat
√

2πRgTsat/M(ρ− ρv)
2L2ρvρ

, (1.21)

where Rg is the universal gas constant, andM is the molar mass. Ri provides a correction
term to T i (Palmer, 1976):

T i = Tsat +RiJL. (1.22)

In order to understand the physical meaning of Ri, substituting Eq. 1.22 into Eq. 1.18
yields,

J =
∆T

L(h+ kRi)
. (1.23)

From this equation, evidently, the length kRi could be regarded as the thickness of an
additional liquid layer, which has the same thermal resistance as the rest of the film. When a
liquid film becomes very thin, i. e. h� kRi, the interfacial thermal resistance considerably
curbs liquid evaporation. Thus, the length kRi could be deemed as a characteristic scale,
below which this local phenomenon dominates mass and heat transfer. Usually, the value of
kRi is of the order of 10 nm, e. g. kRi ' 20 nm for n-pentane at 100 kPa.

Kelvin effect

The account of Ri and ls provides a finite J and a logarithmically divergent but integrable
p at the contact line. However, Janeček et al. (2012) have demonstrated that the Kelvin
effect alone can avert the singularity in J and result in a finite pressure at the contact line,
which is more reasonable from the physical point of view and more pragmatic for numerical
calculations where a pressure boundary condition can be imposed, instead of using the
numerical matching to an asymptotic solution.

Wayner (1993) was the first to hypothesize that the moving contact line singularity could
be relaxed for volatile fluids through evaporation/condensation when it matches contact line
displacement. Rather than sliding over the solid, the contact line recedes because the liquid
on it evaporates or advances by liquid condensation. It turns out to be possible thanks to the
Kelvin effect, which provides the variation of T i along with the interface that follows local
curvature (see Sec. A.1 for the derivation):

T i = Tsat

(
1 + ∆p
Lρ

)
. (1.24)
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Janeček et al. (2013) and Rednikov et al. (2013) used the asymptotic matching to show
that the Kelvin effect is sufficient to describe the contact line motion for volatile fluids. The
interface is strongly curved near the contact line to agree with the phase change rate, which,
in turn, is regulated by the contact line motion.

Vapor recoil

Though Janeček et al. (2012) have proved that the vapor recoil cannot relax contact-line
singularities, it has a non-negligible impact on interface curvature (Janeček, 2012). The
recoil pressure pr (Nikolayev et al., 1999) is created at liquid-vapor interfaces by the fluid
molecules escaping liquid towards vapor:

pr = J2
( 1
ρv
− 1
ρ

)
. (1.25)

Because the vapor recoil modifies the pressure jump ∆p,

∆p = σκ− pr, (1.26)

this effect appears in the expression of T i via the Kelvin effect Eq. 1.24.
Together with the Kelvin effect and Ri, T i differs from Tsat (Anderson et al., 2007):

T i = Tsat

[
1 + ∆p
Lρ

+
J2

2L

( 1
ρ2
v
− 1
ρ2

)]
+RiJL. (1.27)

Another nanoscale effect relevant to our discussion is the Marangoni effect, introduced
in Eq. 1.3. Similar to the vapor recoil, it cannot relax the singularities either. Still, it is
commonly included in problem formulation for its impact on interface curvature, especially
over the region where the temperature gradient is large, for instance, near the contact line.
In conclusion, the theoretical studies of moving contact lines with phase change should

account for the physical effects discussed before to relax the singularities and faithfully
represent the phenomena in the narrow vicinity of contact lines down to the nanoscale.

1.1.2.2 Multiscale analysis

The analysis of moving contact lines with liquid evaporation is more complex than static
scenarios. However, thanks to significant scale differences, the physical effects that govern
the dynamics in one scale could be neglected in another (Snoeijer et al., 2013). In general,
three scales are identified based on distance from contact lines; see Fig. 3 illustrated for the
dewetting of a liquid film under partial wetting conditions (Janeček et al., 2013).

(a)  microscopic region

contact
line 𝜃𝜃micro

ℓV

𝜃𝜃Vvapor

J

(b) intermediate region

vapor

(c) macroscopic region

vapor
𝜃𝜃app

𝑥𝑥
ℎ(𝑥𝑥)

𝜃𝜃V
𝑢𝑢cl

𝜃𝜃app

dewetting 
ridge ℎ∞

2𝑤𝑤

Figure 3: Length scale hierarchy in the case of a moving contact line: the dewetting of a liquid film.
Three scales are depicted.
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Microregion

The smallest scale is referred to as themicroregion, in which the nanoscale effects introduced
above significantly impact fluid behavior. The typical size of this region `V ∼ 100 nm is
called hereafter the Voinov length. In Fig. 3a, the microregion is illustrated for a partial
wetting case with microscopic contact angle θmicro, which is the actual contact angle at
triple phase contact line. Because phase change is the predominant phenomenon within this
region, the impact of contact line motion is negligible, and the transient and ucl terms thus
can also be neglected in Eq. 1.19. At the right-hand boundary of the microregion (far from
the contact line), the interface slope saturates to a value that is called the Voinov angle θV,
which depends on θmicro and ∆T (Janeček et al., 2012). Intense evaporation induces strong
liquid flows towards contact lines, which, together with the vapor recoil, leads to highly
curved interfaces in this region (Nikolayev, 2022). As a consequence, θV > θmicro. The
opposite tendency takes place at condensation. If the phase change is absent, θV = θmicro.

Intermediate region

The intermediate region (typically between 100 nm and 100 µm from the contact line)
is dominated by the flow induced by the contact line motion. The terms responsible for
evaporation-induced flow (and discussed above microscopic effects) can all be neglected
together with the transient term in Eq. 1.19. The interfacial shape is a result of the balance
of surface tension and viscous forces. Many researchers have considered such a problem.
Voinov (1976) and Cox (1986) have proposed an asymptotic law that predicts the interface
slope φ as a function of ucl:

φ3 = θ3
V − 9Ca ln x

`V
, (1.28)

where the dimensionless dewetting speed (the capillary number) is Ca = µucl/σ, positive
for receding and negative for advancing over a dry patch. Considering the corresponding
Stokes problem, Cox (1986) has indicated that its solution could be approximated with
Eq. 1.28. The approximation remains accurate until interfacial slopes as high as 150◦
(Snoeijer et al., 2013). Two parameters, `V and θV, which appear as integration constants
within the intermediate region problem, stem from the asymptotic matching to microregion
solution.

Macroregion

One of the main objectives of problems involving the contact line is to calculate the apparent
contact angle θapp, i.e., the angle obtained at the macroscopic scale (an experimentally
observable quantity). In Fig. 3c, θapp is depicted for the dewetting problem, whose value
corresponds to the size of the dewetting ridge (Snoeijer et al., 2010). The corresponding
region is often called the macroregion. Such a problem is defined by the balance of the
transient and surface tension terms in Eq. 1.19.
Snoeijer et al. (2010) considered the adiabatic dewetting problem. They have revealed

that the macroscopic ridge shape is defined mainly by surface tension after initial transients.
It means that θapp can be obtained by fitting the ridge shape to a circle (Fig. 3c). With the
singularity relaxation model based on the slip length, Snoeijer et al. (2010) performed the
asymptotic matching between the contact line region, the macroscopic liquid ridge, and the
flat film of thickness h∞ in the adiabatic case. One of their central results is

θ3
app = θ3

V − 9Ca ln 2w
e`V

, (1.29)
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where w is the ridge half-width (Fig. 3c) and e ' 2.71 is the Euler number. The problem
solved by Snoeijer et al. (2010) is adiabatic; their `V is thus equal to

`Vsa =
3ls

eθmicro
. (1.30)

The central result of Snoeijer et al. (2010) is the asymptotic expression for the dewetting
speed,

Ca =
θ3
V
9

[
ln
(

4a
e2 Ca

1/3 w2

`Vh∞

)]−1

. (1.31)

where a ' 1.094.
Though Snoeijer et al. (2010) used the slip length to relax the singularity, Fourgeaud et al.

(2016) argued that Eq. 1.29 could be generalized to any microregion models because of the
scale separation. In the case of phase change, if only the Kelvin effect is included, then we
find a general expression for the Voinov length (Janeček et al., 2013),

`VK ' f(ε)
√

3µkTsat
θ2
VρL

, (1.32)

where
ε =

√
3µkTsat
σθ3

V

∆T
Tsat

, (1.33)

and f(ε) is an increasing function shown in Figure 3(b) of Janeček et al. (2013); for positive
∆T , it varies between f(0) ' 1.31 and f(εc) ' 3.02. Note that for large ∆T , ε saturates to
a critical value εc ' 0.3, which results in θV ∼ ∆T 1/3.

For stationary contact lines, θapp = θV.
Theoretically, all three regions can be obtained by solving one equation, Eq. 1.19. This,

however, requires a heterogeneous adaptive grid, which often causes numerical instabilities
in solving nonlinear differential equations. The multiscale approach presented above permits
separating the problem and dealing with simpler equations at different scales. Coupling the
results using the asymptotic matching technique produces the full solution (Snoeijer et al.,
2010; Janeček et al., 2016).

1.1.3 Film thickness 1: deposition by liquid plugs

Landau et al. (1942) have first theoretically investigated the deposition of liquid film on a
plate vertically withdrawn from a liquid reservoir. Later, Bretherton (1961) examined the
liquid deposition of Taylor bubbles (i. e. , bubbles of lengthsmuch larger than their diameters)
in capillary tubes. They have considered adiabatic (J = 0) scenarios and the deposition of
a meniscus receding at constant speed um.
Liquid films appear on solid surfaces as a result of competition between viscous and

capillary forces in the transition region adjacent to liquid menisci where curvature gradients
exist. The viscous friction tends to immobilize the fluid near the tube wall and thus increase
the thickness. In contrast, the surface tension tends to minimize the meniscus area and reduce
curvature, which consequently makes the film thinner. This competition is characterized
by the meniscus capillary number Cam = µum/σ. Bretherton (1961) has proposed a
theoretical formula for predicting the thickness of deposited liquid films δdep, under the
condition that Cam is small, below∼ 10−2. The formula was extended to moderate Cam up
to 2 by Klaseboer et al. (2014). Based on experimental measurements, a dozen of empirical
correlations have also been proposed (Aussillous et al., 2000; Han et al., 2010; Youn et al.,
2016; Youn et al., 2018; Cheng et al., 2020). Some of them account for inertia effects during
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the constant acceleration and deceleration of um that distorts the spherical shape of menisci.
An example of these empirical correlations (Aussillous et al., 2000) is shown here,

δdep =
0.67dCa2/3

m

1 + 3.35Ca2/3
m

. (1.34)

However, in modeling PHPs, the liquid film behavior during meniscus oscillations (um a
function of time) is of greater interest.

1.1.4 Film thickness 2: impact of phase change

Phase change at the contact line vicinity has been addressed in Subsec. 1.1.2. Here, we
evaluate the phase change impact on interface profiles of the nearly flat portion of films.
Consider a liquid film deposited by a meniscus receding at a constant speed. The initial

thickness can be approximated by Eq. 1.34. Neglecting the flow along film in Eq. 1.19, which
is reasonable due to weak pressure gradient, the thickness variation in time due to phase
change is

ρ
dh
dt

= −J , (1.35)

where J is defined in Eq. 1.18, with T i = Tsat. The free interface is inclined because the
film deposited earlier is subject to evaporation or condensation.
For evaporating cases, the film interface slope was first introduced by Thome et al. (2004)

for the flow boiling description and applied later to PHP modeling. Combining Eq. 1.18 and
Eq. 1.35 and assuming a constant ∆T = Tw − Tsat, we obtain

h(x, t) =
√
δ2
dep − 2k∆T

Lρ
[t− t0(x)], (1.36)

where t0(x) is the timemoment when themeniscus passes by the point x; the initial thickness
δdep can be given by Eq. 1.34. Eq. 1.36 indicates that the film slope is controlled by the
dimensionless parameter k∆T/(Lρumδdep). Large wall superheating ∆T intensifies the
phase change effect on interface inclination.
To summarize, the thickness of liquid films in PHPs is determined by two dynamic pro-

cesses. The initial thickness depends on the motion of oscillatory menisci, which varies with
time, and the local phase change conditions.

1.2 One-dimensional PHP models

This section recapitulates several existing one-dimensional computational PHPmodels. Flows
in liquid plugs are commonly treated as single-phase flows in tubes. The pressure drop
and heat transfer modelings have been well established and differ only on minor points
between different sources. Since the energy exchange between vapor bubbles and liquid
films dominates the system performance, this section will only compare how these two
components are described in the numerical models. At this stage, the discussions focus on
fluid behavior; thus, the liquid-solid coupling is not a priority.

1.2.1 “Superheated vapor” models

Many one-dimensional PHPmodels (Holley et al., 2005;Mameli et al., 2012) have been based
on the pioneering work of Shafii et al. (2001). Their model employs the lumped-parameter
method, where a control volume represents a vapor bubble or a liquid plug, and curved
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interfaces are simplified; see Fig. 4. The liquid film drying and the dynamics of contact lines
do not appear in their modeling.
Most of the time, Shafii et al.’s model uses the ideal gas law to describe the thermodynamic

state of the vapor phase. Occasionally, if the vapor pressure pv calculated by the ideal gas
law is higher than the saturation pressure psat, corresponding to the vapor temperature Tv,
pv is set to psat (Shafii et al., 2001).

vapor: 𝑇𝑇v liquid
plug

liquid film δ

𝑇𝑇v

tube

�̇�𝑚v

Figure 4: Schematics of “superheated vapor” models with the mass exchange in the vapor phase.

Based on the first law of thermodynamics, the vapor energy equation is written as (Niko-
layev, 2011b),

cvvmvṪv = RgTvṁv − pvΩ̇v. (1.37)

where cvv is the vapor specific heat at constant volume;mv and Ωv are the mass and volume
of vapor, respectively; the dot over a variable indicates the time derivative. Eq. 1.37 neglects
the sensible heat transfer from tube walls directly to vapor.
The mass exchange rate in a vapor bubble ṁv is calculated as

ṁv =
πd

L [UeLve(Te − Tv) + UcLvc(Tc − Tv)] , (1.38)

where d is the inner diameter of the tubes. Here, Ue, Te, and Lve are the heat transfer
coefficient, tube wall temperature, and length of this bubble in the evaporator, respectively.
Correspondingly, the subscript c denotes the quantities in the condenser. The heat transfer
coefficient and tube wall temperature are assumed constant and susceptible to adjustment.
Different simulations used different values of Ue and Uc. It is hard to justify why a specific
value is chosen.

Eq. 1.38 states that the total heat transfer is defined by the temperature difference between
the tubewall and Tv and is used to vaporize the liquid.Wemight interpret Eq. 1.38 equivalent
to the energy transfer to a vapor bubble wrapped completely by a flat liquid film of invariable
thickness δ = k/Uv, where k is the liquid thermal conductivity, see Fig. 4.

Nikolayev et al. (2018b) constructed a similar model without the mass exchange term ṁv.
The energy equation is written as

cvvmvṪv = πd [UeLve(Te − Tv) + UcLvc(Tc − Tv)]− pvΩ̇v, (1.39)

which states that pure heat exchange determines the system’s behavior.

1.2.1.1 Start-up analysis of single branch PHPs

Das et al. (2010) investigated the start-up conditions by applying this model to single branch
PHPs, the simplest configuration of this device. A single branch PHP is made of a straight
capillary tube. A vapor bubble is confined between the sealed end of the tube and a liquid
plug. The other end of the tube remains open and connects the liquid plug to a liquid reservoir,
whose pressure is kept constant. Usually, heat is applied to the tube over the vapor section
(evaporator) and is brought out from the condenser installed in the plug section. Only one
meniscus oscillates in the tube. Fig. 40 shows an example of this configuration.
Das et al. (2010) established the start-up conditions via conventional linear stability

analysis. First, they found the equilibrium states by setting the time derivative terms to
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zero. The equilibrium-state equations are linearized with respect to a small perturbation that
is then introduced to the system. When the perturbation grows with time, it suggests that
the equilibrium is unstable, and start-up conditions are found. They also demonstrated the
equivalence of the models with and without ṁv in determining the start-up criteria.
Das et al. (2010) reported that a single branch PHP described by superheated vapor models

(with or without ṁv) has an infinite number of equilibrium states, in which the meniscus
can stay stationary in any section of the tube. Equilibrium positions of the meniscus in
the evaporator and the adiabatic section are stable for any system parameters. In contrast to
experimental observations, the meniscus is usually placed in these two sections of the tube in
order to trigger oscillation (Recklin et al., 2015; Fourgeaud, 2016). Certain combinations of
the system parameters satisfy the start-up conditions and can initiate and develop oscillatory
behavior. However, the meniscus oscillates only in the condenser without penetrating the
evaporator. Liquid evaporation hardly takes place, which is a non-physical behavior.

1.2.1.2 Simulation of multi-branch PHPs

Shafii et al. (2001) investigated the effects of tube diameter, filling ratio, and tube wall tem-
perature on the performance of looped and unlooped multi-branch PHPs. However, their con-
clusion that heat transfer is due mainly to the exchange in liquid plugs (it was called sensible
heat in plugs in the original paper) is not in agreement with the later experimental and numer-
ical results (Nikolayev, 2011a; Francom et al., 2021). The value of Ue = 150 W/(m2·K)

used in the calculations of Shafii et al. (2001), is equivalent to the heat transfer coefficient of
a flat ethanol film of thickness δ = k/Ue ' 1.07 mm, where k ' 0.161 W/(m ·K), which
is much thicker than typical films encountered in PHPs. This might explain why the latent
heat transfer was underestimated.
Sakulchangsatjatai et al. (2004) compared the overall energy transfers resulting from

Shafii et al.’s model and existing experimental data and obtained a satisfactory agreement.
However, their simulations did not mention the tunable values of heat transfer coefficients
Ue and Uc.
Holley et al. (2005) introduced heat conduction in tube wall and liquid-solid thermal

coupling, which was a great step forward in developing computational models for PHPs.
Therefore, Tw in Eq. 1.38 is not constant. They replaced the heat transfer coefficient in
Eq. 1.38 with the heat transfer coefficient for boiling flow. However, the vapor energy
equation was not correctly used. Later, in their simulations, Mameli et al. (2012) included
the pressure loss at tube bends.

Yoon et al. (2017) implemented Shafii et al.’s model on simulations of a 5-turn micro-
PHP, which was charged with ethanol and vertically orientated with a heat source applied
at the bottom. They obtained small-amplitude oscillation, similar to their experimental
observation.
More recently, Bae et al. (2017) compared the experimental datawith the simulation results

of a 30-branch PHP. For vertical orientation, Shafii et al.’s model is capable of producing
similar oscillatory behavior. However, for horizontally positioned cases, the model fails to
initiate oscillation for any reasonable values of Ue and Uc.

1.2.1.3 Comments on Shafii et al.’s model

In summary, choosing the appropriate values for Ue and Uc impacts results greatly. In many
calculations, the value of Ue differs from Uc. Given the same heat transfer conditions over
the device, this assumption can hardly be justified.
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Simulations produced by this model show a steady oscillation regime after a transient
stage, during which the number of liquid plugs drops from the initially imposed large value
to the number of turns in PHP. The system oscillation is periodical, nearly sinusoidal, at a
small amplitude. In other words, the device functions as an assembly of oscillating liquid
clots coupled through vapor bubble springs (Nikolayev, 2021).
Simplicity is the most significant advantage of this model, whereas the liquid film, the

most unique and central player for PHP functioning, is underrepresented. The contact lines’
dynamics is neglected completely, and the model cannot describe partially dried tube walls.
Consequently, the simulation results rely essentially on vapor bubble behavior. Therefore,
this type of modeling is referred to as the Superheated vapor models by Das et al. (2010),
in contrast to the models in ensuing subsections, which include dynamic liquid films.

1.2.2 Film Evaporation-Condensation (FEC) model

Das et al. (2010) developed the FEC model that introduces dry patches on tube wall. They
adopted the lumpedmeniscus geometry; see Fig. 5, and simplified the description of spatially
distributed fluid behavior in the radial direction. All liquid films are of constant thickness
δ, but their lengths vary individually with time, responding to mass exchange over the film.
This subsection summarizes features of the FEC model, mainly on how phase exchange is
described over liquid films and how the contact line dynamics is modeled.

vapor: 𝑇𝑇v ≥ 𝑇𝑇sat(𝑝𝑝v) liquid
plug𝑇𝑇sat

δ dry patch
tube

δ

𝐽𝐽fe

Figure 5: Schematics of Film Evaporation-Condensation model developed by Das et al. (2010).

Vapor phase

Similar to the previous model, the thermodynamic state of the vapor phase is described
by the ideal gas law, which suggests that the vapor phase is superheated most of the time.
Occasionally, if the vapor pressure pv calculated by the ideal gas law is higher than the
saturation pressure psat corresponding to the vapor temperature Tv, pv is set to psat.

Based on the first law of thermodynamics, the vapor energy equation that includes mass
exchange, work done by volume expansion, and sensible heat transfer is written as (Shafii
et al., 2001;Nikolayev, 2011b),

mvcvvṪv = RgTvṁv − pvΩ̇v + πdUsens

∫
Lv

[Tw(x)− Tv]dx, (1.40)

where Usens is the coefficient of sensible heat transfer, and Lv is the length of dry patch on
tube wall. The temperature of tube wall Tw(x) varies along the tube axis x. The total mass
exchange ṁv consists of two contributions, from the liquid film ṁf and from the meniscus
ṁm:

ṁv = ṁf + ṁm, (1.41)

which is positive for net mass transfer to the vapor phase.

Film description
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Neglecting the heat transfer from interface to vapor, the total mass exchange rate ṁf is
the sum of evaporation mass flux Jfe and condensation flux Jfc,

ṁf = Jfe + Jfc, (1.42)

where

Jfe =
Ufπd

L

∫
Lfe

[Tw(x)− Tsat]dx, Jfc =
Ufπd

L

∫
Lfc

[Tw(x)− Tsat]dx, (1.43 a,b)

where the heat transfer coefficient of liquid filmsUf = ςk/δ, with the form factor ς (detailed
in Subsec. 5.4.3);Lfe andLfc are the portion of a liquid film where the tube wall temperature
Tw(x) is higher and lower thanTsat, respectively. Remarkably, rather than being proportional
to Tw− Tv in Shafii et al.’s model, ṁf is proportional to the temperature difference between
Tw and Tsat, in agreement with Eq. 1.23. The interface has the temperature Tsat.

Similarly, the meniscus contribution ṁm is calculated as,

ṁm =
πdUmLm

L [Tw(xm)− Tsat] , (1.44)

where Um is the heat transfer coefficient and Lm is the size of meniscus that participates in
mass exchange; Tw(xm) is the wall temperature at the meniscus.
Introducing drying liquid films (the contact line dynamics) is a huge progress compared

to the previous model. The velocity of a liquid film edge ucl is calculated as

ucl = Jfe/ρSf, (1.45)

where Sf = πδ(d− δ) is the film cross-section. This equation states that to conserve the
mass loss Jfe, the film edge recedes, shortening the length. The reason ucl responds to Jfe
rather than ṁf is to avoid non-physical film expansion that might occur when the amount of
condensedmass |Jfc| surpasses Jfe, for instance, whenLfe � Lfc. In that case, the liquid film
has to extend towards the dry patch, prolonging the film length. However, contact lines can
only recede in reality, as discussed in Subsec. 1.1.2. The condensed mass |Jfc| is conserved
by reassigning it to the adjacent liquid plugs.
Now the question is how to determine the fixed a priori value of δ. Nekrashevych et al.

(2017, 2019) have resolved this issue by an iteration algorithm. The first round of simulation
uses a tentative value of δ. Then the results are used to find the root mean square of plug
velocity um,RMS. Eq. 1.34 can predict the thickness of deposited liquid film δ′ corresponding
to um,RMS. The next round of simulation uses δ′. This process is repeated until convergence
between δ and δ′ is achieved.

1.2.2.1 Modified FEC model

Rao et al. (2017) employed a modified version of the original FEC model. They have
introduced two improvements. First, liquid films remain spatially homogeneous, but the
thickness is not constant. The time variation of film thickness δ(t) is defined as

δ̇ = − Jfe
ρπdLfe

, (1.46)

where Jfe is given by Eq. 1.43 with a constant Uf.
Secondly, evaporation flux at the contact line Jcl determines the receding speed. Eq. 1.45

is modified as
ucl = Jcl/ρπdδ(t) (1.47)
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where

Jcl =


Ucl

L
πdδ(t)(Tw,cl − Tsat), if Tw,cl > Tsat, (1.48a)

0, otherwise, (1.48b)

Here,Ucl and Tw,cl are the heat transfer coefficient and wall temperature at the contact line,
respectively. Because the value of Ucl is obtained experimentally, this model is not universal.

In contrast to the original FEC model, Eq. 1.47 states that the contact line recedes due
to local evaporation rather than the total evaporation over a film. Therefore, liquid flows
along the film are averted, in agreement with the thin liquid film theory. For this reason, the
extended model is deemed an improved version of the original version. Using the extend FEC
model, Rao et al. (2017) have found that the thickness variation over an oscillation period
is weak, compared to the value of δ. This supports the constant-thickness assumption in
the original FEC model. However, an additional parameter Ucl is required to be determined
experimentally.

1.2.2.2 Simulation of single branch PHPs

Das et al. (2010) performed simulations of a single branch PHP using the original FEC
model. The working fluid was n-pentane, and the temperature of the inner tube wall in the
evaporator (Te) and in the condenser (Tc) were imposed constant (liquid-solid coupling was
not considered). Given different values of Te and Tc, their numerical results predicted two
oscillation regimes that were observed experimentally (Gully et al., 2014; Recklin et al.,
2015; Fourgeaud et al., 2017; Tessier-Poirier et al., 2019). In the first regime, the meniscus
oscillation is quasi-sinusoidal (Fig.6b of Das et al., 2010). A large amount of phase change
can produce large oscillation amplitude, resulting in fast variation in film length, cf. Eq. 1.47.
In the second regime, the amplitudes of two consecutive strokes of the meniscus are different
(cf. Fig.6a of Das et al., 2010), and the oscillation period doubles. Rao et al. (2017) also
obtained similar behavior in their simulations using the extended FEC model. The working
fluid was FC-72 (more precisely, n-perfluorohexane), and the values of Te and Tc were also
imposed constant. Because phase exchange is less intense, the system has to accumulate
more evaporated mass to provide a fierce pulse that enables the meniscus to penetrate the
evaporator. Comparisons of the numerical results and the experimental data exhibit a good
quantitative agreement in oscillation amplitude and vapor pressure (Das et al., 2010; Rao
et al., 2017).
Nikolayev (2016) investigated the impact of fluid-solid coupling on determining the start-

up criteria of single branch PHPs. The study compared two configurations, which (i) imposed
constant values of Te and Tc (Nikolayev, 2013); (ii) imposed heat power Pe to the evaporator
and constant Tc. Heat conduction in the tube wall and fluid-solid heat exchange occur in the
evaporator and adiabatic section. Therefore, Tw varies along the two sections of the tube.
In the second configuration, the system processes only a unique equilibrium state, in which
the liquid film is absent, and the meniscus situates at the position where Tw = Tsat. Any
deviation from this equilibrium state would cause a net mass exchange and, consequently, a
meniscus displacement that grows with time.
The stability analysis has established a start-up criterion, which is proven independent

of liquid film thickness δ (Nikolayev, 2016). This contrasts the imposed temperature case,
where oscillations can develop only under a specific range of δ (Nikolayev, 2013). Moreover,
since the liquid film description to system start-up is noncontingent, the mass exchange at
meniscus Eq. 1.44 plays a crucial role in initiating oscillation. This feature is also contrary
to the imposed temperature case, where the mass exchange over liquid film is sufficient to
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set off meniscus oscillation. The difference signifies the importance of temperature gradient
in the tube wall (in the evaporator) for correctly understanding system start-up.
In summary, the start-up threshold given by the FEC model can be easily interpreted and

is more realistic than the threshold given by Shafii et al.’s model (Nikolayev, 2021). A single
branch PHP can begin to oscillate when phase change is sufficiently large, and the power
injected to evaporator Pe exceeds energy dissipation, which consists of the heat losses due
to vapor-tube exchange and the liquid viscous dissipation.

1.2.2.3 Simulation of multi-branch PHP

Nikolayev (2011a) first extended the FEC model to simulate multi-branch PHPs with an
arbitrary length of the adiabatic section and constant inner wall temperatures as boundary
conditions for the system. The computational software that implements the FEC model has
been developed at CEA and is named CASCO, abbreviated from the French Code Avancé
de Simulation de Caloduc Oscillant: Advanced code for simulation of pulsating heat pipes.
Over the years, new features have been progressively included in CASCO, which enables the
code to reflect more physical processes, such as fluid-solid interaction, heat conduction in
the solid tube wall, bubble and plug coalescence, nucleate boiling (generating new bubbles)
in plugs, the feedback section and local pressure drop at tube turns (see Fig. 1).

CASCO can simulate PHPs of various structures, particularly those equipped with multiple
heat sources or heat sinks. The heat is injected uniformly into the tube wall in evaporators,
while the temperature of the inner tube wall in condensers is imposed constant. Liquid film
rupture is considered, andmore than one dry patchmay exist in a single bubble. Conservation
of energy and mass in the system and the mesh grid independence have been meticulously
verified in CASCO (Nekrashevych et al., 2019).

Abela et al. (2019) compared experimental data and simulation results by CASCO of a
closed-loop tubular PHP. The device contains a 14-turn fluid channel and has two condensers
and an evaporator that are separated by three adiabatic sections. The working fluid is FC-72
with a filling rate of 50 %. The experiment was conducted under microgravity conditions
during a parabolic flight. Because of the large tube diameter (3 mm), the device cannot
operate under the Earth’s gravity. Unfortunately, the microgravity condition was maintained
roughly 20 s, which was too short to achieve a stable operation regime. Therefore, the
simulations show transient behavior that depends on the initial conditions. Abela et al.
(2019) have assumed that prior to the microgravity condition, the liquid plugs gather on the
evaporator side, and the internal wall is covered completely by liquid films. The comparisons
include the tube temperature and plug velocity at several measurements. A good agreement
has been archived.
To evaluate the role that liquid film dynamics plays in the device functioning, a compar-

ative study by Bae et al. (2017) has employed the FEC model to simulate multi-branch PHPs
of various system parameters. Only one dry patch was considered per bubble. Instead of
using the iteration method of Nekrashevych et al. (2017) to determine δ, the simulations
set different δ in the same configuration to examine its impact on results. They have con-
cluded that properly choosing δ enables the FEC model to produce the thermal performance
and oscillation behavior that are in satisfactory agreement with experimental observation.
However, the results depend heavily on the value of δ.

1.2.2.4 Comments on the FEC model

As described in Eq. 1.47, the mass loss of a film leads to an instantaneous receding of film
edge, which implies a fast hydrodynamic flow along the film, depicted in Fig. 5. However, the
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assumption can barely be justified from a physical point of view since the strong viscous shear
would prevent liquid from flowing within these thin films. cf. the hydrodynamic description
in Subsec. 1.1.1. On the other hand, free contact lines recede spontaneously after liquid film
deposition. It is a local phenomenon that should be determined by local parameters, such as
the wetting properties (contact angle) and the superheating at contact lines, rather than the
overall mass conservation on liquid film, as discussed in Subsec. 1.1.2.

1.2.3 Discrete volume models

The discrete volume model was first developed by Senjaya et al. (2013). Later it was adapted
and improved by several research groups (Bae et al., 2017; Noh et al., 2020; Rouaze et al.,
2021). The tube and fluid channel are discretized into control volumes containing tube
walls, vapor bubbles, and liquid films, or liquid plugs; see Fig. 6. The thermal coupling of
fluid and solid and new bubble generation in liquid plugs (nucleation) are often considered
(Senjaya et al., 2014; Bae et al., 2017; Rouaze et al., 2021). Conservation equations for mass,
momentum, and energy must be established in each control volume (only energy equation
for solid tube).

vapor liquid
plug

tube
δ(𝑡𝑡)film

Figure 6: Schematic of a discrete volume model.

The computational meshes of liquid films are consecutive liquid rings with a flat interface
as shown Fig. 6. In a control volume, a liquid film completely covers the tube’s inner wall,
and the thickness δ(t) evolves individually as a result of a mass exchange with neighbor
volumes (or with plugs) and phase change at interface ṁv. Bubble movements entrain liquid
into films at the front meniscus, which triggers the mass exchange among the consecutive
control volumes of liquid films. Eventually, liquid leaves films at the rear meniscus. Such a
description treats the flow inside a film control volume as a uniform flow in annular tubes.
This conflicts with the liquid film dynamics, cf. Eq. 1.19, which suggests that the flows
should be induced by the gradient in interface curvature.
The momentum equations in liquid control volumes (films and plugs) used the 1D Navier-

Stokes equation for incompressible flows, with only minor differences in source term (Sen-
jaya et al., 2013, 2014; Bae et al., 2017; Rouaze et al., 2021). For liquid films, the source
terms principally include friction forces on vapor-liquid interfaces and the inner tube walls
and gravity force. Bae et al. (2017) considered the momentum loss due to the mass exchange
with the vapor phase. For control volumes of liquid plugs, the source term excludes the
interface friction.
Similarly, the energy conservation in liquid control volumes is based on the 1D energy

equation for incompressible flows, with a source term representing heat exchange with the
tube. An additional term for heat exchange with vapor is required for liquid films. The exact
form of this term differs from one model to another.
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1.2.3.1 Vapor bubbles and phase exchange

Senjaya et al. (2013, 2014) employed the ideal gas law to describe the thermodynamic state
of the vapor phase. The heat flux in liquid films Qf is calculated as

Qf =
k

δ
(Tw − T i), (1.49)

where the interface temperature T i = 2Tf−Tw. Here, Tf is the film temperature determined
by the energy equation.However, the phase change rate ṁv in a control volume is independent
of Qf. Instead, it is calculated as follows:

ṁv = α[psat(T
i)− pv].

where the constant α = 5.4 × 1014 kg/(Pa · s), and psat(T i) is the saturation pressure
corresponding to T i.

𝑇𝑇v

𝑇𝑇wliquid film

𝛿𝛿

𝑑𝑑

Aubin et al. (2019) and Rouaze et al. (2021) assumed that the vapor phase does not
stray far away from the saturation state. Therefore, the phase change rate is determined by
the difference between the saturation temperature and the temperature of the inner tube
wall. Rouaze et al. (2021) mended the heat exchange description in their previous studies
(d’Entremont et al., 2015; Aubin et al., 2019), where the heat transfer in liquid films is
calculated as the heat conduction through a thin flat plate. Rouaze et al. (2021) argued that
the heat flux through films could be better represented by the heat equation of a hollow
cylinder for conduction in the radial direction; see the marginal illustration. The phase
change rate per unit of length in the tube axis direction is

ṁv =

( 1
2πk ln d

d− 2δ

)−1 Tw − Tv
L

, (1.50)

where Tv = Tsat.
Bae et al. (2017) and Noh et al. (2020) employed the van der Waals equation to describe

the vapor thermodynamic state. They postulated that the difference in the amount of heat
transferred from the tube to films Qf and from the interface to vapor Qi is used to vaporize
the liquid. Therefore, the phase change rate per unit of length channel is

ṁv = π(d− 2δ)Qf −Qi

L
,

where
Qf =

k

δ/2 (Tf − Tsat), (1.51)

in which Tf is the temperature of liquid film, determined by energy balance.

1.2.3.2 Liquid dryout

The description of liquid dry-out is a unique feature of discrete volume models. As δ(t)
might drop to an extremely low value, preventing the mass flux from diverging cf. Eq. 1.49,
Eq. 1.50 and Eq. 1.51, requires introducing a critical value δcr that limits the heat conduction
through liquid films. Following the practice of the three-zone model (Thome et al., 2004),
Bae et al. (2017) and Rouaze et al. (2021) used the mean surface roughness as the value of
δcr, at which the calculations put a halt to phase change and mass exchange with neighbor
control volumes, and it is regarded as the occurrence of film dry out.
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1.2.3.3 Simulation results

Bae et al. (2017) conducted simulations of PHPs with various configurations employed in
previous experimental studies, including the different numbers of branches, working fluids,
filling ratios, operation temperatures, and orientations. Numerical results exhibited good
agreement with experimental data in thermal performance and oscillation behavior. They
have concluded that the liquid film dynamics is indispensable for theoretically predicting
plug oscillation in horizontally-oriented PHPs. For vertical PHPs, the film dynamics is less
significant because the circulation can be driven by buoyancy. In the following study, using a
similar computational model, Noh et al. (2020) investigated the number of branches and the
inner diameter of the tube that would maximize the thermal performance of a closed-loop
PHP in the vertical orientation under the constraint of fixed space.
Rouaze et al. (2021) validated their computational model by comparing simulation results

and experimental data of a closed-loop PHP prototype with 20 branches. The working fluid
was R1233zd(E), and the filling ratio was 70%. Horizontal and vertical orientations were
considered. A heat load up to 230 W was applied to the evaporator, and a thermal bath
chilled the condenser with water at 20◦C. The comparisons mainly concerned the tube
wall temperature at measurement points spreading over the device. They also obtained the
oscillation and circulation regimes under normal operation. In the oscillation regime, the
average velocity of liquid plugs 〈um〉 is close to zero, whereas 〈um〉 is non-zero in the
circulation regime, which indicates the fluid has a preferential moving direction.

1.2.3.4 Comments on discrete volume models

Discrete volume models are based on phenomenological considerations rather than the
fundamental physical processes leading to liquid film evolution. The spatial variation of
film interfaces is represented better than Shafii et al. (2001) and the FEC models. The liquid
flows in individual control volumes of the film are assimilated as flows in annular channels.
However, in reality, as discussed in Sec. 1.1, liquid flows are induced by the curvature
gradient over interfaces. The variation in film length that should rely on the contact line
dynamics is not considered.
Discrete volume models include marginal effects such as shear stress at the vapor-liquid

interface and pressure gradients within vapor bubbles. Those effects increase the complex-
ity of modeling and numerical implementation, whereas they only have inconsequential
contributions to the system behavior.
The conservation equations are resolved at each time step in all four domains (liquid films,

plugs, vapor bubbles, and solid tubes). To obtain results independent of the mesh grid, the
size of control volumes is in the order of ∼1 mm (Noh et al., 2020). It would significantly
increase the number of control volumes for PHPs with a large number of branches, which
is necessary to produce mesh-independent results. A considerably more computational
resource is required than the FEC model.

Bae et al. (2017) compared the simulation results produced by their discrete volume
model and by the FEC model. Both models can reasonably predict the plug oscillation and
overall thermal performance observed in experiments. Since the primary objective for PHP
simulation is to predict the device operation regimes, the detailed information on fluid
behavior produced by discrete volume models seems less desirable (Nikolayev, 2021).
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1.3 Conclusions

This chapter has been dedicated to introducing liquid film dynamics in capillary tubes
and demonstrates its importance in PHP functioning. The Stokes equations and lubrication
approximation have been employed in formulating the governing equations that describe
the dynamic profile of the 2D free interface, which later will be used in Chap. 2. Although
some of the existing 1D numerical models can produce results comparable to experimental
data, they rely on adjustable phenomenological parameters, and the physical processes of
liquid films are inadequately represented. Shafii et al.’s model neglects the dynamics of
contact lines. The FEC model relies on the preset constant value of film thickness as input
and implicitly introduces large flows along liquid films, which is a non-physical assumption.
Discrete volume approaches have been based on phenomenological considerations instead
of on the hydrodynamic theory of thin films.

Given that latent heat transfer through liquid films is the dominant mechanism for this
device, a reliable computational model should reflect the physical behavior of liquid films
in PHPs. Some of the processes are unique and have been less studied in the past. New
theoretical studies are necessary to answer questions, such as how liquid films respond to
oscillatory menisci and how contact lines recede in fluid channels in the presence of liquid
evaporation.



Part I

Liquid Film Dynamics





Chapter 2

Liquid films attached to oscillatory menisci

As the first part of our theoretical studies, this chapter deals with liquid film behavior during
the oscillation of a meniscus. 1

Apart from occurring in PHPs, the oscillatory motion of menisci in thin capillaries is
important for many applications. To cite a few, the liquid plugs that obstruct the airways
in living organisms for certain pathologies (Baudoin et al., 2013), the distribution of fluids
in microfluidics (Angeli et al., 2008), and the oscillations caused by the vapor-liquid mass
exchange in many types of heat pipes. In capillary pumped loops (Zhang et al., 1998) or loop
heat pipes, pressure oscillations are observed (Launay et al., 2007) and impact the menisci
in capillary structures.
Hydrodynamics of liquid films deposited by recedingmenisci has been extensively studied

since the seminal articles of Landau et al. (1942), Taylor (1961) and Bretherton (1961). Since
their works, a substantial effort has been invested in understanding the dynamics of the Taylor
bubbles, i. e. bubbles of a length larger than their diameter. Initially, the hydrodynamics of
such a process was described theoretically within the creeping flow approximation (i. e. for
vanishingly small Reynolds numbers) by using the lubrication approach for the liquid film
description. The inertial effects have been accounted for by direct numerical simulation
(Talimi et al., 2012).

Previous studies have focused on the uniform motion of bubbles that deposit liquid films
of constant thickness. The films were considered continuous, with no dry patches on the
tube wall. However, oscillatory menisci are of greater interest for modeling PHPs (Fourgeaud
et al., 2017;Marengo et al., 2018; Nikolayev, 2021), because liquid films provide the primary
channel of heat and mass transfer and behave differently under the non-uniform motion of
menisci. Moreover, the liquid evaporation rate is defined by local film thickness; adequate
modeling requires knowing film profiles. As liquid films might be partially dried out, triple
contact lines also need to be accounted for in our studies.
In this chapter, the objectives are twofold: (i) to study the liquid films created by meniscus

oscillation; (ii) and to examine the impact of film edges, i. e. , of triple contact lines, for the
simplest case where contact lines are pinned at surface defects and are thus immobile.

1 This chapter is based on the article (Zhang et al., 2021).
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Figure 7: Sketch of the axial cross-section of a cylindrical capillary tubewith the liquid film deposited
by the receding meniscus. At x = xf , the film profile solution matches the right branch of
the parabola (solid red line), which is a small-slope approximation of the circular meniscus
shape (dashed line).

2.1 Problem description

Consider a cylindrical capillary tube of an inner radius R, containing a liquid and its vapor.
The vapor-liquid interface is assumed to be axially symmetric (Fig. 7).

For sufficiently thin tubes, the gravity force can be neglected. Following the classical
approach (Bretherton, 1961), the vapor-liquid interface can be divided into the film and the
meniscus regions. The liquid-vapor interface slope in the film region is believed to be small;
therefore, the film can be described with the conventional lubrication theory briefly restated
in Subsec. 1.1.1.2. The meniscus region is assumed to be controlled by the surface tension
only, thus being of constant curvature (shown in Fig. 7 with a circle of radius Rm).
The lubrication theory is applicable within the assumption |∂h/∂x| � 1, where h =

h(x, t) is the local film thickness. The pressure jump ∆p = pv− p across the interface obeys
the normal jump condition Eq. 1.20 without the vapor recoil term,

∆p = σ

(
K +

1
R− h

)
' σ

(
∂2h

∂x2 +
1
Rm

)
, (2.1)

where σ is the surface tension, K is the two-dimensional interface curvature in the axial
cross-section shown in Fig. 7; in the small-slope approximation,K ' ∂2h/∂x2. Because of
this limitation, such a film region theory is hardly suitable to describe the meniscus region.
The radial contribution to the curvature R−1

m is assumed to be independent of x in the film
region (where h remains much smaller than R). At a large x, the interface approaching
the tube axis results in an increasingly larger h, where the viscous forces vanish, and the
surface tension controls the interface; its curvature ∂2h/∂x2 thus becomes constant. Such
a condition corresponds to a parabolic shape in the axial plane. This parabola needs to be
joined to the circular meniscus, which results in the condition

∂2h/∂x2|x=xf = R−1
m . (2.2)

defined at the ending point (xf , hf) of the film region.

2.2 Isothermal problem with infinite film

To begin with, we would like to recall the theory for cases with no phase change (J = 0),
and contact lines are not considered, meaning that the film is infinitely long. In this case,
it is pragmatic to choose the frame of reference linked to the moving meniscus where the
axial coordinate becomes x′ = x−umt. The velocity of the axial meniscus center (assumed
positive for a receding meniscus according to the x-axis direction choice) is denoted um.
Since J = 0, we take the minimal complexity of Eq. 1.19: non-slip condition on the inner
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tube wall ls = 0 and non-tangential-stress at the free interface. The governing equation
becomes

∂h

∂t
+

∂

∂x′

(
σ

3µh
3 ∂

3h

∂x′3
− umh

)
= 0, (2.3)

which is used in the rest of this section.

2.2.1 Steady solutions

The steady version of Eq. 2.3 for the case of a constant positive velocity (um = ur) is
the Landau-Levich equation (Landau et al., 1942) describing the infinite flat film being
deposited by a receding meniscus. Note that the film in a cylindrical capillary (Bretherton,
1961) is described by the same equation because of the approximation, Eq. 2.1.

𝑥𝑥s

𝑅𝑅m

ℎr

𝑥𝑥𝑥

𝑢𝑢m

ℎs ℎf
𝑥𝑥f

The boundary conditions at x′ → −∞ describe flat films of yet unknown thickness hr,

h = hr, ∂h/∂x′ = 0. (2.4)

The scaling of this problem (Tab. 1) is based on hr. The characteristic axial length scale
involves the capillary number Car = µur/σ and is chosen in such a way that rends the
steady version of Eq. 2.3 dimensionless

∂

∂x̃′

(
h̃3

3
∂3h̃

∂x̃′3
− h̃

)
= 0, (2.5)

which does not contain any parameters; the tilde means hereafter the corresponding dimen-
sionless variable hereafter.

Integrating Eq. 2.5 from −∞ to x̃′ and using the conditions (2.4) (in the dimensionless
form, h̃(x̃′ → −∞) = 1), we obtain

∂3h̃

∂x̃′3
= 3 h̃− 1

h̃3 , (2.6)

which is equivalent to the Bretherton equation within a factor 3 that we leave in the equation
instead of bundling inside the scaling parameters of Tab. 1. This helps us to avoid it in many
formulas used below.

Consider now the behavior at large x̃′. Eq. 2.6 remains valid until the transition region
(between the film and the meniscus), in which 1 � h̃ < R̃. From Eq. 2.6, ∂3h̃/∂x̃′3 ' 0.
This means that x̃′, the second derivative is finite, which is compatible with the condition
(2.2). Eq. 2.6 can be integrated numerically (see Nikolayev et al. (2014) for details). The
ending point (x̃′f , h̃f) of the integration interval is chosen from a condition that ∂2h̃/∂x̃′2

reaches a plateau (with a required accuracy). Such a calculation results in a numerical value
for this plateau

∂2h̃

∂x̃′2

∣∣∣∣∣
x̃′=x̃′f

= α ' 1.3375 (2.7)

Fig. 8a (steady receding) plots the resulting profile h̃(x̃′). Note that α is equivalent to the
numerical value 0.643 originally found by Bretherton (1961); α ' 0.643 · 32/3, where the
factor appears because of the different scaling. By comparing Eq. 2.2 and Eq. 2.7, we find
the expression for the film thickness

hr = αRmCa
2/3
r . (2.8)

The only yet unknown quantity is Rm that can be found by the method proposed by
Klaseboer et al. (2014). As mentioned before, near the point (x̃′f , h̃f) the film shape should
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variable notation
reference values used in problems with

infinite liquid film immobile contact line

axial coordinate x hrCa
−1/3
r αRCa1/3

0

film thickness h hr αRCa2/3
0

time t hrCa
−1/3
r u−1

r αRCa1/3
0 u−1

0

velocity u ur u0 = 2πA/P

Table 1: Dimensional reference values that are used to make the governing equations non-
dimensional.

satisfy the condition (2.2) which means that at h � hr, it asymptotically approaches a
parabola

y = (x′ − x′s)2/(2Rm) + hs, (2.9)

where the parameters (x′s, hs) are yet to be determined. To reveal their meaning, we recall
that near its minimum, where its curvature is R−1

m , the parabola approximates the circular
meniscus profile

(x′ − x′s)2 + (y− hs −Rm)2 = R2
m. (2.10)

Evidently, (x′s, hs) is the circle lowest point. Fitting the film profile h̃(x̃′) near the
point (x̃′f , h̃f) to a parabola results in (x′s, hs) . Klaseboer et al. (2014) report that the
dimensionless value of h̃s slightly grows with h̃f . Bretherton (1961) gives h̃s = 2.79. The
asymptotic value h̃s = 2.90 is obtained for h̃f > 106. However, to obtain a continuous
overall interface profile, the matching point (x̃′f , h̃f) film–parabola should be lower than
the point where the parabola–circle transition occurs. This requires hf < R. For the value
h̃f ' 50 that satisfies this condition in practical situations, Klaseboer et al. (2014) found
h̃s = 2.5, which was also the value found from the experimental data fits, as discussed below.
In summary, the h̃s variation is weak, and we can consider that the circle is nearly invariant
of the specific h̃f choice.

Klaseboer et al. (2014) have proposed the equation

Rm + hs = R (2.11)

that centers the circle with respect to the tube and thus links Rm to R, cf. Fig. 7. Using
Eq. 2.8 in this equation produces finally:

Rm =
R

1 + αh̃sCa
2/3
r

. (2.12)

Combining Eq. 2.8 and Eq. 2.12, we can now finalize the film thickness expression

hr =
αRCa2/3

r

1 + αh̃sCa
2/3
r

. (2.13)

The experimental data fits by Aussillous et al. (2000) have determined the value h̃s ' 2.5,
which is very close to the above numerical values. For Car → 0, Rm ' R and Eq. 2.13
reduces to Bretherton’s original expression

hr = αRCa2/3
r . (2.14)
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Next, consider a meniscus advancing at a constant velocity um = −ua (where ua is the
modulus of the advancing velocity) over a pre-existing film of thickness hr. Such a motion
has been understood as well. Bretherton (1961) has shown that the interface demonstrates
a wavy shape (ripples) near the meniscus, cf. the solid curve in Fig. 8a (steady advancing).
The wavelength of ripples depends on the ratio ua/ur (Maleki et al., 2011; Nikolayev et al.,
2014), where ur can be deduced (using Eq. 2.14) from hr. We might regard hr that is
deposited by a meniscus receding at ur. The meniscus radius for steady advancing cases was
determined with Eq. 2.11 by Cherukumudi et al. (2015).

2.2.2 Film relaxation

The meniscus oscillation results in a continuous film-shape variation. For this reason, a
necessary quantity is the relaxation time trel. It is a characteristic time scale of decrease
of a film perturbation caused by the meniscus velocity change. On a time scale� trel, the
meniscus is expected to behave as if the velocity were constant at each time moment (i.e., in
a quasi-steady way).
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Figure 8: Film relaxation: profile evolution and relaxation time. (a) Film profile evolution (shown in
the frame of reference of the meniscus) from steady receding with the velocity ur to steady
advance with the velocity ua such that |ua| = ur. The time lag between the two curves
is ∆t̃ = 0.5. The inset shows the root mean square deviation from the steady advancing
profile and (b) relaxation time as a function of ua/ur. The dots are the numerical points.
The line is the exponential fit.

Relaxation of the film profile is studied here on an example of a sudden change in the
meniscus motion direction, from receding to advancing. The initial profile (monotonic red
curve in Fig. 8a) is that of Landau et al. (1942) defined by Eq. 2.6 describing the meniscus
receding at a constant velocity ur. In this calculation, Rm is assumed to remain constant
(= R) because Car is small. The calculation is performed for Car = 10−3 but the results
are independent of Car provided it is small enough. The deposited film thickness is given
by Eq. 2.14.
At t = 0, the meniscus makes a sudden change of its motion direction and for t > 0

advances over the liquid film at a constant velocity ua. The film is infinite so the meniscus
frame of reference and thus Eq. 2.3 with um = −ua < 0 are employed. With the scaling of
Tab. 1, the dimensionless governing equation is

∂h̃

∂t̃
+

∂

∂x̃′

(
h̃3

3
∂3h̃

∂x̃′3
− ũmh̃

)
= 0, (2.15)

where ũm = −ua/ur. The boundary conditions are Eq. 2.4 and Eq. 2.7, where both α and
hr are now known.
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Eq. 2.15 is solved numerically, cf. Subsec. 2.3.5 for the details. The time evolution of the
interface profile is shown in Fig. 8a. At t̃ = 0, the profile is given by the steady receding
meniscus of Eq. 2.6. As the time increases, the film relaxes to the steady advancing profile
(the solid curve in Fig. 8a), which coincides with the Bretherton profile of the rear meniscus.
By fitting the root mean square deviation (shown in the inset) from the steady advancing
profile, we introduce the relaxation time t̃rel; for ua/ur = 1, ∆t̃rel ' 0.65.

The calculation shows (Fig. 8b) that the relaxation time trel decreases with ua and remains
smaller than 2. As the exponential vanishes after t̃ ' 5t̃rel, the system is expected to behave
independently of a current state after a time lag t̃ ' 10.

2.3 Forced meniscus oscillation from pinned contact lines

A previous study (Nikolayev et al., 2014) demonstrates the film behavior for the case of an
infinite film. There is no physical criterion imposing its thickness, it is thus another input
parameter. When the meniscus approaches the leftmost (in the reference of Fig. 7) position
observed during oscillations, the ripples created near the advancing meniscus propagate over
the film to infinity, so there is no possible periodical regime. This propagation is amplified
by the discrepancy between the imposed film thickness and the thickness Eq. 2.8 defined by
the receding meniscus velocity, which is zero at the leftmost point. Thus a discrepancy exists
for any imposed film thickness. In practical situations of oscillating motion (Fourgeaud et al.,
2016; Rao et al., 2017), contact lines appear because of liquid evaporation caused by tube
wall heating. Even with small superheating, liquid films will eventually vaporize beyond the
leftmost meniscus position. Before addressing heating cases, in this section, we discuss the
interface shape in the presence of a contact line without any heating.

solid
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𝑢𝑢cl

vapor
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The hydrodynamics of pinned (static) contact lines is simpler than the dynamic case. For
this reason, we should understand it first. This is the purpose of this chapter. The contact
line pinning often occurs in capillaries (Mohammadi et al., 2015). It is caused by wall
heterogeneity (surface defects) that is either chemical or geometrical (surface roughness).
The heterogeneity can be modeled as a spatial variation of surface energy. The result of
such a theory (Iliev et al., 2014) is that the microscopic contact angle θmicro averaged along
the contact line may vary between the static advancing θadv (above which the contact line
advances) and the static receding θrec (below which the contact line recedes) angles while
the contact line remains stationary. In our calculation, θadv − θrec (called wetting hysteresis)
is assumed to be sufficiently large, so the contact line always remains immobile, see the
marginal illustration. In experiments, the hysteresis can be as large as 50◦ (deGennes, 1985),
which is larger than the angle oscillation magnitude considered below.

At oscillations with the fixed contact line, there are no vortices near it (Ting et al., 1987),
and the flow is known to be well described by the lubrication approximation, even down to
the nanometric scale (Mortagne et al., 2017).
Since we consider the pinned contact line problems, choosing the capillary tube as the

frame reference is convenient. Taking the minimal complexity, the governing equation
Eq. 1.19 (Nikolayev, 2010) that describes the interface dynamics in the film region is
reduced to

∂h

∂t
+

∂

∂x

(
h3

3µ
∂∆p
∂x

)
= −J

ρ
, (2.16)

where J is zero for isothermal oscillation.
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2.3.1 Relaxing the pressure divergence by the Kelvin effect

The Stokes problem of the straight wedge with a varying opening angle leads to the log-
arithmic pressure divergence, cf. Subsec. A.3.1. Such a divergence is integrable and thus
does not cause a paradox similar to that of the moving contact line. However, the infinite
pressure is non-physical. In addition, the pressure boundary condition at the contact line
would be difficult to use in the calculation because it requires prior knowledge of the contact
angle and its time derivative (cf. Eq. A.25) that need to be determined themselves during the
solution procedure. As we consider volatile fluids, the phase change and the Kelvin effect
are introduced. The latter makes the pressure to be finite everywhere, as shown below.
The film is assumed here to be thin with respect to R, so the one-dimensional conduction

description applies. The evaporation impact on a film is twofold. First, the film thickness
decreases with time everywhere along the film, which is described by the balance of the first
and the right-hand side term of Eq. 2.16. Generally, the film thinning is not strong during an
oscillation period (Fourgeaud et al., 2017).
We focus here on the second effect that appears because of the evaporation strength in a

narrow vicinity of the contact line. If the vapor-liquid interface were at a fixed saturation
temperature (T i = Tsat), the mass flux J (1.18) would diverge at the contact line h = 0 as
J ∼ ∆T/h, which is non-physical because total evaporated mass (the integral of J) would
be infinite.
The Kelvin effect Eq. 1.24, i. e. the dependence of T i on the interfacial pressure jump

∆p can relax the singularity (Janeček et al., 2012), because it allows T i to vary along the
interface. Therefore, it can attain the wall temperature Tw at the contact line so the mass flux

J(x→ 0) = 0. (2.17)

From the temperature continuity, we obtain the condition

∆p(x→ 0) = ∆pcl, (2.18)

where a constant pressure jump at the contact line is introduced as

∆pcl =
Lρ
Tsat

∆T . (2.19)

A solution that satisfies this condition can indeed be found (cf. Subsec. A.3.2). Combining
Eq. 1.18 and Eq. 1.24 results in

J =
k

hL

(
∆T − ∆p

Tsat
Lρ

)
. (2.20)

With its substitution into Eq. 2.16, the governing equation becomes

∂h

∂t
+

∂

∂x

(
h3

3µ
∂∆p
∂x

)
=

∆p− ∆pcl
h

kTsat
(Lρ)2 . (2.21)

The problem is now regular (because ∆p is not divergent anymore), unlike other micro-
scopic approaches (Savva et al., 2017). As the Kelvin effect alone is capable of relaxing
the contact line singularity (Janeček et al., 2012) and the evaporation effect is weak in this
chapter, the other microscopic scale effects discussed in Subsec. 1.1.2 are not included in
this chapter for the sake of clarity.
In Sec. 2.3, a globally isothermal problem is considered,Tw = Tsat, meaning that∆T = 0

and ∆pcl = 0. At such conditions, the mass exchange appearing at the macroscopic scale
is very weak that it can be safely neglected. This does not mean, however, that the mass
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exchange is absent in the microregion where ∆p can be large, as mentioned above. The mass
flux J scales with ∆p according to Eq. 2.20, so phase change occurs. The situation here
shares certain similarities with the contact line motion paradox solved by the Kelvin effect
(Janeček et al., 2013). Consider e.g. an increase-in-time θ. According to Eq. A.31, ∆p > 0
in the very contact line vicinity, and the condensation occurs there. It is compensated exactly
by evaporation farther away from the contact line; therefore, the net mass exchange is zero.
It should be noted that the fluid flow associated with the phase change is strongly localized
within a nanoscale distance from the contact line comparable to the characteristic length
of the Kelvin effect `VK. It is assumed hereafter that the pinning occurs at a length scale
smaller than `VK, i.e. there are nanometric defects with sharp borders on which the contact
line is pinned.
In conclusion, all results obtained in the present Sec. 2.3, can be seen as obtained with

Eq. 2.21 because the microregion details cannot be resolved at the macroscale pictured in the
figures below. However, the numerical calculations of the regularized Eq. 2.21 are carried
out in reality.

2.3.2 Oscillation problem statement

Now consider an oscillating meniscus, and the position xm of its center (which is the
experimentally measurable quantity) travels periodically with a period P and an amplitude
A. Assuming its harmonic oscillation results in:

xm(t) = xi +A[1− cos(2πt/P )], (2.22)

where xi is the initial meniscus center position. Alternatively, we can adapt the experi-
mentally measured dependence xm(t) while comparing the data with the experiment (cf.
Subsec. 2.3.6.5 below). The contact line is pinned at position x = 0, and the contact angle
θ varies. For the harmonic oscillation case, the meniscus velocity is u(t) = u0 sin(2πt/P ),
where the velocity amplitude u0 = 2πA/P is convenient to choose as the characteris-
tic velocity to define the capillary number Ca0 = µu0/σ and to make all the quantities
dimensionless (cf. Tab. 1).
Because of the fixed contact line, the frame of reference of the tube wall is chosen.

Eq. 2.21 (with the substitution of Eq. 2.1) is solved for x ∈ [0,xf ]. The length xf is imposed
as explained in Subsec. 2.3.3 and Subsec. 2.3.5 below.
The boundary conditions are defined as

h (x = 0) = 0, (2.23a)
∂∆p
∂x

∣∣∣∣
x→0

= 0, (2.23b)

∆p (x = xf) = R−1
m , (2.23c)

h (x = xf) = hf , (2.23d)

whereRm and hf are discussed in Sec. 2.2. The condition (2.23a) is a geometrical constraint
at the contact line. Equation (2.23b) is a weaker form of the condition (2.18) used to provide
numerical stability. The boundary conditions (2.23c, 2.23d) impose the liquid film curvature
and thickness at the right end of the integration interval for each time moment.

2.3.3 Determination of the meniscus curvature

For a small film thickness, themeniscus radiusRm is assumed constant and equal toR during
oscillation. It is actually a good approximation for a smallCa0 . 10−3. However, at a larger
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Ca0, the film thickness impacts Rm (see Subsec. 2.3.6.3 below). Since the film thickness
depends on the meniscus velocity, so does the meniscus radius Rm, cf. Sec. 2.2. Therefore,
Rm varies in time. In this section, we generalize to any meniscus dynamics the method for
Rm determination (Klaseboer et al., 2014) discussed above for the steady receding case.
Similarly to the steady case of sec. 2.2, we first match the film shape h(x) to the parabola

(2.9), and then the parabola to a circle (2.10). Thematching between the film and the parabola
means both the continuity and smoothness (equality of the derivatives)

hf = (xf − xs)
2/(2Rm) + hs, (2.24a)

∂h

∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=xf

=
xf − xs
Rm

, (2.24b)

where the left-hand sides come from the film calculation, and all the parabola parameters
are time-dependent. As in the approach of Klaseboer et al. (2014), Eq. 2.11 serves to find
Rm. We introduce in addition, a relationship of the abscissas of the lowest and rightmost
points of a circle that is needed to define xs (Fig. 7):

Rm + xs = xm. (2.24c)

In the present algorithm, xf imposed to such a value that the difference xm − xf does not
vary in time and hf = h(xf) remains large with respect to the deposited film thickness. As
discussed in sec. 2.2, the solution is nearly independent of the specific choice of hf (and thus
of xf ). The set of Eqs. (2.1), (2.11) and (2.21)–(2.24) is then complete, so the film shape and
the unknown parameters (Rm, xs, hs, hf ) can be determined for each t.

2.3.4 Initial conditions and solution periodicity

One needs to define now the initial film shape h(x, 0) at t = 0, which corresponds to
the (yet unspecified) leftmost meniscus position xi according to Eq. 2.22. As an initial film
profile, we choose that of equilibrium satisfying the condition ∂h/∂t = 0 that can be used in
Eq. 2.21. From the boundary condition Eq. 2.23b, one finds straightforwardly ∂3h/∂x3 = 0,
i. e. the parabolic shape

h(x, 0) = x2

2Rm,i
+ θix, (2.25a)

where θi ≡ θ(t = 0) is the initial contact angle. It serves as another boundary condition,
additional to Eq. 2.23a and Eq. 2.23c. Applying Eq. 2.11 and Eq. 2.24 at t = 0 produces,

Rm,i ≡ Rm(t = 0) = R/(1− θ2
i /2), (2.25b)

xi = Rm,i(1− θi). (2.25c)

These expressions are the small-angle approximations of the expressions Rm,i = R/ cos θi
and xi = Rm,i(1− sin θi) because Eq. 2.25a is an approximation of the initially spherical
meniscus.

During oscillation, the liquid is driven by the meniscus motion, and the free interface
remains in the state where ∂h/∂t is always balanced by the curvature gradient, more
precisely, by the second term of Eq. 2.16. This occurs because there are no other forces, in
particular, no inertia.When themeniscus comes near the leftmost position,um decreases, and
the system approaches the state (2.25) with no curvature gradient, thus, |∂h/∂t| decreases to
zero or almost zero. It is not rigorous proof that the state (2.25) belongs to the limit cycle of
the system, albeit it should be quite close to it. This is undoubtedly true when the relaxation
time is short, trel � P , which is our case (cf. Subsec. 2.2.2 for trel discussion). Indeed, the
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numerical simulations show that h(x,P ) is indistinguishable from h(x, 0), cf. Fig. 9 below.
So do all other parameters (curvature, contact angle, etc.). This finding allows us to simulate
a unique period.

2.3.5 Numerical implementation

The scales for the main quantities to make them dimensionless are shown in the right column
of Tab. 1. With such a “natural” scaling, only three main dimensionless parameters are left:
θi, P̃ and Ca0. All quantities will be studied in this parametric space. The dimensionless
amplitude is linked to the period

Ã = P̃/(2π), (2.26)

where a dimensionless quantity is denoted with a tilde. There is one more dimensionless
parameter

N =
µkTsat
LραRCa0

(2.27)

that describes the magnitude of the Kelvin effect in the microregion. However, it does not
impact the interface shape at the film scale, provided the characteristic microscopic scale
(A.29) is chosen to be small enough (cf. Subsec. 2.2.2). The mesh size is exponentially
refined near the contact line (as x̃ → 0) to capture the contact angle variation without
considerably increasing the total number of nodes (Nikolayev, 2010).
At t̃ = 0, a value of x̃f = 10, for which h̃f is around 50, cf. the discussion in Sec. 2.2.

At t̃ > 0, the difference x̃m − x̃f is maintained constant, and equal to that at t̃ = 0. To
avoid the discretisation error for the contact angle, the initial interface profile is determined
numerically by solving the equilibrium version of Eq. 2.21, instead of using the analytical
profile (2.25a).
Eq. 2.21 is solved numerically with the finite volume method (FVM), which is more

stable numerically (Patankar, 1980) than a more conventional finite difference method. In
one dimension, a finite volume is just a segment. The variables such as h and their even-
order derivatives are defined at its centre (called a node), while the odd-order derivatives are
defined at the segment ends. The FVM has the advantage that the liquid flux is continuous
at the segment ends. Nonlinear terms are managed by iteration: they include values from the
previous iteration. The numerical algorithm is similar to that used by Nikolayev (2010).
We are interested in amplitudes that are large with respect to the meniscus width xm− xs,

which means large dimensionless periods of oscillation, see Eq. 2.26. This signifies that the
computational domain size varies considerably during oscillations. The grid thus needs to
be adaptive, and the calculation time can be of the order of a day on a regular PC.

2.3.6 Results and discussion

2.3.6.1 Interface profile during oscillation

Fig. 9 shows the interface profiles at several moments during oscillation. The meniscus
motion follows the harmonic law (2.22). The liquid film is deposited until t = P/2. For
t > P/2, the meniscus advances over the deposited film. The ripples near the meniscus
appear, like during the steady meniscus advance discussed in Sec. 2.2. The interface profiles
h̃(x̃, 0) and h̃(x̃, P̃ ) are indistinguishable, which confirms the periodicity of the oscillations.
Fig. 10 shows examples of interface profiles at t = P/2 (when the meniscus is at its

rightmost position, so the film length attains its maximum) for several values of the initial
contact angle θi. All the film profiles are presented in the meniscus reference

x′ = x− 2A− xi, (2.28)
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Figure 9: Periodic interface shape variation at oscillation for P̃ = 50,Ca0 = 1× 10−3 and θi = 20◦.
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motion direction.
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Figure 10: Film shapes in the meniscus center reference at t = P/2 forCa0 = 10−3 and different θi
andP . The quasi-steady profiles h̃q discussed in Subsec. 2.3.6.4 are shown for comparison.
The scaled contact angle θ̃ defined as tan θ̃ = Ca−1/3

0 tan θ is indicated; (a) P̃ = 50 and
(b) P̃ = 150.

meaning that the meniscus center is at x′ = 0, cf. Eq. 2.22. Apparently, the interface shapes
closer to the meniscus are independent of θi; see Fig. 10, because, during the meniscus
receding, the film loses information about the contact line. Thereupon, the film shape near
the meniscus is controlled exclusively by the meniscus dynamics. This is not surprising as
the flow in the film is expected to occur only in the contact line and meniscus vicinities but
not in the middle of the film. The film profiles exhibit a local minimum hmin discussed in
Subsec. 2.3.6.2 below. It appears because of the meniscus velocity reduction at the end of a
half-period.

2.3.6.2 Contact angle during oscillation

A typical variation of θ during oscillation is plotted in Fig. 11a. The initial contact angle θi
is the maximum contact angle achieved during the periodic motion.
At the beginning of a period, capillary forces lead to the fast contact angle reduction until

the meniscus recedes far enough. The curvature gradient reduces, and the contact angle
becomes nearly constant for a large part of a period. This nearly constant value is quite
insensitive to both θi and P . A small ridge of constant curvature forms near the contact line.
This phenomenon is similar to the dewetting ridge but of a much smaller magnitude because
the contact line is pinned. A small ridge can be seen in Fig. 10b in the contact line region
for the curve corresponding to θi = 40◦.
The ridge width slowly grows so θ slowly decreases until the ripples in the near-meniscus

region approach the contact line during the backward stroke (Fig. 11b) at the end of a period.
This causes the contact angle oscillations, during which its minimal value θmin is attained
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Figure 11: Contact angle variation for Ca0 = 10−3, P̃ = 50. (a) Variation of contact angle during
an oscillation for different values of θi. The inset shows enlarged undulating portions of
the curves. (b) The interface shape variation near the contact line around t = 0.965P
where θmin is attained for θi = 10◦ (cf. the inset to Fig. 11a).
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Figure 12: Variations of hmin and θmin with Ca0 for θi = 20◦ and different P̃ ; (a) hmin variation
with Ca0 and (b) θmin variation with Ca0.

θ(t) ≥ θmin. (2.29)

It depends quite weakly on θi (Fig. 11a). The variation of θmin with the system parameters
follows the variation ofhmin (which is aminimumofh(x, 0.5P ) observed near themeniscus).
This is illustrated in Fig. 12, where the variations ofhmin and θmin with the systemparameters
are compared. Only the variations with P̃ and Ca0 are considered (as mentioned above, the
dependence on θi is quite weak). Evidently, the variations of hmin and θmin with the system
parameters are similar, which shows their intrinsic link. AtCa0 → 0, the dependence onCa0
is weak but becomes stronger at large Ca0. This minimal contact angle value is important
(cf. Sec. 2.4 below). Since the motion is periodic, the contact angle θi is attained at t = P .

2.3.6.3 Meniscus curvature during oscillation

The meniscus curvature (Fig. 13) changes periodically during oscillations. The value ofRm
can be compared to the quasi-steady valueRm,q given by Eq. 2.12 where h̃s = 2.5 and Car
are calculated with the instantaneous meniscus velocity um = u0 sin(2πt̃/P̃ ) during the
liquid receding (t ≤ 0.5P ).
For t = 0, Rm is defined with Eq. 2.25b, which differs from the quasi-steady value

Rm,q = R for U = 0. This difference occurs because of the contact line presence. In its
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absence (pre-wetted tube, the situation equivalent to the limit θi → 0 in our model), the
initial radius would be close to R because the wetting film is much thinner than the film
considered here.
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Figure 13: Time evolution of the radius of meniscus curvature during an oscillation. The quasi-steady
evolution of Rm,q at receding (t ≤ 0.5P ) is shown for comparison: (a) Rm evolution for
different P̃ ; θi = 40◦ and Ca0 = 10−3 are fixed, (b) Rm evolution for different θi;
P̃ = 150 and Ca0 = 10−3 are fixed and (c) Rm evolution (dashed curves) for different
Ca0; P̃ = 150 and θi = 20◦ are fixed. The solid curves of the respective color show
Rm,q(t).

Within the time scale ∼ 5trel (see Subsec. 2.2.2), Rm relaxes to the quasi-steady value
Rm,q. The curvature Rm remains close to Rm,q until the deceleration that occurs near the
rightmost meniscus position (at t = 0.5P , where u = 0). However, the shape relaxation
causes a delay, so the inequality Rm < Rm,q(u = 0) = R always holds at the point
t = 0.5P . During the backstroke,Rm varies, finally attaining the initial value Eq. 2.25b that
depends only on θi (Fig. 13b). Evidently, the amplitude of Rm oscillation grows with Ca0
(Fig. 13c), as foreseen by Eq. 2.12. The non-monotonicRm variation during the backstroke is
noteworthy. A local minimum appears around t ' 0.8− 0.9P (Fig. 13c), when the trough of
film ripples approaches back the contact line close enough. Thus this minimum is correlated
with the minimum in contact angle.

For P̃ > 100 considered here, the transient evolution must be considered only at the
beginning and the very end of a period where the contact line affects the overall interface
shape. A quasi-static approach is expected to be valid for the remaining part of a period.

2.3.6.4 Quasi-steady approach and average film thickness

Apparently, the film is thickest in its middle part (Fig. 10), which correlates with the
maximum meniscus velocity. It is thus intriguing to compare the film thickness with its
quasi-steady value. Within the quasi-steady approach, the term ∂h/∂t is neglected, and
the quasi-steady thickness hq(x) can be defined as corresponding to the meniscus receding
velocity as if it was constant at each time moment (Fourgeaud et al., 2017; Youn et al., 2018).
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Figure 14: Average thickness of the liquid film at t = 0.5P ; 〈hq〉 is shown for comparison. (a) Value
of 〈h̃〉 as a function of oscillation period for different θi and forCa0 = 10−3 and (b) value
of 〈h〉 as a function of Ca0 for different P̃ and for θi = 20◦.

In Subsec. 2.3.6.3 it has been shown that a simple quasi-steady approach predicts well the
meniscus curvature for 0 < t < 0.5P . It is interesting to see if it is efficient in predicting
the film profile. In this section, only the profile at t = 0.5P is considered, i.e. that with the
longest film.
A difficulty appears because the film thickness h(x, 0.5P ) depends on x. It is clear that

h depends on the velocity that the meniscus had at the film deposition, but at which time
moment? The most obvious first option is a moment t when the meniscus center was at the
point x (i.e. xm(t) = x). A more sophisticated option is a moment t′ > t such that

xm(t′) = x+ ∆x (2.30)

with ∆x > 0. The first option was used in the previous approaches (Fourgeaud et al., 2017;
Youn et al., 2018). Using Eq. 2.22, we easily finds that this assumption defines uq(x) for
x ∈ (xi,xi + 2A). An obvious contradiction occurs atx = xi + 2Awherehq(xi + 2A) = 0
because uq(xi + 2A) = 0, but the actual film thickness (or rather, the interface height) is
R. Therefore, a more realistic ∆x > 0 should be defined. It is reasonable to choose ∆x as
the meniscus radius, i.e. Rm. However, it varies with time. We propose to use ∆x = 〈Rm〉,
the average value of Rm(t) (defined using Eq. 2.12) over the first half-period.
For the harmonic meniscus oscillation, combining Eq. 2.22 and Eq. 2.30 results in:

uq(x) = u0

[
x+ ∆x− xi

A

(
2− x+ ∆x− xi

A

)]1/2
. (2.31)

This velocity can now be used to calculate Car in Eq. 2.13, thus resulting in the quasi-
steady thickness hq(x). The h̃q(x̃′) profiles are shown as solid curves in Figs. 10. Note
that they are independent of θi (cf. Eq. 2.28), so there is a unique curve in each figure. This
comparison illustrates the necessity of the ∆x introduction: if it were not included, the h̃q(x̃′)

curve would be shifted with respect to h̃(x̃′) curves in Fig. 10. The agreement between the
actual and quasi-steady film profiles is good in the central part of the film, which shows that
the ∆x choice is acceptable.

At the beginning of a period, due to the presence of the contact line, Rm is always larger
than Rm,q, which leads to a thinner film: h < hq, cf. Fig. 10. This difference becomes
relatively less important as P increases (compare Fig. 10a and Fig. 10b).
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Characterizing the film at oscillation conditions (e.g. to estimate the film evaporation rate)
requires knowing the average film thickness 〈h〉. It is defined as a spatial average over the
interval between the contact line and xmin (abscissa of the point where hmin is attained),

〈h〉 = 1
xmin

∫ xmin

0
h(x, t = 0.5P )dx. (2.32)

The dependence of 〈h〉 on different parameters can be seen in Figs. 14. It is an increasing
function of P̃ that saturates for P̃ → ∞. It can be compared to the quasi-steady averaged
thickness

〈hq〉 =
1

2A

∫ 2A+xi−∆x

xi−∆x
hq(x)dx (2.33)

which is independent of both A and θi as follows from Eq. 2.31. It can be easily calculated
without doing any complicated simulations. For small P̃ (i.e. for small Ã), 〈h〉 < 〈hq〉,
mainly because of the contact line vicinity where h(x) < hq(x), cf. Fig. 10. It is not
surprising that the saturation value of 〈h〉 increases with θi (just because of the thicker film
near the contact line); however, the increase is weak (Fig. 14a).
In Fig. 14b, one can see the dependence of 〈h〉 on Ca0. One can see that the quasi-steady

average 〈h〉q Eq. 2.33 gives a globally satisfactory approximation of 〈h〉. The increase with
Ca0 is mainly due to the Ca2/3

0 factor in Eq. 2.8.

2.3.6.5 Film shape comparison with experiment

In the experiments of Lips et al. (2010), a capillary tube contains a short liquid plug of
pentane in contact with its own vapor at both ends of the tube. One end is connected to a
reservoir at constant pressure. The pressure variation at the other end forces the oscillating
motion of a liquid plug under isothermal conditions. Such a mode of oscillation leads to
the oscillation amplitude increasing in time, which was understood some years later (Signé
Mamba et al., 2018). While the amplitude is indeed slightly increasing, the motion is nearly
periodic, so the comparison can still be made.

parameter notation value

tube inner radius R 1.2 mm
density ρ 625.7 kg/m3

surface tension σ 0.0152 N/m
shear viscosity µ 2.37× 10−4 Pa·s
reference velocity (velocity amplitude) u0 0.24 m/s
oscillation frequency 3.7Hz
dimensionless period P̃ 260.1
capillary number Ca0 3.74× 10−3

Reynolds number Re0 1521
Weber number We0 5.66

Table 2: Fluid properties (n-pentane) at the experimental conditions (1 bar, 20◦C) of Lips et al.
(2010), and key dimensionless numbers.

In their experiments, the plug motion is recorded with a high-resolution camera. Both
the meniscus velocity and the curvature radius are found in the image analysis. The Weber
number We0 = 2Rρu2

0/σ is larger than unity (Tab. 2). The Reynolds number Re0 =
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et al. (2010) experiment (markers) and their polynomial fits (lines) used for the calculation.
The experimental data have been made available to us by S. Lips. For comparison, the
quasi-steady Rm,q variation given by Eq. 2.12 at receding (t ≤ 0.5P ) is also shown.

2Rρu0/µ is quite high too, and the impact of inertia on the shape of the central meniscus
part must be taken into consideration. Indeed, the quasi-steady Rm(t) evolution and the
experimental measurements of Lips et al. (2010) differ (Fig. 15). One mentions that the
measured Rm ' R at t = 0,P indicates the complete wetting case. Note the Rm local
minimum around t ' 0.8P . A similar minimum appears in the simulation; see Fig. 13c and
the associated discussion.
Despite the highWe0 and Re0 values in the plug mentioned above, the thin film can still

be considered as controlled by the viscosity only. In the simulation, instead of using the Rm
calculation of Subsec. 2.3.3, the experimental plug velocity and the radius variation shown
in Fig. 15 are used. Under these conditions, the film ripples in the transition region close to
the meniscus can be compared to the calculations.
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Figure 16: Liquid film shape during meniscus oscillation: comparison with experimental results by
Lips et al. (2010) (see the supplementary movie available at https://doi.org/10.
1017/jfm.2021.540).

Figure 16 presents several snapshots of plug oscillation. The left column shows the original
images of Lips et al. (2010). The liquid film shape in the transition region between the film
and the meniscus is enlarged in the middle column. The numerical results are shown in
the right column. One can see that the numerical calculation truthfully captures the wavy
appearance of the interface.
Unfortunately, the quantitative comparison of the film thickness (i.e. the vertical coordi-

nate) is hardly possible since the refraction by the glass capillary is not corrected and the
spatial resolution is insufficient to distinguish the contact line. However, the effect of light

https://doi.org/10.1017/jfm.2021.540
https://doi.org/10.1017/jfm.2021.540
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refraction does not impact the axial lengths. The size of one pixel in mm can be obtained
from the known outer tube diameter (4 mm) that is visible in the original images. We can
compare the axial distance between the local maximum and the local minimum (Fig. 16) of
the interface ripple for the images corresponding to t ≥ 0.5P where the ripple is visible.
The distance is almost invariable in time. From the experimental images, the axial distance
of a local crest and a though (see the arrow in Fig. 16) is 0.50± 0.02 mm, while from the
simulation, it is 0.51± 0.01 mm. Evidently, the agreement is excellent.

2.3.6.6 Film thickness comparison with experiment

The experiment of Youn et al. (2018) was carried out under adiabatic conditions. They
investigated the deposited film thickness of an oscillating meniscus in a cylindrical capillary
tube. Two working fluids are selected for comparison with the present numerical results:
water and ethanol. Fluid properties and experimental parameters are summarized in Tab. 3.

In the tests, the capillary tube is partially filled, with a syringe piston in contact with
liquid; there is a single meniscus in the tube. The piston is connected to a step motor that
imposes the harmonic motion. The other tube end remains open. Initially, the meniscus
remains stationary, then, following the piston, starts to oscillate with a constant frequency.
Several sensors that measure the film thickness are installed along the tube, within the
range of meniscus oscillation. A high-speed camera records the instantaneous velocity of
the meniscus when it passes the sensors. Because of the open tube, film evaporation occurs;
however, the oscillation period is short for this process to produce any noticeable impact
thickness. Once the liquid is deposited, the interface is considered invariable during the
oscillation period. Unfortunately, the film shape near the meniscus and the contact line was
not studied in their experiments and thus cannot be compared with our results.
The numerical calculation has been completed as described in Sec. 2.3 to get the film

profiles at t = 0.5P . The experimental film thickness and the numerical results are presented
in Fig. 17a and Fig. 17b for ethanol and in Fig. 17c and Fig. 17d for water. The experimental
points are plotted with respect to the meniscus position known from the experimental data.
The experiment can also be compared with the quasi-steady film thickness calculated with

Eq. 2.13 (with h̃s ' 2.5) where the instantaneous value of the velocity Eq. 2.31 is used in
Car.
Some experimental parameters are summarized in Tab. 3. The numerical results are

in excellent agreement with the quasi-steady data for 2 Hz, where both We0 and Re0
are moderate. This is not surprising as P̃ is large (see the discussion in Subsec. 2.3.6.4).
Generally, there is a good agreement with the experimental data for the same reason. The
discrepancy between the experimental and numerical results is larger for the 6 Hz case
where both We0 and Re0 become large. Both dimensionless numbers are smaller for the
ethanol than for the water, and the discrepancy is smaller too. One can conclude that the
discrepancy is caused by the inertial effects that become important when Re0 attains 500
andWe0 attains 10.
An additional discrepancy comes from the non-harmonicity of the meniscus velocity

profile. As the experimental um(t) curves are unavailable, we use the harmonic law (2.22)
that corresponds to experimental oscillation period P and amplitude A. Because of the film
deposition, the experimental um(t) deviates from the harmonic law. This can be observed
fromTab. 3. Indeed, the velocity amplitude 2πA/P calculated from the oscillation amplitude
and the frequency differs substantially from the actual maximum velocity, which points
out the non-harmonicity of the oscillations. The comparison would be improved if the
experimental um(t) were available to us.
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parameter [unit] notation value
tube inner radius [mm] R 0.5
fluid water ethanol
surface tension [N/m] σ 7.20× 10−2 2.23× 10−2

shear viscosity [Pa·s] µ 8.88× 10−4 1.088× 10−3

liquid density [kg/m3] ρ 997 785
oscillation frequency 2 Hz 6 Hz 2 Hz 6 Hz
oscillation amplitude [mm] A0 19.5 22.5 20.69 25.2
um amplitude in simulation [m/s] 2πA/P 0.245 0.848 0.26 0.950
um amplitude in experiments [m/s] 0.254 1.025 0.285 1.150
dimensionless period P̃ 1267 966 834 659
Capillary number Ca0 0.0030 0.0105 0.0127 0.0463
Reynolds number Re0 275.07 952.09 187.59 685.43
Weber number We0 0.8312 9.9576 2.3796 31.77

Table 3: Fluid properties at the experimental conditions (1 bar, 25◦C) of Youn et al. (2018). A0 and
the experimental u amplitude are not explicitly given by them and are estimated from their
graphs.

2.4 Combined effects of oscillation and evaporation

This section shows the implication of the above results for the case of heating condition (i. e.
a positive ∆T ). According to Eq. 2.20, a net evaporation occurs for ∆T > 0, and the mass
flux J(x) ∝ h−1(x).

In previous sections of Subsec. 2.3.6, because the isothermal scenario and stationary
contact line have been considered, contact angles at different scales are identical, and we did
not take special notice of them. They are all denoted by θ. However, in this section, contact
angles should be distinguished due to liquid evaporation to facilitate our discussion. The
three different length scales introduced in Subsec. 1.1.2.2 are employed. The contact angle
variations obtained from the above meniscus oscillation calculation (Fig. 11a and Fig. 12b)
are macroscopic results. They are denoted as θapp here.

2.4.1 Multiscale approach

Instead of solving Eq. 2.21 for evaporative cases, we first apply the multiscale reasoning
introduced in Subsec. 1.1.2.2. Consider the minimal complexity case, where only the Kelvin
effect is included. The characteristic size of the contact line vicinity, where the Kelvin effect
is important, is `VK. It is nanometric and is thus significantly smaller than the characteristic
scale of film shape variation that we call macroscopic. For this reason, Eq. 2.21 can be
understood within a multiscale paradigm in the spirit of the asymptotic matching techniques.

In the inner region, called the microregion in Subsec. 1.1.2.2, the first (transient) term is
negligible with respect to the Kelvin term (∆p-containing term in the r.h.s. of Eq. 2.21). Thus,
the problem becomes steady (i.e. with ∂h/∂t = 0). When ∆T 6= 0, a strong interfacial
curvature that exists in the microregion causes a difference between the microscopic contact
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Figure 17: Liquid film thickness: comparison of the experimental data of Youn et al. (2018), quasi-
steady estimation with Eq. 2.13 and numerical results for ethanol (a) and (b), for water (c)
and (d).

angle θmicro and the interface slope θV defined at x → ∞ within the microregion. Their
relationship can be expressed as

θV = θV(∆T , θmicro), (2.34)

The numerical calculation of θV is based on the steady version of Eq. 2.21, which is
solved with the boundary conditions (2.23a, 2.23b). The other two boundary conditions for
this fourth-order differential equation are the imposed slope θmicro at the contact line and
the condition of zero (on the microregion scale) curvature

∂h

∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=0

= θmicro,
∂2h

∂x2

∣∣∣∣∣
x→∞

= 0. (2.35 a,b)

Figure 18 demonstrates an example of θV as a function of θmicro and ∆T for pentane at
1 bar, cf, Eq. 2.34. It turns out that θV(∆T , θmicro) monotonically grows with both θmicro
and intensity of evaporation controlled by ∆T ; evidently, θV(∆T = 0) = θmicro.
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Figure 18: Value of θV as a function of ∆T for different θmicro computed for pentane at 1 bar. The
curve for θmicro = 0 corresponds to θevp−min(∆T ).
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One now introduces

θevp−min(∆T ) ≡ θV(∆T , θmicro = 0), (2.36)

which is the lower bound of θV(∆T , θmicro), i.e. its value for the complete wetting case
(Janeček et al., 2013). Therefore, the θmicro = 0 curve in Fig. 18 represents θevp−min(∆T ).
For example, for ∆T = 30 mK, one finds θevp−min(∆T = 30 mK) ' 8.4◦, see Fig. 18.

In the outer (macroscopic) region, the Kelvin effect is negligible, so the ∆p term on the
r.h.s. of Eq. 2.21 vanishes. For ∆T = 0, this equation is that of the isothermal problem
Eq. 2.16 with J = 0. Both problems can be matched at an intermediate scale� `VK, but
much smaller than the macroscopic scale. Because the contact line is stationary, the apparent
contact angle θapp visible on this latter scale is thus equal to θV.

We consider below a case of a small ∆T , where the evaporation in the film and meniscus
regions can be neglected during an oscillation period, and the macroscopic results of Sec. 2.3
still apply.
When the full problem is solved, the micro- and macroregions can be matched for a given

∆T . They are connected through the formula Eq. 2.34, which means that the oscillatory film
shape eventually enforces the value of θmicro.
In the sense of the multiscale reasoning, θapp must simultaneously satisfy the conditions:

1. Similarly to the case where ∆T = 0, the dynamic film shape imposes the θapp value
because the contact line is fixed (in previous sections, it was denoted as θ). This
implies that the inequality (2.29) should also hold for ∆T 6= 0.

2. On the other hand, θapp is defined by Eq. 2.34, because of stationary contact line
θapp = θV. As shown above, it is bounded from below: θapp ≥ θevp−min(∆T ).

Condition (ii)means that θapp(t) remains larger than θevp−min(∆T ) throughout oscillation.
From the inequality (2.29), one thus obtains

θmin ≥ θevp−min(∆T ), (2.37)

which presents a necessary condition for the matching of two regions. With the equality
sign θmin = θevp−min(∆Tmax), this equation defines a superheating limit ∆Tmax. Since
θevp−min(∆T ) is an increasing function (cf. Fig. 18), the superheating limit ∆Tmax is
an upper bound. Thus the inequality (2.37) can hold when ∆T < ∆Tmax. To determine
graphically ∆Tmax, Fig. 19 presents an example where θapp(t) (bottom and vertical axes,
extracted from Fig. 11a) is plotted together with θevp−min(∆T ) (top and vertical axes,
extracted from Fig. 18). During the oscillation, the minimum value θmin ' 1.5◦ is attained.
From the dependence θevp−min(∆T ), one can deduce that ∆Tmax ' 1 mK. Thereupon, the
solution of the oscillation problem with evaporation is nonexistent for ∆T > 1mK.

2.4.2 Numerical approach

To support our multiscale discussion, this section shows numerical results of Eq. 2.21.
In Fig. 20, variations of θmicro during meniscus oscillation are plotted for small ∆T of
0.2 mK, 0.5 mK, 0.7 mK and 0.9 mK. θmicro attains theminimal value near the timemoment
t = 0.968P . The minimum value of θmicro decreases with superheating, which implies that
θmicro reaches zero for certain ∆T . The minimal values for ∆T = 0.2 mK, 0.5 mK, 0.7 mK
and 0.9 mK, are about 1.2◦, 0.82◦, 0.53◦ and 0.2◦ respectively. The simulations confirm that
the reasoning of the previous section is correct because the minimal value of θmicro tends to
zero when ∆T approaches ' 1 mK.
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Moreover, the value of θmicro varies drastically around the minimum. It corresponds to the
short time-lapse when the largest ripple formed near the meniscus (cf. Fig. 9) approaches the
contact line, cf. Fig. 21a. The interface curvature exhibits rapid and intense changes near this
moment, cf. Fig. 21b. After the ripple disappearance (for t > 0.968P ), the pressure jump
quickly relaxes to the steady-state profile, in which ∆p saturates towards both the contact
line and the meniscus, and decreases monotonically in between, for example, see the curve
for t = 0.974P . Throughout oscillation, ∆p at the contact line remains invariable, which
conforms to Eq. 2.19.

2.4.3 Paradox and its solution

Both above approaches show that the solution to the oscillation problem is nonexistent when
the capillary superheating exceeds a tiny value, much smaller than the realistic superheating.
The reason for this paradox is the pinned contact line: another degree of freedom appears

for the receding contact line: the contact angle is no longer constrained. The contact line is
necessarily depinned when θapp attains θapp (∆T , 0) (actually, a larger value θapp (∆T , θrec)
but θapp (∆T , 0) gives a lower bound).
Note that θmin grows slightly with the meniscus velocity amplitude Ca0 (Fig. 12b), so

does ∆Tmax. However, the ∆Tmax value remains of the order of mK. As this maximum
superheating is considerably smaller than that encountered in practice (where it is rather of
several K, see, e.g., Fourgeaud et al., 2017), one can deduce that the contact line receding at
evaporation is inevitable and necessary to be accounted for in PHP modeling.
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Figure 21: Film thickness (a) and pressure jump profiles (b) in the microregion around the moment
t = 0.968P when the minimal θmicro is achieved: ∆T = 0.7 mK, θi = 10◦, P̃ = 50.

While the calculation has been completed here only for the pentane case, one can safely
state that ∆Tmax is substantially smaller than realistic superheating used in thermal engi-
neering applications for many other fluids.

2.5 Conclusions

This chapter deals with liquid films deposited by oscillating liquid menisci in capillary tubes
for the case where contact lines are pinned at the farthest meniscus position. The liquid
film thickness is not homogeneous because of the varying meniscus velocity. The periodic
solution for such a problem has been identified. The average film thickness is one of the most
important quantities. It has been analyzed depending on the main system parameters, which
are the initial contact angle (that at the farthest meniscus position), the period of oscillation,
and the amplitude of the meniscus velocity represented with the dimensionless capillary
number. The average film thickness depends only weakly on the initial contact angle and
grows with the oscillation period until saturation. Globally, the average film thickness is well
described by the quasi-steady approach.
The meniscus curvature and the contact angle vary in time during such a motion. The

contact angle remains nearly constant for a large part of the period. This constant value
is independent of the initial contact angle and the oscillation period. The minimal contact
angle encountered during oscillation turns out to be a significant quantity. It occurs when the
largest film ripple approaches the contact line during the meniscus advance. The minimal
contact angle weakly depends on both the oscillation period and the initial contact angle and
grows with the capillary number. Its value remains, however, small, of the order of several
degrees.
Understanding evaporation that co-occurs with oscillation is essential for modeling PHPs.

The most substantial impact of evaporation concerns the contact line vicinity, where the
liquid film is the thinnest. It is shown that the minimal contact angle that occurs during
oscillation with the pinned contact line sets an upper bound for the tube superheating, for
which a solution for such a problem exists. This upper bound is rather small (e.g., it is
∼ 1 mK for the pentane at 1 bar), much smaller than typical experimental superheating. This
shows the necessity of considering the contact line receding during simultaneous oscillation
and evaporation, which is the topic of the following chapter.



Chapter 3

Contact line receding at evaporation

Another crucial issue of the liquid film dynamics that has yet to be addressed is the moving
edges of liquid films. The edges (contact lines demarcating the wetted and dry areas) sponta-
neously recede towards the liquid side because of the capillary forces. This phenomenon is
called capillary dewetting. A similar phenomenon appears in the dewetting of a liquid film
on a partial-wetting solid surface, where the film retracts from the area of a solid substrate
originally covered by the liquid. 1

Previous dewetting studies mainly concern adiabatic conditions. However, thin film flows
are used extensively in a myriad of industrial applications where film evaporation/conden-
sation is used as an extremely efficient means of heat transfer, such as falling film chillers
and heat pipes. More recently, dewetting was studied in the context of bubble growth in nu-
cleate boiling (Urbano et al., 2018; Bureš et al., 2021). In all these scenarios, phase change
co-occurs with dewetting, and liquid films are surrounded by the fluid’s vapor.
In this chapter, we continue the line of thought put forward in the previous chapter,

where the lubrication approximation is used to describe thin film flows. The objectives
of this chapter are threefold. The primary aim is to find the numerical solution to the
dewetting problem in the presence of liquid film evaporation created by heated substrates. It
is necessary to include the nanoscale effects (Subsec. 1.1.2.1) relevant to the description of
the contact line vicinity, where evaporation is extreme. As slopes of liquid-vapor interfaces
increase in the presence of evaporation, the conventional lubrication approach becomes
insufficient. We thus develop the generalized lubrication theory suitable for larger interface
slopes. The numerical results are compared to the experiment in Subsec. 3.3.3. Another
objective is to extend the multiscale theory proposed initially by Snoeijer et al. (2010) for
adiabatic dewetting (Subsec. 1.1.2.2) to the case of evaporation. The main parameters of
the multiscale theory are discussed, and its results are compared to the numerical solution.
Finally, we aim to develop a simple model for describing dewetting phenomena in the
presence of evaporation and for PHP modeling.

1 This chapter is based on the article (Zhang et al., 2022b) and amanuscript submitted toEPL, formerlyEurophysics
Letters.
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3.1 Problem description

We briefly restate the classic example of dewetting under adiabatic conditions (in the absence
of any overall heat and mass transfer between liquid, solid and ambient gas). Consider a
smooth solid substrate initially covered by a thick (at least micrometric) liquid film of viscous
fluid. Such a film is metastable under partial wetting conditions because once a dry hole
is created in the film (the contact line appears), the dry area will grow spontaneously. The
capillary forces drive the motion. As the contact line expands outwards, the film collects the
liquid situated previously on the dried area. Due to the high viscous friction in the thin film,
this liquid cannot flow inside the film. It thus forms a growing ridge that situates along the
contact line. One can take the vertical cross-section that passes through the center of a dry
hole. The problem is then described in two dimensions, as shown in Fig. 22.
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Figure 22: Dewetting ridge receding over a liquid film while the dry area expands.

Experimental studies have shown that the contact line recedes at a constant speed
(Brochard-Wyart et al., 1991; deGennes et al., 2004). Conversely, discussed in Subsec. 1.1.2.2,
the theoretical analysis by Snoeijer et al. (2010) has refuted that the receding speed ucl should
decline very slowly (logarithmically) with time (or with the ridge size w that grows with
time). They have used the slip condition to relax the singularity. Though, as argued by
Fourgeaud et al. (2016), Eq. 1.29 and Eq. 1.31 should hold for any microregion model
(including that accounting for the evaporation) because of the scale separation, one needs
to determine the key parameters `V and θV, and verify if the two equations are indeed valid
under the conditions of evaporation. To explain their experimental results, Fourgeaud et al.
(2016) hypothesized that the liquid mass loss caused by intense evaporation at the contact
line could accelerate its receding, in addition to the capillary effect described by Eq. 1.31.
This issue needs to be clarified.

3.1.1 Generalized lubrication theory

Consider the dewetting problem in the vertical cross-section as shown in Fig. 22, where the
liquid film of thickness h∞ is surrounded by the pure vapor of the same substance. In the
2D description (x, y), the interface is y = h(x, t). The substrate is assumed to be highly
conductive and thus isothermal. The temperature of its wall Tw = Tsat + ∆T can differ from
Tsat = Tsat(pv), thus causing the film evaporation or condensation for positive or negative
∆T , respectively.
Since the vapor density ρv, viscosity and thermal conductivity are all small compared to

the liquid, one can apply the “one-sided” formulation, as in Subsec. 1.1.1, where both the
vapor-side hydrodynamic stress and the heat flux into the vapor at the interface are neglected
in comparison with values on the liquid side. Therefore, the vapor pressure pv is assumed to
be spatially homogeneous.
Since we consider large ∆T up to 20 K in this chapter and moving contact lines, the

interface is highly curved, and intense heat and mass transfers occur near the contact line
(Janeček et al., 2012; Savva et al., 2017). Instead of the conventional lubrication theory used
in Chap. 2, where ∆T is merely 1 mK, the generalized lubrication theory is developed. All
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the nanoscale and interfacial effects pertinent to relaxing the singularity are included, cf.
Subsec. 1.1.2.1.
When the interface slope φ is larger than ∼ 30◦, the conventional lubrication equation

Eq. 1.19 valid for small slopes is hardly applicable. In this case, one can take advantage
of a more accurate approach suggested initially by Boender et al. (1991) and rediscovered
more recently by Snoeijer (2006). Instead of operating with the coordinate x, it uses the
parametric interface description in terms of the curvilinear coordinate s that runs along it,
h(s, t), with s = 0 at the contact line. Therefore, the following geometrical relations hold:

∂h

∂s
= sinφ, (3.1a)

∂x

∂s
= cosφ, (3.1b)

where φ is the local interface slope.
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Figure 23: Sketch of (a) a curved interface and (b) the straight liquid wedge, corresponding to the
point A.

One of the major advantages of such a parametrization is that instead of the approximation
(Eq. 2.1), one uses the rigorous geometrical curvature definition

K =
∂φ

∂s
. (3.2)

Consider an example of the curved wedge geometry shown in Fig. 23a. Nevertheless, the
approach presented hereafter does not comprise its generality for any liquid film geometry.
The approach consists in approximating the tangential pressure gradient ∂p/∂s at A (an
interfacial point with coordinate s, cf. Fig. 23a) by that created by the flow in a straight
liquid wedge, the opening angle of which is φ; cf. Fig. 23b. In other words, if one introduces
the polar radius r of the point A defined within the corresponding straight wedge, then this
hypothesis reads

∂p

∂s
' ∂p

∂r
. (3.3)

Here, the right-hand side is calculated within the straight wedge problem; the upper ray
of the straight wedge (to which A belongs) is tangential to the curved interface, meaning
∂s = ∂r.

3.1.1.1 Generalized moving contact line description

This theory was developed initially to describe the adiabatic moving contact line problem
(J = 0); it was used in many works - see e. g. Chan et al. (2013), Chan et al. (2020), and
Delon et al. (2008). In this case, the interface motion induces the pressure gradient (in the
reference frame where the wedge is immobile). The Stokes problem (Subsec. A.3.3) results
in

∂∆p
∂s

=
3µucl
h2 F̄ (φ). (3.4)

where the spatial homogeneity of pv is assumed and

F̄ (φ) =
2
3

sin3 φ

φ− sinφ cosφ . (3.5)
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One mentions that F̄ (φ→ 0) = 1, so the generalized theory reduces to the conventional
lubrication approach for small slopes as expected.
Another generalization is required to include the hydrodynamic slip in the model. The

analytical Stokes problem solution has yet to be discovered for this case. In previous works
(Chan et al., 2013; Delon et al., 2008), the slip length was introduced as in the conventional
lubrication equation

∂∆p
∂s

=
3µucl

h(h+ cls)
F̄ (φ) (3.6)

with the hypothesis c = 3. In a subsequent work (Chan et al., 2020), the c coefficient has
been found for the specific problem of adiabatic contact line dynamics as a function of
θmicro, c = 3− (9/10)θ2

micro + o(θ2
micro). However, in general, c should depend not on the

boundary conditions (θmicro is one of them) but on the local interface slope, so the result of
Chan et al. (2020) cannot be used here directly.
We propose the following phenomenological argument that leads to a similar result.

The velocity gradient varies linearly along the vertical axis in the conventional lubrication
equation. However, in a wedge geometry, where the flow lines are usually convergent (or
divergent), one can reasonably assume that the velocity gradient varies linearly along an
arc (which is actually the case in the straight wedge Stokes problem of Sec. A.3). The arc
center can be defined locally for each interface point A as an intersection of the tangent to
the interface with the wall. The arc radius r is the distance from A to the center (Fig. 23a),
with r related to h via

h = r sinφ. (3.7)

The arc length is ζ = φr or
ζ = hφ/ sinφ. (3.8)

Instead of Eq. 3.6, one can thus write

∂∆p
∂s

=
3µucl

ζ(ζ + 3ls)
F (φ), (3.9)

where
F (φ) =

2φ2

3
sinφ

φ− sinφ cosφ (3.10)

satisfies F (φ→ 0) = 1.
Note that Eq. 3.9 is equivalent to Eq. 3.6 with c = 3 sinφ/φ = 3− (1/2)φ2 + o(φ2).

Since φ→ θmicro near the CL, this expression is quite close to the above result of Chan et al.
(2020) but has the advantage of being usable universally. On the basis of the above argument,
such a “ζ-formulation” will be used hereafter for all other terms.

3.1.1.2 Generalized description including the phase exchange

Mathieu (2003) proposed the generalized description of the phase exchange. His approach
is based on its strong localization near the contact line. The Stokes problem (Subsec. A.3.4)
assumes that the mass exchange is modeled by a point source Φ localized at the contact line.
Here, Φ is defined as a flux through the arc of the length ζ (Fig. 23):

Φ =
∫ φ

0
r urdϕ, (3.11)

where ur is the component of the liquid velocity u assumed to be normal to the arc.
From the ∂pl/∂s definition, this model assumes that the flow along the interface at a point

with the coordinate s (Fig. 23a) is provided by a source located at a smaller s (i.e., closer
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to the contact line) (Janeček et al., 2014). Evidently, when the phase exchange is distributed
over the interface, Φ = Φ(s). This assumption results in

∂∆p
∂s

=
3µΦ

ζ2(ζ + 3ls)
G(φ), (3.12)

where
G(φ) =

φ3

3
4

sinφ cosφ− φ cos 2φ (3.13)

is the correction factor to the conventional lubrication theory Eq. 1.19,G(φ→ 0) = 1. The
slip length is introduced here similarly to Eq. 3.9.
To include both sources of the liquid flow along the wedge, i. e. the contact line motion

and the phase exchange, one can take advantage of the linearity of the Stokes equations. The
total pressure drop is thus a sum

∂∆p
∂s

=
3µ[ΦG(φ) + ζuclF (φ)]

ζ2(ζ + 3ls)
(3.14)

of the contributions of Eq. 3.9 and Eq. 3.12).
One more assumption concerns the Marangoni term. By using the “ζ-formulation” for it,

one can write in an analogy with Eq. 1.19

µ[ΦG(φ) + ζuclF (φ)] =
ζ

2 (ζ + 2ls)
∂σ

∂s
+
ζ2

3 (ζ + 3ls)
∂∆p
∂s

. (3.15)

Such an ansatz can be justified by the diverging flow in a wedge and by the fact that the
Marangoni term is essential only in the close vicinity of the contact line where the slope
remains generally small (of the order of θmicro) in most cases.

The value of Φ can be expressed via the component un = u ·n of the liquid velocity u,
which is normal to the vapor-liquid interface (with the vector n directed towards the liquid,
see Fig. 23a). One can rewrite Eq. 1.14 as

un =
∂Φ
∂s

. (3.16)

Instead of the approximation of Eq. 1.16, the interface velocity projection to n is

ui = −∂h
∂t

cosφ. (3.17)

Eliminating Φ in Eq. 3.16 with Eq. 3.15, then substituting the result and Eq. 3.17 into the
equation ofmass balance at interface Eq. 1.13, one obtains finally the generalized counterpart
of Eq. 1.19:

∂h

∂t
cosφ+ ∂

∂s

{
1

µG(φ)

[
ζ

2 (ζ + 2ls)
∂σ

∂s
+
ζ2

3 (ζ + 3ls)
∂∆p
∂s

]
− uclζ

F (φ)

G(φ)

}
= −J

ρ
.

(3.18)
The pressure jump equation is then written as

σ

cosφ
∂2h

∂s2 − ∆p = J2
( 1
ρv
− 1
ρ

)
, (3.19)

which is a combination of Eq. 1.26, Eq. 1.25, Eq. 3.1a and Eq. 3.2.
Onemore equation needs to bewritten to defineJ that appears inEq. 3.18. The temperature

distribution is assumed to be linear along the arc length ζ (Fig. 23a) as suggested by the
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rigorous thermal analysis of the straight wedge (Anderson et al., 1994). Instead of Eq. 1.18,
one then obtains

J =
k(Tw − T i)

ζL
, (3.20)

where the interface temperature is expressed with Eq. 1.27. Since liquid films are thin,
only heat conduction exists in films and is used to vaporize liquid at the interface. A line
temperature variation from the solid surface Tw to T i along ζ is assumed.

Together with Eq. 3.20, Eq. 1.27 and Eq. 3.19, the interface h(s, t) evolution obeys
Eq. 3.18.

3.1.2 Boundary conditions and contact line receding speed

The problem is numerically solved for s ∈ [0, sf], with sf a point far from the ridge, where
the film can be assumed flat. The film flatness condition (zero spatial derivatives and φ = 0)
used in Eq. 3.18 results in

h∞ = h0

√
1− t

td
, (3.21)

where h0 is the initial (t = 0) film thickness, and

td =
Lρh2

0
2k∆T

is the film drying time. The liquid is assumed at saturation. For the adiabatic problem
(∆T = 0), the thickness, h(sf, t) = h0, remains constant.

At the contact line (s = 0), the geometry implies

h = 0, (3.22a)
∂h

∂s
= sin θmicro, (3.22b)

The set of lubrication equations (Eq. 3.18, Eq. 3.19) is of the fourth order, so we need one
more boundary condition. It should express the solution regularity at the contact line. To
derive this condition for the generalized lubrication approach, one can proceed similarly to
Janeček et al. (2012), who obtained it for the conventional case. To provide the temperature
continuity, the interface temperature T i at the contact line should be equal to that of the
solid, Tw = Tsat + ∆T . From Eq. 1.27, one gets the condition

∆p =
Lρ
Tsat

(∆T −RiJL)− J2ρ

2

( 1
ρ2
v
− 1
ρ2

)
, (3.23)

valid asymptotically as s → 0. To obtain J(s → 0), Eq. 3.18 is integrated from 0 to s,
where s is infinitesimally small, so ζ = sθmicro. This results in

− γ ∂T
i

∂s
+ θmicros

∂∆p
∂s

=
µ

lsθmicro

[
θmicrouclF (θmicro)−

JG(θmicro)

ρ

]
. (3.24)

The T i derivative can be obtained from Eq. 3.20 by developing T i into the Taylor series
around s = 0:

∂T i

∂s
= −Lθmicro

k
J . (3.25)

Its substitution into Eq. 3.24 results in the expression

s
∂∆p
∂s

=
µ

lsθmicro

[
uclF (θmicro)− J

(
G(θmicro)

θmicroρ
+
lsLθmicro

µk
γ

)]
. (3.26)
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By combining Eq. 3.23 and Eq. 3.26, one obtains a differential equation for ∆p that is
valid asymptotically. Its solution (Janeček et al., 2012) shows that both ∆p and J remain
finite at the contact line. The left-hand side of Eq. 3.26 thus tends to zero as s → 0, which
results in

J(s→ 0) = uclF (θmicro)

G(θmicro)

θmicroρ
+
lsLθmicro

µk
γ

. (3.27)

The pressure value at the contact line is easily obtained by substituting Eq. 3.27 into
Eq. 3.23. However, a weaker form of the fourth boundary condition

∂∆p
∂s

∣∣∣∣
s→0

= 0 (3.28)

is more convenient (Zhang et al., 2021) to provide a better numerical stability.
Another equation is needed to determine the contact line speed (which is a part of the

problem); Eq. 3.27 can be used for this purpose.

3.1.3 Numerical solution

The problem is solved numerically using the finite volume method (FVM), which provides
better stability than the conventional finite difference method. In this one-dimensional case,
a finite volume is simply a line segment. The computational algorithm is similar to that used
in Subsec. 2.3.5. The variables and their even-order derivatives are defined at the mesh nodes
(the centers of segments), while the odd-order derivatives are defined at the segment bound-
aries. In order to capture the microscopic effects without significantly increasing the total
number of nodes, the meshing is exponentially refined near the contact line. The nonlinear
terms are managed with iterations. Details of the numerical scheme are in Appendix B.
The numerical approach is first tested for the adiabatic case against the asymptotic theory

of Snoeijer et al. (2010). Then we analyze the dewetting dynamics in the presence of liquid
film evaporation. The numerical results are finally compared with the experimental data of
Fourgeaud et al. (2016).

3.2 Adiabatic dewetting

A typical numerical result demonstrating the growth of the dewetting ridge under classical
adiabatic conditions (∆T = 0) is shown in Fig. 24a for θmicro = 10◦ and for FC-72 (more
precisely, n-perfluorohexane) fluid, whose properties are listed in Tab. 4. The flat part of the
liquid film has constant thickness h∞ =50 µm, which is a typical film thickness in pulsating
heat pipes (Nikolayev, 2021). The moving contact line has been chosen as the frame of
reference, therefore, stays at the origin. The ridge half-width w grows with time (see the
supplementary movie), so the evolution is discussed in terms of w rather than time to enable
a comparison with the multiscale theory.
The numerically obtained spatial variation of the interface slope φ is shown in Fig. 24b

for the time moment at which w/h∞ = 200 and Ca = 4.39× 10−5 (red solid line). All
three scales discussed in Subsec. 1.1.2.2 can be recognized.
The intermediate region obeys the governing equation Eq. 3.4. Its solution is known to be

well approximated by the Cox-Voinov law Eq. 1.28. Since the equation Eq. 3.4 is of second
order with respect to φ, its solution contains two integration constants: θ and `V. Obviously,
in the absence of contact line motion, the interface is straight, so φ(Ca = 0) = θmicro, which
results in θ = θmicro. From the definition of the Voinov angle, θV = θmicro for the adiabatic
case, and it remains nearly constant in a region that can be identified with the microregion.
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Figure 24: Numerical results concerning the adiabatic dewetting (∆T = 0) for θmicro = 10◦ and
h∞ =50 µm. (a) Growth of the liquid ridge (see the supplementary movie available
at https://doi.org/10.1017/jfm.2022.725). The curve parameter is w/h∞. (b)
Interface slope for w/h∞ = 200. (c) Contact line receding speed Ca as a function of the
ridge width. Line indicates numerical result; crosses come from Eq. 1.31.

The value `V ' 64 nm is determined from fitting Eq. 1.28 to the numerical curve as
an abscissa of the intersection of the fitting curve with the horizontal line φ = θmicro. In
agreement with the hypothesis of Fourgeaud et al. (2016), the `V value coincides with that
given by the hydrodynamic slip: Eq. 1.30 results in `Vsa ' 63 nm. This is not surprising as
it exceeds the value provided by the Kelvin effect: `VK ' 38 nm according to Eq. 1.32. This
conclusion conforms to the discussion in Subsec. 3.3.2. One needs to note that during the
ridge evolution, `V grows slightly with w/h∞ (i. e. decreases with Ca), but the variation is
below 3%. This means that the Cox-Voinov formula is fairly accurate and is thus suitable for
multiscale modeling.
As mentioned above, the interface of liquid ridges is circular in the macroregion. The

corresponding fit is also plotted in Fig. 24b (violet dashed line). The angle at which this
circle intersects the solid surface (i. e. the intersection of the fitting curve with the ordinate
axis) defines the apparent contact angle θapp ' 6.1◦. The half-width w of the ridge can be
obtained easily from the fit as a distance between the apparent contact line and the ridge
summit (Fig. 22).
The receding speed is not rigorously constant but decreases slowly. By using w and `V,

both obtained from the numerical curve as discussed above, one can compare the numerical
Ca to the asymptotic result Eq. 1.31 (Fig. 24c). The agreement is excellent, which shows
the validity of the approach that we use.

https://doi.org/10.1017/jfm.2022.725
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3.3 Dewetting at evaporation

This subsection considers the liquid film evaporation caused by substrate heating. Three
different fluids common for heat transfer applications are used in the calculations, whose
properties are summarized in Tab. 4. Initially, the liquid film has the thickness h0 =50 µm
typical for the pulsating heat pipe used by Fourgeaud et al. (2016) in their experiments.

notation Tsat ρ ρv L k µ σ γ

unit K kg/m3 kg/m3 kJ/kg W
m·K µPa·s 10−2N/m 10−4N

m·K
FC-72 309.1 1668.5 6.193 89.54 0.0566 559.64 1.035 0.75
Ethanol 318.2 768.04 0.4089 898.8 0.161 752.54 1.926 1.24
Water 373.1 958.37 0.5977 2256.5 0.679 281.66 5.892 1.925

Table 4: Liquid properties at the selected saturation points.

Similarly to the adiabatic case, Fig. 25a demonstrates the dewetting ridge evolution
at evaporation. The fluid is FC-72 with θmicro = 5◦, and the substrate superheating is
∆T = 5 K. Because of evaporation, liquid film thinning occurs, which is clearly visible in
the flat film portion. The receding speed Ca decreases with time. It is shown in Fig. 25b as a
function of the ridge half-width w (that increases with time, similarly to the adiabatic case).
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Figure 25: Numerical results showing the formation of a dewetting ridge for FC-72; ∆T = 5 K,
θmicro = 5◦ and h∞ =50 µm.
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The central question of dewetting theory concerns the contact line dynamics, i. e. Ca as
a function of ∆T . However, Ca decreases with time during the film evolution, as shown in
Fig. 25b. The PHP modeling desires only an average speed. As the time evolution of Ca is
slow, its value can be averaged over a time interval; such an averaging is denoted hereafter
with angle brackets. A practical averaging time interval needs to be chosen. Evidently, the
averaging makes little sense for times close to td, near which the film evaporates completely.
We choose the upper averaging limit to be 0.6td. The averaging needs to be started at a time
moment where the influence of the initial conditions fades out; 0.1td is selected as the lower
averaging limit. For the case of Fig. 25b, 〈Ca〉 ' 1.60× 10−3. Repeating the process for
different ∆T ranging from 0 to 20 K, we plot 〈Ca〉 as a function of ∆T in Fig. 26 (as markers
with bars) for several typical θmicro values and for selected fluids. The bars represent the
variability of Ca: the upper and lower bounds correspond to the numerical Ca at t = 0.1td
and 0.6td, respectively. The bars are narrower for small θmicro and ∆T , because the speed
variation is less drastic.

Note that the dewetting is not only accelerated by the evaporation; it can also be induced
by evaporation (Fourgeaud et al., 2016). This is seen clearly in Fig. 26. For small θmicro (i.e
for conditions of almost complete wetting), the adiabatic dewetting speed is extremely low,
which means no dewetting in practice. However, it grows considerably with superheating.
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Figure 26: Comparison of numerical (markers with bars) and theoretical (lines) results for Ca(∆T )
for several θmicro and different fluids.

3.3.1 Comparison to multiscale theory

However, a full numerical solution to the dewetting problem is time- and resource-consuming
because of the necessity to resolve several very different length scales on the one hand and
to iterate to find the contact-line speed at each time moment, on the other. For this reason,
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the multiscale approach to this problem can be a viable alternative. Let us compare the
numerical result and the solutions computed in each region within the multiscale approach
to determine if it holds.
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Figure 27: Values of θV (red diamonds) and 〈θapp〉 (blue crosses) as functions of ∆T for different
fluids. The numerical data are shown with markers while the blue dotted line corresponds
to the multiscale theory result for 〈θapp〉.

Figure 25c shows the spatial variation of the interface slope at the timemoment t = 0.33td.
Note the extent of the solution over multiple decades, which was possible to compute thanks
to the mesh refinement near the contact line. Similarly to the adiabatic case, three regions
can be identified clearly. First, we perform the numerical matching of the microscopic and
intermediate regions.
As discussed in Subsec. 1.1.2.2, neglecting both the transient and the ucl-containing terms

in Eq. 3.18 results in the equation that governs the microregion (Janeček et al., 2014),

∂

∂s

{
1

µG(φ)

[
ζ

2 (ζ + 2ls)
∂σ

∂s
+
ζ2

3 (ζ + 3ls)
∂∆p
∂s

]}
= −J

ρ
. (3.29)

This corresponds to the problem of an evaporating immobile liquidwedge sketched in Fig. 3a.
In the spirit of the theory of asymptotic matching, the boundary conditionK = 0 is applied
at the right-hand end of the integration interval (which corresponds to the constant slope
at infinity) instead of Eq. 3.21. Other three boundary conditions (Eq. 3.22a, Eq. 3.22b and
Eq. 3.28) are defined at the CL and thus remain valid.
The slope variation corresponding to the microregion solution is shown in Fig. 25c (green

dash-dotted line). It exhibits the φ saturation at large x to the value θV ' 31.65◦. The
abscissa axis is extended to non-physically small values to show the x→ 0 convergence to
θmicro.
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The treatment of the intermediate and macroscopic regions is similar to the adiabatic
case considered in Sec. 3.2. The fit (blue dashed line in Fig. 25c) to the Cox-Voinov law
Eq. 1.28 with θ = θV results in `V ' 20 nm for this particular case. The fit to a circle in the
macroregion (violet dotted line in Fig. 25c) gives θapp ' 15.7◦.

Repeating the fitting for different ∆T ranging from 0 to 20K and for three selected fluids,
one obtains Fig. 27, which demonstrates θV and 〈θapp〉 (blue crosses) as functions of ∆T
for different fluids. As θapp increases slowly with time as the ridge grows, an average value
〈θapp〉 is taken over the course (0.1td, 0.6td). Here, θV increases monotonously with ∆T
as discussed in numerous works on the microregion (see Nikolayev (2022) for a review);
θV(∆T = 0) = θmicro.

The Voinov length `V obtained from the Cox-Voinov fit depends on time but its variation
is extremely weak, of the order of the fitting error (less than 2%). We plot `V as a function of
∆T in Fig. 28 for different fluids. As expected for the microregion scale, `V is of the order
of 10–100 nm. It shrinks monotonously with ∆T .
One can now use the multiscale theoretical prediction Eq. 1.29 to compare with the nu-

merical data. The averaged values of all parameters obtained from the numerical calculation
(such as 〈w〉 and 〈Ca〉) can be used on the right-hand side of Eq. 1.29. The resulting 〈θapp〉
is plotted as a function of ∆T as blue dotted lines for different fluids in Fig. 27. A good
agreement with the numerical data for all the fluids indicates the success of the multiscale
theory.
More importantly, it is possible to compare the numerics to the asymptotic theoretical

result Eq. 1.31 for 〈Ca〉. The averaged values of all the parameters 〈w〉, 〈h〉, θV, and `V
obtained from the numerical calculation can be used in the right-hand side of Eq. 1.31. In
Fig. 26, the lines show the theoretical results while the markers correspond to the numerical
data. Again, the agreement is excellent. One concludes that the multiscale theory is valid for
the evaporation case.

3.3.2 Voinov length approximation

Two key parameters engendering from the microregion enter Eq. 1.31: θV and `V. While the
first parameter θV of the multiscale theory is relatively easy to obtain as it requires solving
only the microregion problem, the second parameter `V is a more delicate issue. To avoid
the laborious numerical calculation of `V for a particular fluid and ∆T , a simpler approach
is desirable.
However, because other nanoscale effects have been accounted for in the calculation,

Fig. 28 shows that, at least for conventional fluids, this value `VK calculated by Eq. 1.32
remains much smaller than the numerical result and is thus hardly suitable in practice. The
slip-controlled value `Vsa calculated by Eq. 1.30 that was used by Fourgeaud et al. (2016)
for `V is known only for ∆T = 0. Its value can be somewhat larger than the numerical `V
for ∆T 6= 0 (Fig. 28). Therefore, a better general expression is needed.
To determine the value of `V, the relative importance of the nanoscale effects should

be examined first. As discussed in Subsec. 1.1.2.2, two main effects that can relax the
hydrodynamic singularity of contact lines, are the Kelvin effect and the hydrodynamic slip.
For this reason, they should broadly define `V. The other effects considered in our calculation
are generally secondary for `V, but impact θV more or less strongly. The corresponding
characteristic length scales can evaluate the contribution of an effect to the overall system
dynamics. A length scale is defined as the distance from the contact line along the x axis at
which the effect is still significant. An effect overcomes another if its characteristic length is
larger. The definitions of these scales presented in Tab. 5 are discussed in Sec. A.4.
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Figure 28: Numerically obtained variation of `V with ∆T (lines) for different fluids. The variations
of `VK (diamonds) and `Vs (crosses) are also shown. The value of `s corresponds to
`Vs(∆T = 0).

For estimation purposes, one assumes that the liquid forms a straight wedge with the open-
ing angle θ. The above analysis shows, however, that the interface slope grows from θmicro
to θV in the microregion. Therefore, one can only define the bounds for the characteristic
lengths by using these two values for θ.

For all the fluids, the Kelvin length `K is smaller than the slip characteristic length scale
`s, which means that the slip controls `V. As the value of `R is comparable to `s, the
interfacial thermal resistance strongly impacts the Voinov angle. This is valid for all fluids.
The vapor recoil is generally weak, which is not surprising, accounting for the low ∆T = 5 K
considered in Tab. 5. As its corresponding scale is `r ∼ ∆T 2, it exercises a much stronger
influence at a higher ∆T . However, this effect is less critical for water than for the other two
fluids.

One can see that `MR computed with θmicro can be very large. These large values are,
however, only the upper bounds. The impact of the Marangoni effect is extremely strong
in close vicinity of the contact line, but drops very quickly as the slope in the microregion
increases towards θV at the border of the microregion. The analysis shows that, generally,
all of the above nanoscale effects impact contact line dynamics, and all of them should be
addressed.

On the basis of the scaling discussed above, the slip should have a major impact on `V.
Therefore, we propose to use for `V the expression

`Vs =
3ls
eθV

. (3.30)
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values (nm) for ∆T = 5 K

FC72 Ethanol Water
θmicro = 5◦ θmicro = 5◦ θmicro = 10◦

θV = 31.6◦ θV = 26.1◦ θV = 18.5◦

effect and length, θ = θmicro θV θmicro θV θmicro θV

Kelvin `K =

√
3µkTsat
ρLθ2 150.7 3.78 64.6 2.36 7.02 2.05

hydrodynamic slip `s =
3ls
θ

344 65.7 344 65.7 172 92.9

interfacial resistance `R =
Rik

θ
434 69.6 542 102 248 134

Marangoni `MR =
3γ∆TRik

2θ3σ
3138 12.4 3372 23.7 199.5 31.5

vapor recoil `r =
∆T 2k2

θ3L2σ

(
ρ− ρv
ρvρ

)
234 0.93 152 1.07 12.1 1.91

Table 5: Characteristic length scales of different nanoscale effects.

Figure 28 shows that the quality of this approximation is satisfactory, especially accounting
for the fact that `V always appears under the logarithm in Eq. 1.29 and Eq. 1.31.

3.3.3 Comparison with experiment

The only experiment on the dewetting at evaporation, which comprises the data on both θapp
and Ca, and with which we can thus compare our modeling, was conducted by Fourgeaud
et al. (2016). They observed the dewetting of an ethanol film on a heated sapphire substrate in
an airtight chamber filled with saturated ethanol vapor. Initially, an ethanol film of thickness
∼60 µm was deposited on the solid surface, whose temperature was above the saturation
temperature of the vapor. Both substrate dewetting and liquid film thinning were observed.
The time evolution of the interface profile (including the contact line position, w and h∞)
and the vapor pressure were recorded. Hence the receding speed could be derived. Here,
Tsat was found with the vapor pressure. The value of θapp was obtained by fitting the liquid
ridge profile to a circle, whose intersection with the solid surface gave θapp, similarly to our
numerical procedure.
The substrate temperature Tw could not be measured, but it was clear that it remained

nearly constant because of the large thermal inertia of the substrate. The superheating
∆T = Tw − Tsat varied because of strong Tsat variation. According to the assumption of
Fourgeaud et al. (2016), Tw = 48◦C. In the present work, we propose another approach.
Instead of assuming a Tw value, we calculate ∆T for each data point from the experimental
Ca by using the numerical Ca(∆T ) curve for ethanol (Fig. 26c). The calculation is done
for θmicro = 5◦, which is the value found originally by Fourgeaud et al. (2016).
Figure 29a plots the experimental data for Ca(t) (green squares) and the numerical curve

Ca(∆T ) (solid blue line, the same as in Fig. 26c). By placing the experimental Ca value to
the numerical curve, one recovers ∆T for each experimental point. For instance, for the first
data point at t = 0.375 s, given Ca ' 1.57× 10−3, one recovers ∆T ' 8.9 K.
In the next step, `V can be interpolated from the numerical curve `V(∆T ) (Fig. 28c).

Finally, one can calculate θV with Eq. 1.29 by using the experimental data for θapp andw and
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Figure 29: (a) Experimental data of Fourgeaud et al. (2016) for Ca(t) (green squares plotted with
respect to the lower abscissa axis) and numerical curve Ca(∆T ) (blue line plotted with
respect to the upper abscissa axis); (b) comparison of θV(∆T ) functions obtained with the
experimental data (Fourgeaud et al., 2016) (red diamonds) and the numerical calculation
(line).

the `V found before. We note that the latter only has a small impact on the result as it enters
under the logarithm. The points (∆T , θV) obtained in this way are plotted in Fig. 29b as red
diamonds. As demonstrated in Fig. 27, θV can also be obtained numerically as a function of
∆T . The corresponding dependence is plotted as the red curve in Fig. 29b, the same as the
diamonds in Fig. 27c. The numerical line agrees with the experimental estimations, showing
our numerical approach’s validity.

3.4 Time-averaged approach

Subsec. 3.3.1 has evidenced that the asymptotic multiscale approach developed for con-
ventional adiabatic dewetting cases ∆T = 0 (Snoeijer et al., 2010), can be generalized for
evaporation cases ∆T > 0. However, this asymptotic prediction of 〈Ca〉 (markers in Fig. 26)
uses the averaged values ofw, h∞ and `V that result from full numerical calculations. In this
subsection, we devise a simple approach that takes time average value over the dewetting
process. This approach saves the troubles of numerically solving the governing equations
and is universal for various fluids.
First, we replace the quantities in Eq. 1.29 and Eq. 1.31 with time-averaged values for the

time interval of [0.1td, 0.6td], the same interval in Fig. 26.

〈θapp〉3 = θ3
V − 9〈Ca〉 ln 2〈w〉

e`V
, (3.31)

〈Ca〉 = θ3
V

9

[
ln
(

4a
e2 〈Ca〉

1/3 〈w〉2

`V〈h∞〉

)]−1

, (3.32)

where `V is calculated by Eq. 3.30 and its time variation is neglected. The value of 〈h∞〉 is
computed using Eq. 3.21

〈h∞〉 =
1

t2 − t1

∫ t2

t1
h0

√
1− t

td
dt = βh0, (3.33)

where t1 and t2 are the integral limits; for t1 = 0.1td and t2 = 0.6td, β ' 0.8.
Now to calculate 〈w〉, we follow the simplified theory in the spirit of Brochard-Wyart et al.

(1991).
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Figure 30: A dewetting ridge is accumulating liquid from the film that previously covers the dry area.

As the contact line recedes, the liquid previously covering the solid surface accumulates
in the ridge, shown in Fig. 30. The cross-section of such a liquid ridge is approximately an
arc of a circle, with a radius of R, and the center is located at point O. The circle intersects
the solid substrate at the point A with the apparent contact angle θapp, and intersects the
liquid film at the point B with the angle ϕ. The point E is the crest of the ridge. The radius
R satisfies

R sin θapp = w, (3.34)

where w = AD. The angles θapp and ϕ satisfy the geometrical relation OC −OD = CD,
meaning that

R(cosϕ− cos θapp) = h∞. (3.35)

Substituting Eq. 3.34 into Eq. 3.35 yields,

cosϕ = cos θapp +
h∞
w

sin θapp. (3.36)

The volume of liquid (per unit contact line length) collected during the contact line
receding from the point A′ (at time t1 < t) to the point A is

S =
∫ t

t1
h∞(t)ucl(t)dt, (3.37)

which must be equal to the ridge area

S = R2(ϕ− sinϕ cosϕ), (3.38)

colored in light blue in Fig. 30. Considering the decrease in the contact line velocity is
logarithmic, we adopt the approximation that ucl(t) ' 〈ucl〉. Eq. 3.37 reduces to S =

〈ucl〉〈h∞〉∆t.
Combining Eq. 3.34, Eq. 3.37 and Eq. 3.38 and averaging Eq. 3.38, results in

β〈Ca〉 sin2〈θapp〉∆t̃ = Ndw̃
2(〈ϕ〉 − sin〈ϕ〉 cos〈ϕ〉). (3.39)

where w̃ = 〈w〉/h0, and ∆t̃ = ∆t/td. The dimensionless superheating reads

Nd =
µh0
tdσ

=
2k∆Tµ
Lρh0σ

.

Replacing the time-dependent quantities with time-averaged quantities in Eq. 3.36, pro-
duces

cos〈ϕ〉 = cos〈θapp〉+
β

w̃
sin〈θapp〉. (3.40)

The set of equations, Eq. 3.30, Eq. 3.31, Eq. 3.32, Eq. 3.39 and Eq. 3.40, is complete,
provided that θV is known for a given fluid, and for a given set of θmicro and ∆T . One only
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Figure 31: Comparisons of 〈Ca〉 and 〈θapp〉 between numerical results (markers) and time-averaged
approach (lines); θmicro indicated by the curves.

has to solve a set of nonlinear algebraic equations for four variables 〈ϕ〉, w̃, 〈θapp〉 and 〈Ca〉,
the latter two being of the most interest. The solution depends on the external parameter ls
appearing in Eq. 3.30. However, the dependence is feeble, considering that lV enters Eq. 3.31
and Eq. 3.32 under the logarithm.
The dependence of 〈θapp〉 and 〈Ca〉 on ∆T is plotted in Fig. 31 for FC-72, ethanol and

water. A good agreement of the numerical solutions (Sec. 3.3) of the dewetting problem
(markers) and time-averaged approach (lines) is achieved.

3.5 Conclusions

The dewetting dynamics in the presence of the liquid film evaporation is analyzed for the
case where the liquid film is in contact with the pure vapor of the same fluid. To increase the
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precision of numerical results at an interface slope higher than the conventional lubrication
theory can handle, we develop the generalized lubrication theory (which uses, however,
phenomenological arguments yet to be verified). Several nanoscale effects are included
to produce realistic results: hydrodynamic slip, interfacial thermal resistance, Kelvin and
Marangoni effects, and vapor recoil. The relative importance of all these effects is analyzed.
Our scaling analysis shows that, in general, all of the above nanoscale effects should be
addressed while evaluating the evaporation impact. The Kelvin effect, while being less
critical in terms of its magnitude, is needed to provide the finiteness of liquid pressure at
the contact line. Our theoretical description leads to the contact line receding phenomenon
accompanied by spontaneous liquid evaporation in its close vicinity. The evaporation rate
at the contact line conforms to its speed. In the presence of forced evaporation caused by
substrate heating, the dewetting accelerates. The results show that the dewetting phenomenon
is not only accelerated at evaporation; the dewetting can also be induced by evaporation.
The dependence of the dewetting speed on the substrate superheating has been computed
for three fluids (FC-72, ethanol, and water) for different wetting conditions. Unfortunately,
it is difficult at this stage to introduce an analytical theory showing the importance of the
boosting effect of evaporation because of the large number of effects that contribute to it.
The model has been validated against the asymptotic multiscale theory of dewetting de-

veloped by Snoeijer et al. (2010) for adiabatic conditions. The multiscale theory has been
generalized to the evaporation case. It results in a simple analytical expression for the dewet-
ting speed. The main parameters of this expression are the Voinov length and the Voinov
angle (the interface slope formed in the microregion), through which the nanoscale effects
impact the macroscale physics. While the Voinov angle is relatively easy to compute (it re-
quires only a solution of a stationary microregion model mastered by many research groups),
the Voinov length requires a more sophisticated calculation. An approximate analytical for-
mula for the Voinov length is proposed. The results of the generalizedmultiscalemodel agree
with the numerical calculations. It is shown that the evaporative mass loss at the contact line
(hypothesized by Fourgeaud et al., 2016) does not lead to any additional acceleration of its
motion controlled entirely by capillarity or by the evaporation-driven modification of the
Voinov angle.

The numerical results have been compared to the experiment of Fourgeaud et al. (2016).
For this, their experimental data were reanalyzed, and good agreement with our numerics
was achieved.

Methods and results in this chapter are of importance for many applications. For instance,
in the next chapter, the contact line dynamics will be used to elucidate dry patch expansion
of growing bubbles in nucleate boiling. Particularly, in developing a computational model
for PHPs, the edges of liquid films recede spontaneously and are accelerated by evaporation.
Faithfully reflecting this phenomenon in the model is crucial, as it affects liquid film lengths
and, consequently, the rate of overall heat exchange in the device. The simple approach based
on the time-average multiscale theory provides a feasible solution to calculate the receding
speed of contact lines in numerical models of PHPs.



Chapter 4

Microlayer in nucleate boiling

This chapter presents a case study to which the liquid dynamics theory in the previous two
chapters might be applied. 1

In nucleate boiling, beneath the growing vapor bubble, a thin layer of liquid can often
be observed, whose thickness is of a few micrometers (Kim, 2009). Hence, it is called the
microlayer.Microlayers stretch from liquid bulk to dry patch on a solid surface, the nucleation
site’s center, as shown in Fig. 32. Recent numerical (Urbano et al., 2018; Bureš et al., 2021)
and experimental (Chen et al., 2017; Tecchio, 2022) evidence suggest that the interface of
microlayer is not of amonotonic shape (awedge), but features a liquid hump that encircles the
dry patch. Because of the rapid evaporation over microlayers that contributes significantly
to heat transfer (Sharp, 1964; Voutsinos et al., 1975), understanding the formation and
evolution of microlayers is of great interest to the nucleate boiling mechanism.
Schweikert et al. (2019) and Bureš et al. (2021) have argued that the dewetting transition

could explain the microlayer formation. The DNS simulations by Urbano et al. (2018) sug-
gested that a microlayer is created when the radial velocity of bubble expansion surpasses
a threshold value. The theoretical study of Bureš et al. (2021) has proposed a criterion of
microlayer formation, which made the analogy with the dewetting phenomenon. This is
similar to liquid film entrainment in tubes.
Considering the micrometric thickness that suggests a low Re, the hydrodynamics of

liquid in microlayers is controlled by viscous and surface tension forces. Microlayers can
be seen as liquid films deposited by the curved outer edge of the bubble interface near the
solid substrate. When a bubble expands, its edge is pushed away from the dry nucleation
site, which resembles the receding of a meniscus in capillary tubes (presented in Chap. 2).
Furthermore, the “hump” formed next to the brim of an enlarging dry patch is similar to the
dewetting ridge created by receding contact lines. The liquid in microlayers accumulates as
the contact line expands outwards.
Given the similarities demonstrated in these two phenomena, this chapter aims to explain

the formation and evolution of a microlayer using the liquid film dynamics presented in
Chap. 2 and Chap. 3. The analysis is based on experiments that were elaborately designed

1 This chapter is based on the proceeding Tecchio et al., 2022.
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and meticulously conducted by Dr. Cassiano Tecchio at CEA (Tecchio, 2022). Comparison
with boiling experiments provides validation for our liquid film theory as well.

4.1 Problem formation

4.1.1 Experiment setup

Tecchio (2022) has observed over a hundred nucleation events, and a prodigious amount of
data has been collected. Here, their experimental setup is briefly recapitulated.

microlayer ℎ(𝑥𝑥, 𝑡𝑡) x

MgF2

vapor 
bubble

liquid

𝑇𝑇sat + ∆𝑇𝑇
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dewetting ridge

nucleation site

Figure 32: A growing vapor bubble during nucleate boiling and a microlayer beneath it.

A transparent solid substrate (made of MgF2) is plated with a layer of indium-tin-oxide
(ITO) as the boiling surface. It is placed horizontally at the bottom of a container filled
with water at atmospheric pressure. MgF2 is transparent to visible and infrared (IR) light
spectrum, whereas ITO is transparent to visible light, albeit opaque to IR light. A beam of
IR laser from below is focused on a localized defect fabricated on the ITO surface with great
care. This defect is able to lower the nucleation barrier, lessening the laser power required
to generate bubbles. A lower laser power also helps prevent surface burnout after nucleation
and abates the evaporation rate, slowing down bubble growth and facilitating capturing of
this process.
High-speed (4000 frames per second) and high-resolution optical diagnostics are em-

ployed to characterize the near-wall phenomena and bubble dynamics. The microlayer
thickness h(x), bubble base temperature Tw, and the macroscopic bubble radius rb are
measured simultaneously and synchronously by the white light interferometry (WLI) in the
visible spectrum, IR thermography with the 3-5 µm camera and side-wise shadowgraphy,
respectively. Time variations of these quantities have been obtained. Technical details of
experimental measurements and data processing are out of the scope of this chapter. They
can be found in Tecchio (2022).

4.1.2 Physical model

Consider an ideal case where nucleation occurs at the surface defect and the bubble growth
is radially symmetric. The working fluid is water, whose properties are listed in Tab. 4.
Fig. 32 depicts the vapor-liquid interface of the vertical cross-section passing through the
bubble center. The generalized lubrication theory, Eq. 3.18, Eq. 3.19 and Eq. 3.20, are used
to describe the 2D interface of microlayer h(x, t). The calculation interval ranges from the
contact line (the boundary of dry patched, x = xcl), up to the outer brim of microlayers
(x = xc), which expands and deposits liquid, and it is regarded as the counterpart of menisci
in capillary configuration.
At the contact line (s = scl), the boundary conditions of Eq. 3.22a, Eq. 3.22b and Eq. 3.28

used in Sec. 3.3, are employed:

h(s = scl) = 0, ∂h

∂s

∣∣∣∣
s=scl

= sin θmicro,
∂∆p
∂s

∣∣∣∣
s→scl

= 0, (4.1 a,b,c)
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where θmicro is the microscopic contact angle at the ITO surface. The receding speed of
contact line ucl is calculated using Eq. 3.27, as a part of the solution.

At the right-hand end sc, the average curvature in this region of the interface (encircled
in Fig. 32) is r−1

c :
∂φ

∂s

∣∣∣∣
s=sc

= r−1
c . (4.2)

However, the curvature r−1
c remains undetermined. Notice that in this region, the nearly-

flatmicrolayer transforms to the hemispherical bubble dome of the curvature r−1
b .We impose

r−1
c by introducing the ratio β = rc/rb that is expected to be smaller than unity, and its
value will be estimated later using experimental data. This transition region is expected to
expand together with the bubble, meaning xc(t) = rb(t). The latter has been measured
experimentally in Fig. 33a.

4.2 Results and discussion

4.2.1 Experimental observation

The bubble radius rb and dry patch boundary xcl measured in the experiment are plotted
in Fig. 33a as functions of time. At t = 0, nucleation occurs. The values of rb and xcl are
read from the surface defect, which is assumed to be the nucleation site and the center of the
bubble and of the dry patch. The profiles of interface h(x) at selected moments obtained by
WLI are plotted in Fig. 33b. The thickness of the microlayer can be recovered from WLI
images in the region, where the interface slope is small (below∼ 0.1◦), which is the middle
part of microlayer: 1.52 mm≤ x ≤1.68 mm.
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Figure 33: Experimental measurements of Tecchio (2022), (a) time evolution of rb and xcl in markers
and the fitting curves, (b) interface profiles of microlayer obtained by WLI at selected
time moments in ms.

The bubble experiences rapid inflation during 0 < t ≤ 1.25 ms. The expansion slows
down afterward. A similar tendency can be seen in xcl(t), whereas the dry patch expands
much slower. A microlayer forms during this time. Fig. 33b indicates that the middle part of
the microlayer is nearly flat, x−axis in millimeter and y−axis in micrometer. A small bump
forms at x ' 1.6 mm. Due to liquid evaporation, h(x, t) decreases, and the shape of the
interface barely changes, which signifies the absence of liquid flow in the radial direction.
This behavior resembles the liquid film in capillary tubes. Once deposited on the tube wall,
the shape remains essentially the same. One clarifies that this bump is not the dewetting
ridge that situates at the left-hand end of microlayers, which is xcl(t = 1.25 ms) '0.4 mm.
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Figure 34: Experimental measurements of superheating condition of ITO surface ∆T , (a) at x =
1.6 mm, measured by IR thermometry (orange) and theoretical estimation using WLI
measurement (blue). (b) at contact line ∆Tcl.

Besides, the dewetting ridge is highly curved, whose interface profile cannot be read by
WLI.

The temporal variation of microlayer thickness h(t) can also be used in estimating
the local superheating condition ∆T , as expressed in Eq. 3.21. Fig. 34a plots ∆T (t) at
x = 1.6 mm obtained by IR thermography (in orange) and calculated by Eq. 3.21 using h(t)
data measured by WLI in Fig. 33b. A good agreement between the two data sets indicates
that the microlayer thinning result from liquid evaporation. The interfacial relaxation that
originates from radial flows in microlayers can be negligible.
With ∆T (t) and the interface profile h(x) measured by WLI at t = 1.25 ms in Fig. 33b,

the initial profile h0(x), after compensating the liquid loss to vapor, can be recovered roughly
using:

h0(x) =

√
h(x)2 +

2k∆T
Lρ

t, (4.3)

which is obtained by rearranging Eq. 3.21. Assuming an average ∆T =8 K before t =

1.25 ms, the estimated h0(x) is plotted in Fig. 35.
The temporal evolution of superheating condition at contact line ∆Tcl is plotted in Fig. 34b.

∆Tcl drops exponentially at the incipient stage of bubble growth because the contact line
recedes away from the nucleation site, which is the laser spot center.

4.2.2 Numerical results

4.2.2.1 Quasi-steady estimation

We first make a simple quasi-steady estimation of the initial thickness h0(x). Hypothetically,
the microlayer is deposited by the outer brim of the bubble interface. Using the quasi-
steady approach for liquid film deposition in Subsec. 2.3.6.4, the initial thickness predicted
theoretically h0,q is expressed as

h0,q = 1.34βrbCac(x)2/3, (4.4)

where Cac = µuc/σ; uc the receding speed of the outer brim that deposits liquid. It is
assumed that uc is equal to the speed of bubble expansion ub, which is obtained by taking
the time derivative of rb(t) that has been experimentally recorded in Fig. 33a. Here, the
equivalent radius rc is related to the bubble radius by βrb. The value of β remains unknown,
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but it is assumed independent of time. Eq. 4.4 implies that the initial thickness of microlayers
is a function of the speed and curvature of the outer brim when it passes by the solid surface.
We may estimate β by plotting h0,q(x) calculated by Eq. 4.4 and tuning the value of

β that the crest of h0,q(x) has the same maximal value of h0 profile that was recovered
from experimental data in Fig. 33b. β ' 0.088 has been found as a reasonable estimation,
as plotted in Fig. 35. As expected, β = 1 would overrate the initial thickness by order of
magnitude. In Fig. 35, both curves obtain the maximum at x ' 1.58 mm, which is close
to the experimental value of 1.6 mm. Tuning β does not alter the shape of h0(x) predicted
by Eq. 4.4 or the position where h0(x) reaches the maximum. The good agreement implies
that the theory of liquid deposition by receding menisci could explain microlayer formation.
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Figure 35: Initial profiles of microlayer predicted by the quasi-steady theory of liquid film deposition
with β = 0.088 (the green curve). The values of h0 recovered using experimental data
are plotted in the blue markers.

4.2.2.2 Dynamic simulation

The dynamic simulation used this estimated value of β in the boundary condition, Eq. 4.2.
The calculation interval is from xcl(t) to xc(t) = xb(t). The latter is imposed by the
experimental data in Fig. 33a. Considering ITO surface is highly smooth in the nanoscale, a
tentative value of 10◦ is adopted for θmicro, which is close to the experimental value of about
5◦ (Tecchio, 2022).

A homogeneous profile of superheating over the boiling surface (ITO) ∆T (t) is assumed,
which is imposed by the fitting curve of time variation of ∆Tcl(t) in Fig. 34b. The value
of ∆T (t) is set to be constant at 31 K between 0 ≤ t ≤ 0.25 ms. Afterwards, it declines
exponentially to 3.3 K at t = 5 ms, see Fig. 34b.

The numerical results of amicrolayer profile at selectedmoments are shown in Fig. 36. The
microlayer is deposited on a solid surface by the interface of an inflating bubble. The contact
line receding (dry patch expansion) leads to the formation of a growing ridge (dewetting
ridge), in which liquid previously covering the solid surface accumulates. The liquid ridge
that encloses a dry patch has been reported in numerical simulations of nucleate boiling by
Bureš et al. (2021) and Urbano et al. (2018) as well. Unfortunately, due to the steep interface
of liquid ridges (slope over 10◦), its thickness cannot be obtained by the interferometry
methods that are applicable to interfacial slopes not exceeding ∼ 0.1◦.

Themiddle part of themicrolayer is enlarged and shown in Fig. 36 (bottom). The interfacial
slope in this region is much smaller than the slope of the dewetting ridge. A small bump
that situates at x '1.59 mm has been found, which agrees with experimental observation in
Fig. 33b and with the prediction of the quasi-steady in Fig. 35. Because of liquid evaporation,
the microlayer thins with time, which is also in good agreement with Fig. 33b.
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Figure 36: Numerical results showing the temporal evolution of microlayer profile; the corresponding
time is labeled in ms; the middle part of microlayer is enlarged in the lower figure.
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Figure 37: Numerical results of interface slope φ in the middle part of microlayer; the corresponding
time is labeled in ms.

Numerical results of interface slope φ in the middle part of the microlayer are plotted in
Fig. 37. The interface slope gradually decreases below the horizontal line φ = 0 at around
x = 1.59 mm, which indicates a local maximal value of h(x) is attained. Moreover, φ is in
the range of [−0.1, 0.1] for x in the domain of [1.45, 1.7] approximately. This agrees with
the experimental setup that post-process of WLI images could only recover the interface
thickness if |φ| . 0.1◦, as shown in Fig. 33b.

4.2.2.3 Contact line dynamics

Taking the time derivative of xcl(t) that is experimental observed in Fig. 33a, we obtain the
receding speed of contact line ucl(t), which is plotted in Fig. 38, and is accompanied by the
numerical results.
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Figure 38: Receding speed (in Ca) of the contact line of microlayer as a function of time (ms):
experimental data (red circles), numerical results (greed curve), and multiscale prediction
of Eq. 1.31 (blue crosses).
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In the beginning, the value ofCacl = uclµ/σ drops sharply, following the same tendency
in ∆Tcl(t) (Fig. 34b). After about t = 1 ms, a liquid film and dewetting ridge have formed,
and ∆Tcl has also stabilized. Hence, the multiscale expression, Eq. 1.31, can be used to
predict the contact-line receding speed and to compare with experimental data, shown in
Fig. 38. The values of θV and `V used in Eq. 1.31 are obtained from Fig. 27 and Fig. 28b
for θmicro = 10◦, respectively; h∞ takes the maximal value of h(x) in the middle part of
microlayer from experimental data in Fig. 33b. Due to the changing-in-time ∆Tcl, the values
of θV, `V and h∞ are also functions of time.
The good agreement in Cacl indicates that the expansion of dry patches conform to

the dynamics of dewetting films at evaporation. The receding of the contact line slows
down because of the decrease in ∆Tcl, which agrees with our conclusion in Chap. 3: larger
superheating accelerates the dewetting process.
Since a precise measurement of θmicro is unavailable, the good agreement in Cacl also

indicates that 10◦ could be a tentative value of θmicro.

4.3 Conclusions

Based on experimental data of the growth of a single bubble in nucleation boiling, this
chapter makes an attempt to elucidate the microlayer dynamics using the theory of liquid
films presented in Chap. 2 and Chap. 3.
Microlayer creation is attributed to the expansion of bubbles, more precisely, the curved

interface of outer edges near the solid surface, as in the case of liquid deposition by a receding
meniscus. During this process, the curvature and speed of the curved interface vary with
time, which results in a non-monotonic initial thickness of the microlayer in agreement with
experimental observations. Quantitative prediction of the initial thickness remains unrealized
because the curvature of the part of the interface that is believed to deposit microlayers is
still being determined. In the current calculations, the equivalent radius of this curvature
was assumed proportional to the bubble radius and was chosen by matching the maximal
thickness of the microlayer obtained numerically with the value measured experimentally.
Due to liquid evaporation, the microlayer thins, whereas its interfacial shape barely deviates
from its initial profile, which signifies the absence of radial liquid flows. On the nucleation
site, the dry patch enlarges with time and is encircled by a liquid ridge. This phenomenon
is similar to the dewetting of a liquid film, in which the receding speed of contact lines
can be predicted theoretically. Given the local superheating condition (experimental data)
and microscopic contact angle (tentative estimation), the 2D generalized lubrication theory
(introduced in Chap. 3) can calculate the receding speed numerically. This result is compared
with experimental data. After the rapid inflation of bubbles, the microlayer enters a relatively
more stable stage, during which the contact-line receding speed can also be predicted by
Eq. 1.31. A good quantitative agreement has been achieved.
In general, the microlayer dynamics is controlled by viscous and surface tension forces;

therefore, its behavior can be primarily explained by the theory of thin liquid films. The
comparison with microlayer experiments concludes this thesis’s theoretical studies of liquid
films. In the next part, we shall move on to the application of our theoretical studies on
computational model development of PHPs.





Part II

Oscillating Film Thickness (OFT) model





Chapter 5

New liquid film model

Theoretical studies of the liquid film dynamics in capillary tubes presented in Chap. 2 and
Chap. 3 provide a solid base, on which a new computational model for liquid films in PHPs
can be developed. This chapter presents technical details of the model development 1.
As a practical consideration, the new numerical model adopts one-dimensional lumped

geometry, where curved interfaces are simplified, cf. Fig. 39. Compared to the previous
numerical models discussed in Sec. 1.2, the salient improvement in liquid film description
will be made to better reflect the essential behavior (variations in length and thickness).

Initially, a receding plug deposits a liquid film, whose thickness is mainly a function of
the plug receding speed, as discussed in Chap. 2. Even though the interface of a liquid
film deposited by an oscillating plug is not perfectly flat, the spatial variation in the initial
thickness of the order of ∼100 µm is less drastic compared to the film length that is usually
of the order of several centimeters. Therefore, liquid films are modeled of uniform thickness:
the mass of a liquid film is spread uniformly over its length. Nevertheless, the mass and
length evolve and oscillate individually with time. Accordingly, the new model is called the
Oscillating Film Thickness (OFT) model.
We recall that the positions of two boundaries determine the liquid film length; they

can be menisci and free contact lines (not traveling with menisci). The pressure imbalance
among vapor bubbles initiates and powers meniscus oscillation. Free contact lines recede
spontaneously after liquid film deposition. It is a local phenomenon that is controlled by the
local parameters, such as thewetting properties, which can be represented by themicroscopic
contact angle θmicro at the liquid-solid boundary, and local superheating ∆Tcl. Chap. 3
made an analogy between the contact line receding phenomenon in capillary tubes to the
dewetting of liquid films. In the absence of net mass exchange (under adiabatic conditions),
the receding speed is determined by the wetting properties, the static contact angle θmicro.
Liquid evaporation accelerates the receding speed. Chap. 3 established a correlation between
the dewetting speed and the combination of ∆Tcl and θmicro, which will be used to describe
the contact line motion in OFT model.
The main assumptions that are made in OFT model are summarized as follows:

1 This chapter is based on the proceeding (Zhang et al., 2022c) and a manuscript submitted to Physical Review
Fluids.
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Figure 39: Schematics of Oscillating Film Thickness model.

1. One-dimensional plug/slug flow in round capillary tubes;

2. Physical quantities in a calculation volume are spatially uniform: a bubble or a liquid
film is a calculation volume. In contrast, liquid plugs and solid tube are meshed into
multiple volumes;

3. Film thickness varies individually with time as a result of the mass and length varia-
tions;

4. Vapor phase obeys the ideal gas law, indicating that vapor phase is superheated;

5. Temperature of the free interface in a vapor bubble is equal to the saturation tempera-
ture corresponding to the vapor pressure. Since the vapor temperature is higher than
the saturation temperature, thin thermal boundary layers exist between vapor bulk and
interfaces;

6. Free contact lines recede, conforming to the physics of the dewetting phenomenon.

It is necessary to apply the model first on the simplest PHP configuration, the single branch
PHP (see Fig. 40), because comparison with experimental data can be performed in detail,
such as the positions of contact line and meniscus, and pressure and temperature of the vapor
phase. In addition, this simple configuration only has one meniscus that oscillates between
a vapor bubble and a liquid plug, which saves the trouble of considering the coalescence
of bubbles and plugs that occurs in multi-branch PHP. At this stage, the model development
focuses on fluid behavior; therefore, the liquid-solid thermal coupling is not considered.
We designate three calculation volumes for the bubble, film and plug in single branch PHP
simulation.
This chapter presents the implementation of OFT model to the configuration shown in

Fig. 40. The governing equations are written for three components in the fluid channel:
liquid plug, vapor bubble, and liquid film. Simplifications and assumptions will be justified.

5.1 Single branch PHP configuration

Testing numerical models on single branch PHPs (the simplest configuration of PHPs) is
a desirable step to evaluate their validity. Thanks to this simple geometry, more general,
sometimes even analytical results can be obtained.
Fig. 40 illustrates the typical configuration of a vertical single branch PHP. It consists

of a round capillary tube (inner diameter d and cross-section S = πd2/4), an evaporator
(of length Le), a condenser (Lc) and an adiabatic section (La); the total length Lt =

Le + La + Lc. One end of the tube is sealed, while the other is open and immersed into
a reservoir at constant pressure pr. Here, Lr denotes the length below the condenser to the
open end. A vapor bubble is confined between the sealed end of the tube and the liquid
plug. Only one meniscus oscillates in the tube. The contact line and meniscus positions
are denoted by xcl and xm, respectively. This system of a single bubble-plug couple can be
deemed as a “unit cell” of multi-branch PHPs.
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Figure 40: Schematic configuration of a vertical single branch PHP: (a) curved vapor-liquid interface
in the fluid channel, and (b) lumped-geometry approach of flat interfaces.

In many experimental setups, additional space between the sealed end of the tube and the
evaporator is required for installing pressure and temperature sensors. This space is called
the dead volume because the vapor remains stagnant. This volume is represented by an
equivalent lengthLd. Many simulations neglect the fluid-solid thermal coupling and assume
the constant inner wall temperature in the evaporator Te and in the condenser Tc (Shafii et al.,
2001; Dobson, 2004; Das et al., 2010).
Conducting experiments with single branch PHPs is easier than with multi-branch PHPs.

Since the bubble is confined between the sealed end of the tube and the plug, the temperature
sensors installed in the dead volume are not intermittently drowned by the oscillating liquid
plug,whichmakes it possible to produce reliable data, because only dry sensors can truthfully
measure the vapor temperature. The meniscus and contact line displacements with time can
be well documented, and the oscillation frequency and amplitude are tunable by adjusting
the inner wall temperatures or the reservoir pressure. A large range of available experimental
data enables detailed comparisons with numerical results.

5.2 Liquid plug

The liquid in plugs is assumed to be incompressible and of constant density. Since liquid plugs
primarily stay in the condenser and the amount of heat exchange is small, the heat transfer
phenomenon is not considered here. The plug motion follows the momentum equation (Das
et al., 2010),

d
dt

[(ml +ml,i)ul] = (pv − pr)S − Fl +mlg, (5.1)

where the liquid plug mass is ml = ρ(Lt − xm + Lr)S; ul is the plug velocity (the center
of mass), which is denoted positive for plug moving downwards. A portion of liquid in
the reservoir (the region enclosed by the dashed line in Fig. 40) participates in oscillating
motion and impacts the oscillation period. It is designated by an equivalent length Li. The
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corresponding mass ml,i = ρLiS. The value of Li depends on the individual case. It is
adjusted to agree with the oscillation period observed in experiment (Das et al., 2010).
On the right-hand side of Eq. 5.1, the first term represents the pressure difference between

the vapor bubble and the liquid reservoir. The second term is the pressure loss in the plug.
It consists of the regular viscous and singular pressure drops, whose signs are opposite to
the plug velocity ul: negative for the plug falling downwards and positive for the plug rising
upwards,

Fl = [Kπd(Lt − xm + Lr + Llf) + bS]
ρu2

l
2 sign(ul). (5.2)

The regular friction is calculated by the first term on the right-hand side of Eq. 5.2, in
whichK is the Fanning friction factor:

K =


0, if Rel = 0 (5.3a)
16/Rel, if 0 < Rel < 2100, (5.3b)
0.0791Re−0.25

l , otherwise . (5.3c)

where the second line is for laminar flows and the last line is the turbulent Blasius correlation
applicable for Rel ≤ 105. In this description, the viscous friction is assumed to be equal to
a fully developed single-phase flow in tubes. However, considering the finite plug length in
PHPs, Eq. 5.3 underestimates the liquid pressure loss. In addition, the vortexes near menisci
and in the reservoir due to the alternation of flow direction increase viscous dissipation
(Nikolayev, 2021). To compensate for this effect, the pressure loss term Fl introduces an
additional lengthLlf , whose value mainly impacts the amplitude of meniscus oscillation and
is tuned to conform to experimental observation.
Near the outlet of the tube in the reservoir, a sudden change in the flow area exerts the

singular pressure drop, which is calculated (Rao et al., 2017) as

b =

{
0.5, if ul > 0 (5.4a)
0.25, if ul ≤ 0. (5.4b)

The resistance is smaller for liquid in the reservoir entering the tube.

5.3 Vapor phase

Vapor bubbles act as an elastic agent that provides the restoring force responsible for system
oscillation. In agreement with Assumption 2, the vapor phase is characterized by its temper-
ature Tv and pressure pv; hence any spatial distribution is neglected. The equation of state
that describes thermodynamic quantities (Tv and pv) shall be established first. Then their
variation is investigated, i. e. the energy equation.

5.3.1 Vapor thermodynamic state

𝑇𝑇

𝑝𝑝

𝑇𝑇sat

𝐴𝐴𝐵𝐵𝐶𝐶

𝑝𝑝(𝑇𝑇sat) Naïvely, wemight suppose that the vapor is at saturation temperatureTsat(pv), corresponding
to its pressure pv, as in conventional heat pipes (see the marginal illustration, the point B
on the fluid phase diagram). Alternatively, the vapor state is described by the ideal gas
law, which signifies that the vapor is superheated with respect to Tsat, i. e. vapor temperature
Tv > Tsat(pv), the pointA. Themetastable or supersaturated vapor (the pointC) is unlikely to
be encountered in PHPs. Because vapor bulks in thin fluid channels are close to free interfaces
(films or menisci), even a tiny supersaturation would lead to immediate condensation on
interfaces, and the vapor state shifts onto the saturation curve.

Determining whether the vapor is superheated or saturated requires knowing the values
of Tv and pv at the same time. Gully et al. (2014) measured Tv and pv in an operating single
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branch PHP. In their experiments, a microscopic thermocouple (µTC, diameter 30 µm) was
installed in a vapor bubble. Preventing the thermocouple from being immersed in oscillating
liquid plugs is essential. When the µTC is withdrawn out of plugs, it is covered with a
layer of liquid, and the µTC would record Tsat rather than real Tv. The working fluid was
oxygen at around 70 K to minimize the parasite heat flows to µTC, particularly the thermal
radiation from the inner tube wall. Their measurements revealed several unique features: (i)
temperature of the µTC oscillates around the evaporator temperature Te, which confirms
the importance of sensible heat exchange; (ii) temperature of the µTC remains above or
equal to Tsat(pv), which suggests that the vapor could be deemed as superheated; (iii) due to
compression, the vapor occasionally becomeswarmer than the tubewall that heats it. Despite
substantial efforts to reduce the µTC thermal inertia (by reducing its size and conducting
the experiment at the cryogenic temperature where the heat capacity is low), a theoretical
analysis suggested that the µTC fail to capture the rapid temperature variations, possibly
because of the slow heat exchange between the µTC and vapor.

Rao et al. (2015) also measured Tv in a single branch PHP. The working fluid was FC-72,
and the experiment was conducted at room temperature. Their results demonstrated a weak
fluctuation of Tv (probably owing to the radiant heat exchange) around Te, which supports
the claim that the vapor is superheated, in agreement with Gully et al. (2014).
Evidently, Tv is not perfectly homogeneous in a bubble when it expands or is compressed.

Thermal boundary layers develop near the dry wall at Tw and near the liquid film at Tsat.
How thick these boundary layers are is a complex yet unsolved issue. Gully et al. (2014)
performed direct numerical simulations of the gas flow in oxygen bubbles during oscillatory
compression at the frequency of 1.5 Hz. Their results showed that for oxygen at about 70 K,
the thickness of the boundary layer that formed in the tube of d = 2 mm is 0.25 mm
approximately. The gaseous flow remained essentially laminar in thermal boundary layers;
turbulent mixing was absent near the tube wall. Therefore, in one-dimensional PHPmodeling,
the vapor can be reasonably described by a unique bulk temperature Tv.
The above analysis and experimental results indicate that the vapor phase is mainly

superheated, at least in single branch PHPs. Therefore, the thermodynamic state of the vapor
phase is well approximated by the ideal gas law (Assumption 4)

pv =
mvRgTv

Ωv
, (5.5)

wheremv and Ωv are the mass and volume of the vapor bubble, respectively. Moreover, the
ideal gas law can provide an elastic response necessary for system oscillation.

5.3.2 Vapor energy equation

The temperature of the liquid-vapor interface is assumed to be equal to the saturation
temperature Tsat corresponding to pv, while Tv is determined by the energy balance. Vapor
bubbles can exchange energy and mass with the environment,

d(mvuv)

dt
= δQsens − pvΩ̇v + hvṁv, (5.6)

where uv and hv is the internal energy and enthalpy per unit mass. Since the vapor obeys
the ideal gas law, uv = hv−RgTv, and the above equation can be rearranged as (Nikolayev,
2011b),

mvcvvṪv = RgTvṁv − pvΩ̇v + δQsens. (5.7)

Applying the equation to the configuration of single branch PHP (Fig. 40) yields

mvcvvṪv = ṁvRgTv + Usensπd

∫ xcl

0
[Tw(x)− Tv] dx− pSul. (5.8)
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On the right-hand side, the second term represents the sensible heat exchange Qsens
between vapor and dry tube wall, where Usens is the heat exchange coefficient. It is usually a
small value, since Usens is proportional to the vapor heat conductivity kv. The contribution
of Qsens to the overall heat transfer is marginal in the stable oscillation regime. However,
in certain operation regimes where other heat transfer methods are missing, Qsens becomes
significant. For instance, at system start-up, liquid films are absent. Qsens is essential in
determining the start-up threshold. Qsens is also not negligible in modeling the intermittent
regime where the oscillation ceases and restarts again. Such an operation regime occurs in
multi-branch PHPs (Nekrashevych et al., 2019).
Because of the weak heat diffusion in the vapor phase, thermal boundary layers exist, and

the bulk temperature Tv differs from the free interface temperature Tsat, which is usually
several degrees lower than Tv as discussed above.

5.4 Liquid film

Without the description of curved interfaces, liquid films are characterized by two quantities:
the massmf and the length. Their variations with time are the two key processes emphasized
in OFT model.

The length of a liquid film Lf in single branch PHPs is determined by the distance between
the film edge (contact line) xcl and the meniscus xm: Lf = xm − xcl.
The liquid film mass is

mf = Sf(xm − xcl)ρ, (5.9)

where Sf = πδ(d− δ) is the area of film cross-section. Rearranging this equation results in
the effective film thickness δ,

δ =
d

2 −
√
d2

4 −
mf

πρ(xm − xcl)
, (5.10)

which is the averaged value of a spatially-varying interface profile h(x), cf. Eq. 5.28 below.

5.4.1 Length variation

The film length Lf varies because of the meniscus oscillation and the contact line displace-
ment:

L̇f = ẋm − ẋcl, (5.11)

where ẋm = um and ẋcl = ucl.

5.4.1.1 Meniscus motion

The meniscus is assumed to move at the same velocity as the center of mass of the liquid
plug, which is determined by the plug momentum equation, Eq. 5.1,

um = ul. (5.12)

When a plug is depositing liquid, the meniscus is in fact approaching the center of the
plug, due to mass loss. um is slightly higher than ul. Nevertheless, in the configuration of
single branch PHPs, the mass of liquid plugs is considerably larger than the mass deposited
to liquid films. The difference between um and ul can be safely neglected.
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5.4.1.2 Contact line motion

Because of capillary action, contact lines recede spontaneously after liquid film deposition,
which is a local phenomenon controlled by local parameters, such as contact angle and
the wall superheating ∆Tcl at contact lines, cf. Chap. 3. According to Assumption 6, the
contact line motion is modeled by the dewetting of liquid films, which is accelerated in the
presence of evaporation. Correlations between the dewetting speed ud, with ∆Tcl and θmicro:
ud = f (∆Tcl, θmicro), established in Fig. 31, are employed.

Therefore, the contact line dynamics in OFT model is described as

ucl =

{
um if xm = xcl and um ≤ εud, (5.13a)
ud otherwise. (5.13b)

The second line indicates that the contact line is the edge of a liquid film, whose dynamics
is controlled by the dewetting problem presented in Chap. 3.
The first line indicates that the contact line coincides with the meniscus. It is written for

two sub-cases, where (i) the meniscus advances over dry tube um < 0, naturally um = ucl;
(ii) the meniscus recedes from dry patch um > 0 without laying down liquid behind. Sub-
case (ii) refers to the dynamic wetting transition, where the liquid film is not deposited until
um surpasses a threshold value εud, where ε ≥ 1 (Snoeijer et al., 2007); see the marginal
illustration. Contact lines are able to recede with menisci at the same speed when um
below the threshold. Gao et al. (2019) performed diffuse-interface simulations to investigate
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0 transition
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forced dewetting in capillary tubes under adiabatic conditions. They demonstrated that εud
increases with the static receding angle θrec, which corresponds to θmicro in our case. The
value of ε decreases with θrec (Gao et al., 2019). For complete wetting cases, ε = 1.

At the onset of the wetting transition, ucl experiences an abrupt drop from um to ud (see
Fig.4 of their paper and the marginal illustration). The contact line then moves slower than
the meniscus, and liquid deposition occurs. This plummet in ucl originates from the different
mechanisms that control apparent contact angle θapp. Before the transition, the interface is a
nearly-spherical meniscus without liquid films, and θapp depends on the values of θV (when
including evaporation, θmicro replaced with θV) and ucl, which is equal to um, cf. Eq. 1.28.
With increasing um, θapp dereases: εud corresponds to the value of um when θapp lessenes
to zero. After the transition, separated by a liquid film, the contact line is decoupled from
the meniscus, and a dewetting ridge forms (Fig. 3). ucl and θapp become to be determined by
the hydrodynamics of dewetting rather than by that of meniscus motion, cf., Subsec. 1.1.2.
In the calculation below, ε = 2 is adopted, which conforms to the numerical simulations

of Gao et al. (2019).

5.4.2 Mass variation 1: liquid deposition and collection

Liquid films exchange mass with plugs and with bubbles:

ṁf = ṁdep − ṁv, (5.14)

where ṁdep represents the liquid deposited from and collected by oscillating plugs, and ṁv
is the phase exchange rate, positive for net flux toward vapor phase. Hence, it also can be
regarded as the vapor mass growth rate, calculated using Eq. 5.16 below.
The liquid film deposition rate ṁdep is expressed as

ṁdep =


0, xcl = xm and um ≤ εud, (5.15a)
Sfumρ, xcl < xm and um < 0, (5.15b)
πδdep(d− δdep)umρ, otherwise. (5.15c)
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This equation may also be regarded as the mass exchange between the liquid film and the
plug.
Condition 5.15a corresponds to the situation where the contact line coincides with the

meniscus. This occurs when the meniscus advances over dry tube (um < 0), or the meniscus
recedes (um > 0) but not fast enough to overcome the threshold of dewetting transition.
Hence, no film appears, conforming to Eq. 5.13a.

Condition 5.15b corresponds to the situationwhere themeniscus advances over an existing
film (xcl < xm); the plug is collecting liquid from the film. Since um < 0, ṁdep is negative
in this case. Notice that liquid film collection does not change the value of δ.
Condition 5.15c describes two other possible scenarios: (i) xcl = xm and ucl < um

(complementary to the clause 5.15b): the contact line coincides with the meniscus, and the
meniscus recedes faster than εud. As a result, a new film is about to be created. (ii) xcl < xm
and um ≥ 0 (complementary to the clause 5.15a): a liquid film exists, and more liquid is
deposited to it. δdep is the initial film thickness deposited by receding plugs, as shown in
Chap. 2, whose value is a function of the instantaneous velocity of the meniscus um and can
be well approximated by the quasi-steady correlation, Eq. 1.34, proposed by Aussillous et al.
(2000).

5.4.3 Mass variation 2: phase exchange

The dynamic wetting transition introduced in Eq. 5.13 also impacts the phase exchange
over the interface. Under post-transition conditions, liquid films are present. The following
regions of interface that contribute to phase change ṁv are distinguished: the contact line
vicinity, flat film (Jf), and meniscus center (Jm). Hence,

ṁv = Jcl + Jf + Jm. (5.16)

where Jcl represents the mass flux of the edge of a liquid film (contact line vicinity); see
the marginal illustration. When liquid films are absent (pre-transition), Jf = 0, and Jcl now

𝐽𝐽cl
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𝐽𝐽f

𝐽𝐽m

𝐽𝐽cl

𝑥𝑥m𝑥𝑥cl

𝐽𝐽cl

𝐽𝐽m

post-transition

pre-transition represents mass flux in the liquid layer near the solid surface of the meniscus.

5.4.3.1 Local mass flux near contact line

As the liquid thickness approaches zero at contact lines, the local mass flux j(x) proportional
toh−1 becomes infinite. Relaxing this singularity requires several nanoscale effects discussed
in Subsec. 1.1.2. These effects impact heat flux only in the microscopic region. Since the
thickness scale pertinent to Jcl is up to 100 µm, the sophisticated description in Chap. 3 can
be simplified.
Among all the nanoscale effects, the interfacial thermal resistance Ri, cf. Eq. 1.21, can

provide a good estimation∼ (Rik+h)−1 that relaxes the singularity of mass flux. Retaining
only the Ri term in Eq. 3.20 yields the local mass flux j(s) in the 2D cross-section as

j(s) =
k

L(Rik+ ζ)
∆Tcl, (5.17)

where ∆Tcl is the local superheating at contact line. Eq. 5.17 assumes a linear temperature
gradient along the arc length ζ = hφ/ sinφ from tube wall to interface.The length Rik can
be deemed as an additional layer of liquid.
To evaluate the approximation of Eq. 5.17, Fig. 41 plots the distributions of j(x) of a

dewetting ridge as a function of the horizontal distance from contact line x− xcl. The fluid
is FC-72 with θmicro = 5◦, and the solid substrate is overheated by 5 K. The red curve results
from the hydrodynamic problem of Sec. 3.3, which includes a full range of nanoscale effects;
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the green curve is calculated using Eq. 5.17 for the same dewetting ridge. Two distributions
differ around the very vicinity of contact lines. Whereas approaching the upper boundary of
the microregion, (x− xcl)→ 1 µm, two curves are almost identical.
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Figure 41: Local interface flux j of a dewetting ridge, plotted as a function of the horizontal distance
from contact line x− xcl, fluid: FC-72, ∆T = 5 K, θmicro = 5◦.

Though seen in Fig. 41, an intense mass flux is observed as h → 0, albeit it is limited
to a short range below the micrometer scale. Modeling PHPs concerns the amount of mass
exchange in the microregion and over the entire contact line region that may be up to
millimeter scale, i. e. the integrated value of j. For instance, integrating j(x) from x = 0
to outside of the microregion, say x = 0.1 mm, gives the total mass flux of ∼ 4.74×
10−5 kg/(m · s) by the full solution, and of ∼ 4.77× 10−5 kg/(m · s) by the “Ri-only”
approximation. Two integrals are very close. Therefore, instead of using the full solution,
OFT model employs Eq. 5.17 to estimate the phase change rate over the contact line region.

5.4.3.2 Contact line and meniscus portions, and their relative importance

We examine the mass fluxes from contact lines and the central part of the menisci by taking
the example of a bare meniscus (pre-transition). In this scenario, liquid films are absent,
and the liquid-vapor interface is approximately a spherical cap. The 2D cross-section of this
interface is an arc of a circle with the radius Rm and centers at O with the apparent contact
angle θapp; see the marginal illustration. The interface thickness h is related to the local slope
φ as

h(φ) = R(1− cosφ/ cos θapp),

where φ ranges from θapp to π/2, and Rm = R/ cos θapp. Here s = Rm(φ− θapp) which is
the curvilinear coordinate that runs along the interface, with s = 0 at the contact line, and
sm = Rm(π/2− θapp) at the tube axis. 𝜃𝜃app 𝑥𝑥

𝜁𝜁
𝜙𝜙

ℎ
𝑅𝑅m𝑅𝑅

𝑂𝑂 𝑠𝑠

Substituting h(φ) into ζ = hφ/ sinφ (the arc length in the generalized lubrication theory)
gives the geometry condition of

ζ(φ) = R
φ (cos θapp − cosφ)

sinφ cos θapp
.

Injecting ζ(φ) into Eq. 5.17 yields the local mass flux j(φ) on the circular interface:

j(φ) =
k∆Tcl
L

sinφ cos θapp
α sinφ cos θapp + φ (cos θapp − cosφ)

, (5.18)

where α ≡ Rik/R is constant for a given fluid and a tube.
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Integrating Eq. 5.18 from the solid surface (corresponding to φ = θapp) to a upper limit
φ′ ≤ π/2 produces the mass flux over the 3D spherical interface J(φ′) as a function of φ′,

J(φ′) ≡
∫ s′

0
j(s)2π(R− h)ds =

∫ φ′

θapp
j(φ)2πRm cosφRmdφ, (5.19)

where (R− h) = Rm cosφ, s′ = Rm(φ′ − θapp). Substituting Eq. 5.18 results in,

J(φ′) =
2πRk∆Tcl
L

w(α, θapp,φ′), (5.20)

and the function w is an integral constant, which is defined as

w(α, θapp,φ′) =
1

cos θapp

∫ φ′

θapp

sinφ cosφ
α sinφ cos θapp + (cos θapp − cosφ)φdφ. (5.21)

Taking the upper limit to φ′ = π/2, the integral of Eq. 5.18 gives the total mass flux over
the entire spherical interface,

Jcl + Jm ≡ J
(
π

2

)
=

2πR
L

Q, (5.22)

whereQ is the heat transfer power per unit length of the tube circumference and is a function
of ∆Tcl and θapp.

Q = k∆TclW (α, θapp), (5.23)

andW is constant,
W (α, θapp) ≡ w(α, θapp,φ′ = π/2).

We can deem the integral of Eq. 5.19 from solid surface to φ′ as the mass flux of contact
line region and the rest (from φ′ to π/2) as the mass flux of the central part of meniscus
center. Therefore,

Jcl = J(φ′) =
2πRk∆Tcl
L

w, (5.24a)

Jm = J

(
π

2

)
− J(φ′) = 2πRk∆Tcl

L
(W −w). (5.24b)
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Figure 42: Dependence of the function w on the upper limit of integral h′, for FC-72 with α '
3.84× 10−5, the values of θapp are indicated by the curves.

Examples of w(h′) variation for FC-72 with α ' 3.84× 10−5 are plotted in Fig. 42 for
various fixed θapp and R = 1 mm. As the upper limit of integral φ′ increases from θapp to
π/2, the corresponding h′ = R−Rm cosφ′ monotonously grows from 0 until reaching R
at the tube axis. With the enlarging distance h′ from the wall, the value ofw rapidly saturates
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to W , which signifies that evaporation largely occurs in the liquid layer near the wall. For
θapp = 20◦ and a liquid layer of h′ = 50 µm, we obtain w ' 19.6 and W ' 22.7 from
Fig. 42. This suggests that most of the phase change over the spherical interface (>80 %)
originates from the contact line region Jcl. Because the liquid is thick around the tube axis
and the interface slope is high, the contribution from meniscus center Jm is expected to be
small compared to Jcl.
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Figure 43: Pre-transition scenario, dependence of the integral constantW on θapp for selected fluids
and R = 1 mm.

For the same R = 1 mm, dependence of W on θapp is plotted in Fig. 43 for n-pentane
with α ' 2.15× 10−5, ethanol with α ' 4.64× 10−5 and water with α ' 4.33× 10−5.
The value ofW is almost independent of α.

For the pre-transition scenario, θapp is a function of the instantaneous values of um and
∆Tcl. The dependence of W (θapp) of Fig. 43 can be used to determine the mass exchange
rate in this case.
For the post-transition scenario, since Jm is minor, to avoid separately calculating the

relative contribution of Jcl and Jm that depends on the time-varying δ, Jm is bundled into
Jcl. Recall the dewetting dynamics in Fig. 31, where θapp is expressed as a function of ∆Tcl
and θmicro for dewetting ridges. Since the combination of working fluid and tube material
determines θmicro, we can build a direct correlation between Q and ∆Tcl, using θapp that is
calculated in Fig. 31 in Chap. 3. Fig. 44 plots the dependence of Q on ∆Tcl for FC-72 with
θmicro = 5◦ and for n-pentane with θmicro = 10◦.
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Figure 44: Post-tansition scenario, the value of Q as a function of ∆Tcl for FC-72 with θmicro = 5◦
(red solid curve) and for n-pentane with θmicro = 10◦ (green dashed curve).

Therefore, the contributions to phase change from the contactn region and the central part
of meniscus are

Jcl + Jm =
2πR
L

Q(∆Tcl,α, θapp), (5.25)
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whereQ is calculated using Eq. 5.23 and Fig. 43 before the dewetting transition. With liquid
film, Q is determined as shown in Fig. 44.

5.4.3.3 Flat film portion

Now consider the post-transition case. For pure fluids, the temperature of vapor-liquid
interfaces is nearly equal to the saturation temperature. As Assumption 5 states, the mass
exchange is characterized by the temperature difference Tw(x)− T i (which is Tsat) and the
effective thickness δ. The contribution from flat liquid film Jf is

Jf = Uf
πdf
L

∫ xm

xcl
[Tw(x)− Tsat] dx, (5.26)

whereUf = ςk/δ is the heat exchange coefficient of liquid film. Eq. 5.26 reflects the thermal
conduction of a thin flat plate of thickness δ, with thermal resistance δ/ςk. Rigorously
speaking, the thermal resistance of a liquid film is more like that of a hollow cylinder in the
radial direction. Nevertheless, provided δ is small compared to d, the difference in these two
values is negligible (Rouaze et al., 2021).

Because the local heat transfer is inversely proportional to local thickness h(x), we need
to account for a correction factor ς that originates from the simplification in profiles from
curved interfaces in reality (Chap. 2) to the uniform thickness in the model.
Take an example of a spatially varying film with local thickness profile h(x) along the

length Lf (x ∈ [0,Lf]). The rigorous definition of effective film thickness δ is derived from
the film mass expression, Eq. 5.9. Under the assumption h(x) � d, the liquid mass in the
film is

mf = πρ

∫ Lf

0
[d− h(x)]h(x)dx ' πdρ

∫ Lf

0
h(x)dx = πdρδLf. (5.27)

Therefore, the effective thickness satisfies,

δ ≡ 1
Lf

∫ Lf

0
h(x)dx, (5.28)

which can be regarded as the mean of h(x) over Lf.
Considering a constant temperature Tw, the mass flux of this liquid film is

Jf =
kπ

L

∫ Lf

0

[d− h(x)](Tw − Tsat)
h(x)

dx ' kπd

L
(Tw − Tsat)

∫ Lf

0

dx
h(x)

, (5.29)

which is inversely proportional to the harmonic mean of h(x).
Replacing themean ofh(x)−1 with the reciprocal of themean ofh(x) requires a correction

factor ς ,
ς

δ
≡ 1
Lf

∫ Lf

0

dx
h(x)

. (5.30)

The value of ς depends on h(x). Two simple cases are presented here to illustrate how ς

may vary with individual h(x) profiles.
Consider first a linear profile of h(x) = ax+ b in the interval of [0,Lf]: h(0) = h1 and

h(Lf) = h2 are positive. According to Eq. 5.30, ς is found as

ς =
δ

aLf
ln(h2

h1
).

Replacing h1 and h2 with δ−∆h and δ+ ∆h respectively, we obtain the first approxima-
tion,

ς ' 1 + 1
3

(
∆h
δ

)2
.
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Since the profile is linear, the ratio of ∆h/δ ranges from 0 to 1. Correspondingly, ς ranges
from 1 to 1.33.
Move on to a more realistic case, where the film is deposited by an oscillatory liquid

plug from an immobile contact line, similarly to the case in Sec. 2.3. The plug oscillates
harmonically with the amplitude A and the period P , according to Eq. 2.31, the meniscus
receding speed during the first half of the period is

um(x) = ua

[
x

A

(
2− x

A

)]1/2
,

where the velocity amplitude ua = 2πA/P . Assuming that ua is low, the film thickness
h(x) deposited by the meniscus can be approximated by the quasi-steady expression Sub-
sec. 2.3.6.4,

h(x) ' ha
[
x

A

(
2− x

A

)]1/3
, (5.31)

where ha = 0.67d (µua/σ)2/3 and 〈h〉 ' 0.84ha. Substituting Eq. 5.31 into Eq. 5.30 yields
ς ' 2.18.
Generally speaking, the value of ς is larger than unity. We rearrange Eq. 5.30 as

ς ≡

1
Lf

∫ Lf

0
h(x)dx[

1
Lf

∫ Lf

0

dx
h(x)

]−1 , (5.32)

which represents the ratio of the arithmetic and harmonic means of h(x), which is known
in mathematics to be always larger than unity.
Considering the phase change that alters the initial profile of interfaces and non-harmonic

oscillation of menisci, the value of ς can hardly be determined precisely and analytically. In
single branch PHP simulations, the value of ς is tunable to conform to the oscillation period in
experiments. Still, it should have a reasonable value, as the two cases demonstrated. ς ≈ 1.5
is set.

5.4.3.4 Relative importance of three portions

𝐽𝐽cl

𝑥𝑥m𝑥𝑥cl

𝐽𝐽f
𝐽𝐽m

𝐽𝐽cl

𝑥𝑥m𝑥𝑥cl

𝐽𝐽f𝐽𝐽m

𝐿𝐿cl

δ

𝐿𝐿m

Consider a liquid film of effective thickness δ attached to a meniscus. Integrating the local
interface flux Eq. 5.17 from solid surface to δ results in the total mass flux from the contact
line region Jcl. In this case, ζ in Eq. 5.17 corresponds to the interfacial profile of a dewetting
ridge. However, given that δ is small, the calculation of Jcl in Eq. 5.24a that uses the spherical
profile of ζ can be used as an approximation to this case, where the contact line region is a
dewetting ridge.
To compare the relative importance of Jcl and Jf, we assume a uniform superheating ∆T ,

and introduce an equivalent length Lcl. The phase change of liquid film over the length Lcl
(which is calculated by Eq. 5.26) is equal to Jcl; see the marginal illustration.

ςk

δ

πdf
L

∆TLcl =
2πRk∆T
L

w.

Therefore,

Lcl =
Rw(δ)δ

ς(R− δ)
.
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Similarly, we introduce the equivalent length Lm to the liquid film that produces the same
amount of phase change as Jm,

Lm =
R[W −w(δ)]δ
ς(R− δ)

.

Fig. 45 plots the equivalent lengthsLcl (the left y-axis) andLm (the right y-axis) for FC-72,
R = 1 mm and δ ranging from 10 to 200 µm. For θapp = 20◦, we obtain Lcl ' 0.70 mm
and Lm ' 0.11 mm which generally are much shorter than film length. This suggests that
Jcl contribute several times more than Jm, whereas both are of little importance compared
to Jf, for the film length is as long as several centimeters. Nevertheless, Jcl and Jm are not
trivial for system start-up, where liquid films are absent. For instance, liquid films have dried
out in fluid channels after a stop-over in the intermittent regime.
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Figure 45: Equivalent film lengths corresponding to the contact line region contribution Lcl (solid
lines) and to that of the central meniscus part Lm (dashed lines); the values of θapp are
indicated by the color.

Using Eq. 5.25, we calculate the total phase change over the interface as,

ṁv =
2πR
L

Q(∆Tcl,α, θapp) + Uf
πdf
L

∫ xm

xcl
[Tw(x)− Tsat] dx. (5.33)

5.5 Singularity analysis

Singularities appear in Eq. 5.10 when the film length is short, xm − xcl → 0, which takes
place: (i) at the beginning of film deposition, where (um − ucl) > 0; (ii) near the ending
moment of film collection by the plug, where (um − ucl) < 0.

5.5.1 Onset of film deposition

Notably, at the starting moment of film deposition, the effective thickness δ does not neces-
sarily coincide with δdep, despite the enforced Eq. 5.15c. Consider the time-lapse ∆t at the
onset of film deposition. According to Eq. 5.12, um = εud and ucl = ud > 0. Since the
film is short, ṁv contribution to ṁf is negligible, and ṁf ' ṁdep according to Eq. 5.15c.
The liquid film mass at this instant is approximated as,

mf ' πδdep(d− δdep)εudρ∆t.

On the other hand, from Eq. 5.9 and Eq. 5.10,

mf ' πδ(d− δ)(xm − xcl)ρ = πδ(d− δ)(ε− 1)udρ∆t.

Under the assumption δ, δdep � d, equalizing the two above expressions produces the
effective film thickness at this instant,

δ ' ε

ε− 1δdep, (5.34)
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which in fact deviates from δdep. This apparent paradox originates from the fact that ucl > 0
at the onset of liquid film deposition. If the contact line were immobile, δ would follow the
variation of δdep, and this singularity would not appear.

A receding meniscus without laying down liquid film rarely occurs in PHPs, given that um
is usually large enough and the tube surface is wettable, which lessens ε. The choice of ε
affects the very initial stage of film evolution and barely impacts the overall heat exchange.
However, if without the plummet in ucl, meaning ε = 1, δ would be infinite according to
Eq. 5.34.

5.5.2 End of film collection

Taking the time derivative of both sides of Eq. 5.10, one obtains the δ variation as

δ̇ =
ṁf − ρSf(um − ucl)

π(d− 2δ)(xm − xcl)ρ
. (5.35)

Similar to the previous case, it is possible to neglect the phase change near the ending
moment of liquid collection, when a meniscus draws back to the contact line, ucl > 0 and
um < 0. Therefore, ṁf = ṁdep and Eq. 5.15b is satisfied. Under the assumption δ � d,
Eq. 5.35 reduces to

δ̇ =
δucl

xm − xcl
. (5.36)

A constant relative velocity (ucl − um) = uc > 0 is assumed close to the instant td of
film disappearance: for t < td, the film length, xm− xcl ' uc(td− t). Hence δ̇ is expressed
as

δ̇ =
ucl
uc

δ

td − t
, (5.37)

which results in δ(t) = C(td − t)−ucl/uc , where C is the integration constant. As t → td,
δ(t) diverges. Typically uc � ucl, i. e. this divergence is weak. This singularity arises from
ucl > 0. If the contact line were stationary as the meniscus closes in, without phase change,
δ would remain constant. In reality, when a meniscus approaches the contact line, capillary
action takes over interface evolution, where the short liquid film promptly coalesces into
the plug and the interface rapidly restores to a smooth spherical meniscus, cf. Fig. 21a.
This rapid evolution is also seen in the variation of contact angle in Fig. 11a. The contact
angle soars back to the initial value near the end of the film’s disappearance. To avoid this
singularity, a film removal condition is introduced: when the film length |xm − xcl| < δ

and um < ucl, the liquid film is removed from the system, and its mass is reassigned to the
adjacent liquid plug. In Fig. 48b, the condition is satisfied when menisci withdraw to contact
lines.

5.6 Boundary conditions

In the current calculations, the inner wall temperatures in the evaporator section Te and in
the condenser section Tc are assumed to be uniform and invariable with time. It is close
to the reality in many experiments where heat conduction in the solid tube can be efficient
enough to impose constant temperatures on the tube (Das et al., 2010; Rao et al., 2015,
2017). In the adiabatic section, a linear transition from Te to Tc is assumed.
A set of six ordinary differential equations: Eq. 5.1, Eq. 5.8, Eq. 5.12, Eq. 5.13, Eq. 5.14

and Eq. 5.16, defines the behavior of three components (a bubble, film, and plug) in single
branch PHPs. As an analytical solution is impossible to be found, the equations are solved
numerically using the standard 4th-order Runge-Kutta method to find the temporal evolution
of the system.
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5.7 Results and discussion

5.7.1 Comparison with FEC model

To evaluate OFTmodel performance, it is first compared to FECmodel on simulating a single
branch PHP: a capillary tube of d =2 mm is horizontally oriented, and n-pentane is chosen as
the working fluid. Tuning the lengths and temperatures of the evaporator and the condenser
can produce different oscillation patterns. Major parameters used in the calculation are
summarized in row (i) of Tab. 6.

configuration simulation

d Le La Lc Te Tc pr k Llf Li ς W
orientation fluid mm cm cm cm ◦C ◦C kPa W/(m·K) cm cm - -

(i) horizontal n-pentane 2 20 1 20 40 10 90 0.109 10 10 1.5 20
(ii) vertical FC-72 2 20 1 20 44 16 50 0.057 30 6 1.5 20
(iii) horizontal n-pentane 2 15 1 25 45 10 90 0.109 8 3 1.1 15

Table 6: Major parameters used in simulations of single branch PHP for comparisons with: (i) FEC
model; (ii) experiment of Rao et al. (2015); (iii) experiment of Das et al. (2010).

Fig. 46 displays the temporal variations of selected system parameters calculated by
OFT and FEC models. In this figure, Te = 40◦C, Tc = 10◦C, Le = 20 cm, Lc = 20 cm
and La = 1 cm. The red and blue bars by the vertical axis represent the evaporator and
condenser sections, respectively. Both models produce very similar periodic oscillations
(periods: 0.68 s for OFT and 0.65 s for FEC).
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Figure 46: Comparisons between OFT (solid curves) and FEC (dashed curves) models.

Unlike the OFT model, the FEC model requires the value of δ as an input parameter. It
is determined with an iteration algorithm proposed by Nekrashevych et al. (2017). The
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first iteration of the simulation adopts a practical δ value as its input, ∼ 100 µm. Then the
output results are used to find the root mean square of the plug velocity um,RMS throughout
oscillation. The next round of simulation uses a new value for the film thickness δ′ that is
predicted by Eq. 1.34 corresponding to um,RMS. This process is repeated until convergence
between δ and δ′ is achieved. The constant value δ ' 78.5 µm plotted in Fig. 46b as a dashed
horizontal line is a result of such an iteration scheme; it corresponds to the meniscus velocity
um,RMS ' 1.37 m/s. Fig. 46b plots variation of the effective thickness in OFT model. At
the onset of liquid deposition, δ starts growing from ' 35.1 µm, which corresponds to the
value predicted by Eq. 5.34 with the meniscus velocity around 0.118 m/s that is observed
at this moment. Over a period, δ(t) has an average value of ∼ 75.1 µm, which is very close
to the constant film thickness in the FEC model.

OFT model determines the film thickness as a part of the solution. This is a significant
advantage and is expected to be especially desirable for simulations of multi-branch PHPs,
where numerous liquid films exist with a priori different thicknesses.

5.7.2 Comparison with vertically orientated PHP

Rao et al. (2015) conducted experiments of single branch PHP using a vertical capillary
tube and FC-72 as the working fluid. Their experiment setup is similar to that illustrated in
Fig. 40 with a transparent glass circular capillary tube of d =2 mm. Two heat exchangers
acting as the evaporator and condenser provide constant temperatures (overall accuracy of
±1◦C) to the external tube wall. The lengths of evaporator, condenser and adiabatic sections
are Le =20 cm, Lc =20 cm and La =1 cm, respectively. The reservoir is maintained at
the constant pressure pr = 0.5 bar. Their measurements include the vapor pressure, vapor
temperature, and displacements of the meniscus and the contact line. In the calculation,
Li =6 cm in Eq. 5.1 and Llf =30 cm in Eq. 5.2 are used.

In the original experiments (Rao et al., 2015), the thermal regulation targeted the evapora-
tor temperature at 46◦C, whereas in their later analysis (Rao et al., 2017), considering heat
conduction through the glass tube, the temperature of the inner tube wall was estimated to be
lower. Gully et al. (2014) demonstrated that in single branch PHPs, the vapor temperature os-
cillates around Te (which is the inner wall temperature). Therefore, our calculations adopted
the vapor temperature ' 44◦C, which was measured by Rao et al. (2015), as the imposed
value of Te. The inner wall temperatures in the condenser Tc = 16◦C. Major parameters
used in the simulation are summarized in Tab. 6. Since the solid surface wettability is not
available, the value ofW is assumed constant.
Several snapshots of meniscus oscillation resulting from OFT simulation are displayed in

Fig. 47. The images demonstrate the displacement of the meniscus and the variation of liquid
film thickness over an oscillation period. The liquid film edge (free contact line) receding is
noticeable from 0.54 s to 1.22 s.

Figure 48a displays the temporal variations of xm and xcl over three oscillation periods,
with a period around 1.5 s. The solid and dashed curves are experimental measurements and
simulation results, respectively. Contact line receding is observed, whose speed in simulation
is in good agreement with the experimental data.

The corresponding variation of liquid film mass mf and the effective thickness δ are
plotted in Fig. 48b. Since the experimental measurement of δ is not available, only the
numerical result is plotted.
The meniscus oscillates over three sections of the tube, while the contact line always

stays in the evaporator. The film deposition takes place at t0 ' 0.23 s, with the initial
thickness δ0 ' 71 µm. Between t0 and t1 ' 0.67 s, the meniscus keeps falling downwards
and depositing liquid, leading to increases in mf and δ. At t1, the meniscus hits the trough
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Figure 47: Simulation results showing the meniscus displacement and liquid film variation during
an oscillation period, corresponding to experimental setup of Rao et al. (2015). A supple-
mentary movie is available.
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curves) by Rao et al. (2015) on xm and xcl (a); Le and Lc are indicated with red and blue
bars, respectively. Numerical results of δ andmf , (b); Tv and Tsat, (c).

and rises afterward until t2 ' 0.94 s. The plug collects liquid from the film; therefore,
mf declines. Notably, such an absorption does not lead to a δ variation, cf. Eq. 5.10 and
Eq. 5.15b. However, between t1 and t2, δ increases because of the contact line receding,
the same amount of liquid being averaged over shorter film length. This effect outperforms
evaporation, which tends to lessen δ. Immediately before the meniscus draws back at 1.4 s,
the value of δ soars up again, as explained in Subsec. 5.5.2, which triggers the film removal
condition. The average value of δ is about ∼ 97 µm over a period.
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evaporation, and a comparison showing as |Jcl/Jf|

Simulation results of Tv and Tsat are plotted in Fig. 48c. The saturation temperature
deduced from the experimentally measured vapor pressure is also plotted. Notably, Tv
oscillates around Te and stays well above Tsat. This supports the assumption that the vapor
phase remains superheated.
Generally, a very good agreement between the experimental and simulation results is

observed. The model reproduces the behavior of major system parameters, including the
oscillation period doubling and the rate receding of film edges. Remarkably, a very good
agreement is observed for the speed receding of contact lines without accounting for ad-
justable parameters in the film modeling. Unfortunately, the film thickness variation could
not be measured experimentally and thus cannot be compared.
Phase changes from the liquid film Jf and the contact line region Jcl (calculated using

Eq. 5.25) are plotted in Fig. 49, positive for net evaporation to vapor phase. The relative
contribution is plotted on the right vertical axis in the log scale. Throughout a period, Jf is
significantly larger than Jcl, except near the onset of film deposition, around t = 0.23 s and
near the instants when Jf flips the sign. In both cases, the ratio of |Jcl/Jf| quickly plunges.
Notice that Jcl can be 10 times larger than Jf immediately after liquid film deposition,
supporting our hypothesis in Subsec. 5.4.3 that Jcl is non-negligible for the device start-up.

5.7.3 Comparison with horizontally oriented PHP

In the experiments conducted by Das et al. (2010), a capillary tube (d = 2 mm) was
horizontally oriented, and n-pentane was chosen as the working fluid. The evaporator was
made of a cylindrical copper block (Le = 15 cm), which was regulated at a constant
temperature Te = 45◦C. The condenser section (Lc = 25 cm) was made of a transparent
glass, whose temperature was regulated by a heat exchanger at the constant value Tc = 10◦C.
A short connection of 1 cm longwas thermally insulated, which acted as the adiabatic section.
Their experiments recorded themeniscus positionxm in the condenser and the vapor pressure
pv. Major parameters used in the simulation are summarized in row (iii) of Tab. 6.
Fig. 50a plots the temporal variations of xm and pv over several oscillation periods

(solid curves: experimental data, dashed curves: numerical results). Because the evaporator
is not transparent, the meniscus position is not displayed for xm ≤ 15 cm. The vapor
pressure oscillates with the amplitude of about 15 kPa, and the period is about 0.28 s. The
corresponding variation of liquid film thickness is plotted in Fig. 50b, with the average value
about 76.9 µm over a period.
Values of Tv and Tsat are plotted in Fig. 50c: Tv remains well above Tsat. Hence, the

vapor phase is mainly superheated, and the ideal gas equation Eq. 5.5 is suitable to describe
pv in single branch PHPs. The comparisons in Fig. 50 deliver a good qualitative agreement
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results (dashed curves) and the experimental data (solid curves) by Das et al. (2010); (b)
and (c) numerical results.

between the numerical results and the experimental data, and the plug oscillation with a
large amplitude is captured.

5.8 Conclusions

This chapter details the model development of a new one-dimensional numerical model
for liquid films in PHPs. It is named the Oscillating Film Thickness (OFT) model. Choosing
the one-dimensional approach is a trade-off between result accuracy and efficiency, as it
can substantially reduce computational time and resources compared to multi-dimensional
approaches. Because the new model employs our theoretical studies of liquid film dynamics
in capillary tubes presented in Part I, OFT model can better reflect the essential phenomena
of liquid films in real fluid channels than existing models. Three aspects of liquid film
behavior are emphasized, the film deposition by receding liquid plugs, the time variation of
film thickness due to phase change, and the contact line dynamics that shortens film length.

The model has been validated against experimental data of single branch PHPs. Features
and differences between the OFT and previous numerical models are summarized in Tab. 7.
The current calculations focus on the hydrodynamic behavior of working fluid in single

branch PHPs. The thermal coupling between the liquid and the solid tube will be accounted
for when extending the model to multi-branch PHP simulations.
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Superheated Vapor FEC OFT

publications Shafii et al., 2001 Das et al., 2010 Zhang et al., 2022a
vapor state superheated, described by the ideal gas law

free
interface

vapor temperature saturation temperature

liquid film
thickness

uniform and invariable with time
uniform, varies

individually with time
contact line
dynamics

dry areas not
included

follows evaporation
rate of liquid film

conforms to dewetting
phenomenon

Table 7: Major features and differences of selected one-dimensional PHP models.





Chapter 6

Extension to multi-branch PHPs

This chapter proposes an extension of OFTmodel to simulations of multi-branch PHPs. Since
the numerical models for the other components, such as vapor bubbles, liquid plugs, thermal
coupling with solid tubes, and heat conduction in tube walls, have been well established, the
chapter presents only the module of liquid films that supersedes FEC model used in CASCO
(Nikolayev, 2011a, Nekrashevych et al., 2017 and Nikolayev et al., 2018a). This extension
inherits the general numerical implementation and data structure from CASCO code. The
salient difference from simulations of single-branch PHPs is the management of multiple
films and dry patches in vapor bubbles.
Several main assumptions concerning OFT model for multi-branch PHPs are summarized

below:

1. Two-phase flow in the fluid channel stays in the plug-slug region (no dispersed flow).
Vapor bubbles containing liquid films are tube size, separated from liquid plugs by
the tube cross-section size menisci.

2. Liquid films are spatially uniform, but the thickness varies with time individually.

3. Liquid (in films and plugs) is assumed incompressible and of constant density.

4. Vapor can be at the superheated state (in which vapor obeys the ideal gas law), or at
saturation (in which vapor is characterized by saturation pressure psat).

6.1 General configuration

One-dimensional modeling of multi-branch PHPs usually unrolls the meandering fluid chan-
nel and projects the channel onto a straight line. The periodic boundary conditions are
applied from a starting point. Fig. 51(a) illustrates a 8-branch PHP that chooses the starting
point x = 0 at the boundary of the first evaporator. The evaporator, adiabatic section, and
condenser are projected on the x-axis as periodic sequences of the corresponding domains,
see Fig. 51(b). The number of these sequences is equal to the number of U-turns in the
evaporator Np, which is a main geometrical parameter of multi-branch PHPs. The length of
a periodic sequence in x-axis Lp = Le + 2La + Lc. Therefore, the total length of the fluid

101
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channel is Lt = NpLp +Lfb, where Lfb represents the length of the feedback section in the
condenser. Gravitational force can also be applied along the x-axis.

……

𝐿𝐿e
2

𝐿𝐿a
𝐿𝐿c
2

𝐿𝐿fb

g𝑥𝑥 = 0

𝑥𝑥

liquid plugs vapor bubbles

𝑥𝑥 = 0

𝑥𝑥

𝐿𝐿e 𝐿𝐿a 𝐿𝐿c 𝐿𝐿e 𝐿𝐿a

unroll
𝑖𝑖 𝑖𝑖, next
𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝑙𝑙

𝑖𝑖
𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖, next𝑙𝑙𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖, prev𝑟𝑟

g g g g

𝑖𝑖, prev

(a) (b)

Figure 51: Unrolling a multi-branch PHP (Np = 4) from a starting point x = 0 and projecting the
meandering fluid channel onto x-axis with periodic boundary conditions.

The vapor bubble and the liquid plug on the right-hand side of the bubble are denoted
by the same index i = 0, ...,M − 1. The total number of bubble-plug pairs, M , varies
in time because of bubble and plug coalescence. Nucleation in liquid plugs generates new
bubbles. Vapor bubbles are bounded by two menisci represented by the 2D cross-section of
fluid channels. For the bubble i, its left and right menisci situate atX l

i andXr
i , respectively.

Notice that Xr
i also represents the left-hand boundary of the plug i, whose right-hand

boundary isX l
i,next, whereX l

i,next = X l
i+1, except i =M − 1, for whichX l

i,next = X l
0 +Lt.

6.1.1 Numbering system of liquid films

At the time moment t, within the bubble i, the number of dry patches (that are called “holes”
of liquid film, for brevity) on the tube wall is denoted by Nh,i. Dry holes of zero length can
also be created within a film wherever the film rupture condition is satisfied. The rupture
condition creates new dry holes on continuous liquid films; an example is shown in Fig. 52:
the hole j + 1. Therefore, Nh,i is the total number of dry holes and rupture points on films
in the bubble i. Positions of two edges of the hole j (two triple contact lines) are denoted as
X l,j

h,i and X
r,j
h,i , respectively. Here, the index j = 1, ...,Nhv,i, where

Nhv,i =

Nh,i, if Nh,i ≥ 1,

1, if Nh,i = 0.
(6.1)

The number of contact lines is 2Nhv,i. The second line of Eq. 6.1 reflects the case when the
bubble i is wrapped completely by a film (Nh,i = 0), a virtual hole of zero length is assigned
at the right meniscus Xr

i , and Nhv,i = 1. The quantity Nhv,i is introduced in CASCO out of
programming consideration: Nhv,i ≥ 1 can avert the frequent allocation and reallocation of
vectors for X l,j

h,i and X
r,j
h,i in algorithm.

From such a definition, the following inequalities always hold:

X l
i ≤ X

l,1
h,i ≤ X

r,1
h,i ≤ · · · ≤ X

l,Nhv,i
h,i ≤ Xr,Nhv,i

h,i ≤ Xr
i .

Their satisfaction is enforced in CASCO.
Liquid films (index n) are given the index of the dry hole on the right-hand of it. The

rightmost film is always attached to a plug (which can be of zero length). Therefore, n =

1, ...,Nf,i; Nf,i ≡ Nhv,i + 1 is the total number of liquid films in the bubble i. Accordingly,
the length of film n is determined as

Lnf,i =


X l,n

h,i −X l
i , if n = 1,

Xr
i −X

r,n−1
h,i , if n = Nf,i,

X l,n
h,i −X

r,n−1
h,i , otherwise .

(6.2)
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Figure 52: Numbering system for liquid films and dry holes in the bubble i; the hole j + 1 is of zero
length.

Fig. 53 draws two particular scenarios worth examining. (a) a continuous film wraps the
bubble without dry holes. A hole of zero length is assigned at X l,1

h,i = Xr,1
h,i = Xr

i . In
this case, Nh,i = 0, Nhv,i = 1 and Nf,i = 2. Film 2 of zero length is attached to the left
meniscus. According to Eq. 6.2, L1

f,i = X l,1
h,i −X l

i , and L2
f,i = 0. Notice that Fig. 53a could

also represent the scenario where a film rupture occurs atXr
i . whereNh,i = Nhv,i = 1, and

Nf,i = 2. (b) liquid dries out completely in the bubble: Nh,i = Nhv,i = 1, and Nf,i = 2;
X l
i = X l,1

h,i and X
r,1
h,i = Xr

i . Eq. 6.2 gives two films of zero length.
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Figure 53: Two special scenarios that may encounter in calculations.

6.2 Liquid films

6.2.1 Effective film thickness

Take the example of the liquid film n in the bubble i. OFTmodel characterizes this film using
the liquid massmn

f,i and length Lnf,i. The effective thickness δni is deduced from the equation,

mn
f,i = πδnf,i(2R− δnf,i)Lnf,iρ, (6.3)

which yields

δni =


0, ifmn

f,i = 0,

R−
√
R2 −

mn
f,i

πρLnf,i
, otherwise.

(6.4)

whereR is the inner radius of the tube. Variations inmn
f,i and lengthLnf,i lead to the variation

in δni with time. The effective thickness reflects the average film thickness value that varies
in real fluid channels.

6.2.2 Length variation

Length variation of liquid films obeys the same mechanism in Eq. 5.11, which results from
displacement of two boundaries, i. e. menisci or free contact lines. The plug momentum
equation determines the displacement of menisci, cf. Eq. 6.31 and Eq. 6.30. The description
of receding contact lines is based on the dewetting phenomenon at evaporation (Chap. 3).
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6.2.2.1 Contact line dynamics

Consider the left edge of the hole j in the bubble i, whose velocity Ẋ l,j
h,i is

Ẋ l,j
h,i =


Ẋ l
i , if j = 1 & Cl,j1,i,

Ẋr
i , if j = Nhv,i & Cl,j2,i

−ud
[
∆T (X l,j

h,i)
]

, otherwise,

(6.5)

where the clauses (i. e. conditions) are

Cl,j1,i = X l,1
h,i ≤ X

l
i and Ẋ l

i ≥ −εud
[
∆T (X l

i)
]

, (6.6a)

Cl,j2,i = X
l,Nhv,i
h,i ≥ Xr

i and Ẋr
i ≤ −ud [∆T (Xr

i )] , (6.6b)

where ∆T (x) = Tw(x)− Tsat,i is the local superheating condition at x, and Tsat,i is the
saturation temperature corresponding to the vapor pressure in the bubble i. The quantity
ud ≥ 0 is the dewetting speed of contact lines, which has been studied in Chap. 3, and
has been successfully employed in simulations of single branch PHPs in Chap. 5. Originally,
ud is a function of ∆T and the microscopic contact angle θmicro. The value of θmicro is
imposed constant for a given fluid and a solid surface. Therefore, the second argument of ud
is omitted in the above equations. Note that for ∆T ≥ 0, ud(∆T ) is an increasing function,
i. e. evaporation accelerates the dewetting. For ∆T < 0, ud(∆T ) = ud(0).
The quantity ε reflects the wetting transition. A liquid film starts to be deposited after the

meniscus speed exceeds a threshold εud with ε > 1. Once the film begins to be deposited,
the contact line speed suddenly drops to ud. In the present model, ε = 2 in agreement with
the model validation for the single branch PHPs in the previous chapter.
The clauses in Eq. 6.5 are tested consecutively starting from Eq. 6.6a: the clause Eq. 6.6b

is tested if Eq. 6.6a is invalid, and the 3rd option is employed if the first two are both invalid.
The clause (6.6a) corresponds to the absence of the leftmost film (see Fig. 54), i. e. the

hole edge X l,1
h,i coincides with the left meniscus of the bubble i: X l,1

h,i = X l
i (the sign ≤

manages a possible overlap that may appear because of the finite time step). The contact
line having the velocity of the left meniscus indicates two possible evolutions: (i) the left
meniscus advances to the right Ẋ l

i > 0; (ii) the left meniscus recedes at speed below the
threshold speed εud

[
∆T (X l

i)
]
for liquid deposition. In both evolution,X l,1

h,i moves together
with X l

i .
The clause (6.6b) indicates that the left edge of the rightmost dry hole coincides with the

right meniscus of bubble i: X l,Nhv,i
h,i = Xr

i . This condition implies that the length of the
hole Nhv,i is zero: X

l,Nhv,i
hv,i = Xr,1

hv,i. According to the numbering system, the film Nhv,i + 1
of zero length situates at the right of the dry hole Nhv,i, whose edges collapse at x = Xr

i ,
see Fig. 55(ii). This situation persists as long as the right meniscus advances faster than the
contact line could recede: Ẋr

i ≤ −ud [∆T (Xr
i )].

The 3rd option of Eq. 6.5 reflects the receding of free contact lines.
Similar equations are written for the right edges of dry holes,

Ẋr,j
h,i =


Ẋr
i , if j = Nhv,i & Cr,j1,i ,

Ẋ l
i , if j = 1 & Cr,j2,i

ud
[
∆T (Xr,j

h,i )
]

, otherwise,

(6.7)
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where the clauses are

Cr1,i = Xr,j
h,i ≥ X

r
i and Ẋ

r
i ≤ εud [∆T (Xr

i )] , (6.8a)

Cr2,i = Xr,j
h,i ≤ X

l
i and Ẋ

l
i ≥ ud

[
∆T (X l

i)
]

. (6.8b)

Eq. 6.5 and Eq. 6.7 state that when contact lines do not move with menisci, they can only
recede towards the liquid film side, and dry holes can only expend.

6.2.3 Mass variation

Liquid film mass variation consists of two parts, the exchange with plugs and the phase
change with vapor.

6.2.3.1 Phase change

According to the assumption that the interface has the saturation temperature, the phase
change rate (evaporation and condensation) of liquid film n in the bubble i, Jnf,i is an
integration over the film length given by Eq. 6.2, similar to Eq. 1.43,

Jnf,i =
2πUni rni
L



Xl,n
h,i∫

Xl
i

[Tw(x)− Tsat,i]dx, if n = 1

Xl,n
h,i∫

Xr,n−1
h,i

[Tw(x)− Tsat,i]dx, if 1 < n ≤ Nf,i − 1

Xr
i∫

Xr,n−1
h,i

[Tw(x)− Tsat,i]dx, if n = Nf,i

(6.9)

where Tsat,i = Tsat(pi); rni = R− δni , and Uni = ςk/δni , where ς & 1 is the correction of
interface shape, discussed in Subsec. 5.4.3.
The mass exchange rates at contact lines (two ends of holes) are calculated using the heat

transfer rate Q, which is a function of local superheating, cf. Eq. 5.23. We denote the mass
flux of two ends of the dry hole j as Jξ,jh,i , where ξ ∈ {l, r} indicates the left and right ends,
respectively,

Jξ,jh,i =


2πR
L

Q
[
∆T (Xξ,j

h,i )
]

, if X l,j
h,i 6= Xr,j

h,i

0. otherwise
(6.10)

6.2.3.2 Liquid collection and deposition by liquid plugs

Liquid could be deposited to and collected from films by moving menisci. These two process
are collectively denoted as ṁξ

dep,i, where ξ ∈ {l, r}. Here, ṁ
ξ
dep,i can be regarded as the

mass exchange rate betweenmenisci and films, positive for films obtaining liquid (deposition
from menisci), and negative for films losing liquid (collection by menisci).
We start from the left meniscus of the bubble i. ṁl

dep,i is calculated as

ṁl
dep,i = −ρSlf,iẊ l

i , (6.11)
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where

Slf,i =



0 if Ali,

S1
f,i if X l

i < X l,1
h,i & Ẋ l

i > 0,

S2
f,i if Cr,12,i ,

Sldep,i otherwise

(6.12)

is the cross-section of liquid film that exchanges liquid with the plug. Similar to Eq. 5.15,
the above expression reflects three scenarios: no mass exchange between the film and the left
meniscus (the clause Ali is true), liquid collection (the second and 3rd clauses) and liquid
deposition (the last clause). Fig. 54 demonstrates all possible position configurations of the
left meniscus. For each configuration, the velocity conditions determine how the mass is
exchanged, as listed in the tables next to the illustrations.
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Figure 54: Configurations of the left meniscus and the corresponding velocity conditions: (i) the first
dry hole is of non-zero length, (ii) absence of the first film and the dry hole, (iii) the first
film of non-zero length.

The configuration (i) corresponds to the leftmost dry hole of non-zero length adjacent to
the left meniscus, which corresponds to the clause Dli. D

ξ
i is true when no film is attached

to the meniscus ξ,

Dli = Nh,i > 0 &X l
i ≥ X

l,1
h,i & Xr,1

h,i > X l
i ;

Dri = Nh,i > 0 &Xr
i ≤ X

r,Nhv,i
h,i &Xr

i > X
l,Nhv,i
h,i .

(6.13)

Two velocity conditions are given: (a) the left meniscus advances, or recedes at speed
lower than the film deposition threshold, Ẋ l

i ≥ −εud
[
∆T (X l

i)
]
, therefore, Slf,i = 0; In

the opposite case (e) corresponding to Ẋ l
i < −εud

[
∆T (X l

i)
]
, a liquid film is about to

be deposited, and Slf,i = Sldep,i. Note that the cross-section of the deposited film by the
meniscus ξ is

Sξdep,i = π[R2 − (R− δξdep,i)
2] = πδξdep,i(2R− δ

ξ
dep,i), (6.14)
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where the deposited film thickness

δξdep,i =
1.34R(Caξi )2/3

1 + 3.35 (Caξi )2/3
, (6.15)

is determined by the meniscus velocity (cf. Eq. 1.34) that appears in the capillary number
Caξi = µ|Ẋξ

i |/σ. In the case (e), Ẋ l
i < 0 and ṁl

dep,i is positive as given by Eq. 6.11.
Configuration (ii) occurs when the second film is attached to the left meniscus, i.e.

X l
i ≥ Xr,1

h,i holds. Three velocity conditions can occur. Case (b): while instantly touching
the contact line Xr,1

h,i , the left meniscus advances slower than Xr,1
h,i could recede, or the left

meniscus recedes slower than the liquid deposition threshold εud. The first dry hole will
expand at the next time step and Slf,i = 0. Case (c): the left meniscus collects liquid from
the second film when the meniscus overruns the contact line: Ẋ l

i > ud
[
∆T (X l

i)
]
, therefore,

Slf,i = S2
f,i. This is equivalent to Cr,12,i , cf. Eq. 6.8b. Case (f): the receding left meniscus

deposits liquid to the first film: Ẋ l
i < −εud

[
∆T (X l

i)
]
, and Slf,i = Sldep,i.

Configuration (iii) indicates that the first liquid film is of non-zero length, i.e.X l
i < X l,1

h,i
holds. Twovelocity-based cases exist. Either the leftmeniscus collects liquidwhile advancing
(case (d)), which results in Slf,i = S1

f,i, or it keeps depositing the film (case (g)), and
Slf,i = Sldep,i.
Therefore, the clause Ali of Eq. 6.12 combining the cases (a) and (b) reads

Ali ={Dli & Ẋ l
i ≥ −εud

[
∆T (X l

i)
]
}

∨ {X l
i ≥ X

r,1
h,i & − εud

[
∆T (X l

i)
]
≤ Ẋ l

i ≤ ud
[
∆T (X l

i)
]
},

(6.16)

which can be rearranged as,

Ali = {Ẋ l
i ≥ −εud

[
∆T (X l

i)
]
}&{Dli ∨ {X l

i ≥ X
r,1
h,i & Ẋ l

i ≤ ud
[
∆T (X l

i)
]
}}. (6.17)

A similar equation is written for the right meniscus of the bubble i. ṁr
dep,i is calculated as

ṁr
dep,i = ρSrf,iẊ

r
i , (6.18)

where Srf,i > 0 is the liquid film cross-section area that is determined as

Srf,i =



0 if Ari ,

S
Nf,i
f,i if Xr,Nhv,i

h,i < Xr
i & Ẋr

i < 0,

S
Nhv,i
f,i if Cl,Nhv,i

2,i ,

Srdep,i otherwise.

(6.19)

Here, the clause Ari signifies the absence of liquid deposition or collection, which can only
occur when the last film is also absent, see Fig. 55: (a) the hole Nhv,i is non-zero; (b) the
hole Nhv,i is zero.

Ari ={Dri & Ẋr
i ≤ εud [∆T (Xr

i )]}

∨ {X l,Nhv,i
h,i ≥ Xr

i & − ud [∆T (Xr
i )] ≤ Ẋr

i ≤ εud [∆T (Xr
i )]},

(6.20)

where Dri is defined in Eq. 6.13. It can be rearranged as:

Ari = {Ẋr
i ≤ εud [∆T (Xr

i )]} & {Dri ∨ {X
l,Nhv,i
h,i ≥ Xr

i & − ud [∆T (Xr
i )] ≤ Ẋr

i }},
(6.21)
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𝒟𝒟𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟

�̇�𝑋𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟 ≤ 𝜖𝜖𝑢𝑢d ∆𝑇𝑇(𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟) (a) �̇�𝑚dep,𝑖𝑖
𝑟𝑟 = 0

�̇�𝑋𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟 > 𝜖𝜖𝑢𝑢d ∆𝑇𝑇(𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟) (e) deposition

positionvelocity

𝑋𝑋h,𝑖𝑖
𝑙𝑙,𝑁𝑁hv,𝑖𝑖 ≥ 𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟

−𝑢𝑢d ∆𝑇𝑇(𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟) ≤ �̇�𝑋𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟 ≤ 𝜖𝜖𝑢𝑢d ∆𝑇𝑇(𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟) (b) �̇�𝑚dep,𝑖𝑖
𝑟𝑟 = 0

�̇�𝑋𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟 < −𝑢𝑢d ∆𝑇𝑇(𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟) (c) collection

�̇�𝑋𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟 > 𝜖𝜖𝑢𝑢d ∆𝑇𝑇(𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟) (f) deposition

positionvelocity

𝑋𝑋h,𝑖𝑖
𝑟𝑟,𝑁𝑁hv,𝑖𝑖 < 𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟

�̇�𝑋𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟 < 0 (d) collection

�̇�𝑋𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟 ≥ 0 (g) deposition

positionvelocity

bubble i
plug 
𝑖𝑖

𝑋𝑋h,𝑖𝑖
𝑟𝑟,𝑁𝑁hv,𝑖𝑖

hole 
𝑁𝑁hv,𝑖𝑖

𝑋𝑋h,𝑖𝑖
𝑟𝑟,𝑁𝑁hv,𝑖𝑖

film 
𝑁𝑁hv,𝑖𝑖

(i)

bubble i

plug 
𝑖𝑖

𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟

film 𝑁𝑁f,𝑖𝑖

𝑋𝑋h,𝑖𝑖
𝑟𝑟,𝑁𝑁hv,𝑖𝑖

(iii)

plug 
𝑖𝑖

𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟

film 𝑁𝑁hv,𝑖𝑖

𝑋𝑋h,𝑖𝑖
𝑙𝑙,𝑁𝑁hv,𝑖𝑖 𝑋𝑋h,𝑖𝑖

𝑟𝑟,𝑁𝑁hv,𝑖𝑖

bubble i

hole 𝑁𝑁ℎ𝑣𝑣,𝑖𝑖 ,

(ii)

𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟

Figure 55: Configuration of the right meniscus and corresponding velocity conditions: (i) absence
of the last film; the hole Nhv,i is of non-zero length, (ii) absence of the last film and hole,
(iii) the last film of non-zero length.

The second and third options in Eq. 6.19 signify the liquid collection from the last film
(d), or the second last film (c), when the last is of zero length and the second last is attached
to the right meniscus, which is equivalent to Cl,Nhv,i

2,i defined in Eq. 6.6b. The last option of
Eq. 6.19 covers the cases (e), (f) and (g) in Fig. 55, where the film deposition takes place.

6.2.3.3 Film mass variation

The liquid deposition rates by plugs, ṁl
dep,i and ṁr

dep,i, are assigned to the corresponding
liquid films. For Nh,i = 0,

ṁn
f,i = −Jnf,i + ṁl

dep,i + ṁr
dep,i. (6.22)

where Jnf,i is the film evaporation rate calculatedwith Eq. 6.9, and ṁξ
dep,i is the film deposition

rate by the ξ-th meniscus; ṁξ
dep,i > 0 when the film mass grows.

ForNh,i 6= 0, there are at least 2 liquid films in the bubble. The mass variation rate of the
film n is

ṁn
f,i = −Jnf,i− 0, if {Lnf,i = 0} ∨ {n = Nf,i}
J l,nh,i otherwise

−
 0 if {Lnf,i = 0} ∨ {n = 1}
Jr,n−1
h,i , otherwise

+

 ṁl
dep,i, if {n = 1 & C̄r,12,i } ∨ {n = 2 & Cr,12,i }

0 otherwise

+

 ṁr
dep,i, if {n = Nf,i & C̄l,Nhv,i

2,i } ∨ {n = Nhv,i & Cl,Nhv,i
2,i }

0 otherwise

 . (6.23)
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On the right-hand side, the first term represents liquid evaporation from the flat film part,
which is calculated by Eq. 6.9. The second term is the mass flux of the right end of the film
n (the left edge of the dry hole n), which is calculated with Eq. 6.10. This term is zero for
liquid films of zero length and for the rightmost film n = Nf,i, which is attached to the right
meniscus. When the film n = 1 is of zero length and J l,1h,i should be subtracted from the left
meniscus, cf. Eq. 6.28. Correspondingly, the third term is the mass flux of the left end of the
film n (the right edge of the dry hole n− 1), which is calculated with Eq. 6.10. This term
is zero for the leftmost film n = 1, and for the first film n = Nf,i if its length is zero and
no liquid is deposited. The second scenario indicates that the film n = Nf,i would remain
of zero length and Jr,Nhv,i

h,i should be subtracted from the right meniscus, cf. Eq. 6.27. The
4th term indicates that ṁl

dep,i is assigned to the first film when the case (c) in Fig. 54 is
excluded, or to the second film, then the clause Cr,12,i is satisfied. Similarly, ṁr

dep,i is added
to the last (Nf,i-th) film in all the cases except (c) in Fig. 55 or to the second last (number
Nhv,i = Nf,i − 1) in the case (c). The rest of the liquid films do not exchange mass with
menisci.

6.2.4 Meniscus velocity

In simulations of single branch PHPs, Eq. 5.12 assumes that twomenisci of a liquid plugmove
at the same speed with the center of mass of the plug. This is a reasonable approximation
considering the small amount of collected or deposited liquid compared to the liquid in
plugs. However, in multi-branch PHPs, liquid plugs can be short that depositing liquid causes
a noticeable further shortening in length and two menisci gathering towards each other. This
indicates a difference in velocity between the two menisci and the center of mass. More
importantly, the mass balance of liquid plugs is essential for conserving the total mass in
multi-branch PHP systems.mdep,i should be addressed.

Taking the example of the liquid plug i, the liquid mass of this plug is calculated as,

ml,i = ρS(X l
i,next −Xr

i ). (6.24)

where Ẋr
i and Ẋ l

i,next are the left and right boundaries, respectively, see Fig. 51. The velocity
of the center of mass Vi satisfies:

Vi =
1
2 (Ẋ

r
i + Ẋ l

i,next), (6.25)

where the momentum equation determines Vi.
Since the liquid is assumed constant in density, the variation in ml,i leads to a non-zero

relative displacement between the center of mass and the boundaries. Two processes can
cause a change inml,i: (i) phase change at menisci and (ii) mass exchange with films (liquid
deposition or conversely collection), which yields the following mass balance of the plug i:

ṁl,i = −Jrm,i − J lm,i,next − ṁdep,i, (6.26)

where the first two terms are the amount of liquid evaporation at menisci that are not
subtracted from liquid films in Eq. 6.23. They are determined as,

Jrm,i =

 J
r,Nhv,i
h,i if LNf,i

f,i = 0

0 otherwise
(6.27)

and

J lm,i,next =

 J
l,1
h,i,next, if L1

f ,i,next = 0

0, otherwise
(6.28)
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The film deposition rate ṁdep,i the a sum of two meniscus contributions,

ṁdep,i = ṁr
dep,i + ṁl

dep,i, next = ρSrf,iẊ
r
i − ρSlf,i, nextẊ l

i,next, (6.29)

where Eq. 6.11 and Eq. 6.18 are employed.
The equations for Ẋr

i , Ẋ l
i,next are obtained from a set of two equations: Eq. 6.25 and

differentiated Eq. 6.24 with substitution of Eq. 6.26 and Eq. 6.29. Its solution is

Ẋr
i =

(
1−

Slf,i,next
S

)
Vi +

Jrm,i + J lm,i,next
2ρS

1−
Slf,i,next + Srf,i

2S

, (6.30)

and

Ẋ l
i,next =

(
1−

Srf,i
S

)
Vi −

Jrm,i + J lm,i,next
2ρS

1−
Slf,i,next + Srf,i

2S

. (6.31)

Velocities of the plug ends relative to the center of mass are thus non-zero and are defined
by the change in plug volume.

6.3 Conclusions

This chapter presents an extended version of OFT model that is applicable for simulations
of multi-branch PHPs. The extension employs the same method of modeling liquid films in
Chap. 5, which reflects three physical processes, phase change, length variation, andmass ex-
change with plugs. The difficulty of extending the numerical model is managing the multiple
liquid films and dry patches that appear in vapor bubbles. Compared to Chap. 5 where only
a film and a meniscus exist in the system, multiple liquid films engender various situations
that demand different calculation equations. Properly handling all the possibilities requires
the extended model, including more conditional judgments; consequently, expressions are
more complex.
In describing liquid films, the OFTmodel differs significantly from the FECmodel in many

aspects. Liquid films are characterized by two quantities (the length and mass) in the OFT
model. In contrast, the FEC model only needs the length because of the constant thickness
assumption that automatically gives the film mass once its length is determined. OFT model
reflects the contact line receding using the dewetting phenomenon. Therefore OFT model
precludes the necessity of introducing effective evaporators, which are used in FECmodel to
determine the rate of liquid film shortening. Moreover, the difference in velocity of plugs can
be enormous in multi-branch PHPs. The thickness of deposited films, which depends on the
plug receding speed, also differs greatly. The pre-determined constant δ FEC model is less
justified in simulating multi-branch PHPs. Due to these disparities, replacing the current film
model in CASCO with the new film model requires substantial changes to the code structure.
Therefore, the numerical implementation is still in progress and, unfortunately, could not be
accomplished before the end of my doctoral studies.



Conclusions

Recall our objectives that were set at the beginning of the thesis, to propose a new one-
dimensional computational model of liquid films for the simulation of pulsating heat pipes.
Even being one-dimensional, our newmodel reflects real physical processes in fluid channels
of PHPs, better than existing numerical models. Naturally, a theoretical study of liquid film
dynamics in capillary tubes is the starting point of the thesis.
Liquid film dynamics during meniscus oscillation was investigated first. Since contact

lines generally move much slower than menisci and the large-scale behavior of liquid films
is concerned, this study adopts a less complex scenario where the contact line is pinned on
a surface defect, and the oscillation is harmonic. The system parameters include the initial
contact angle (macroscopic), the period and amplitude of oscillation. A periodic solution
of this problem has been identified. Our results show that the liquid film that is deposited
by an oscillatory meniscus is non-uniform, because the thickness depends on the speed
and curvature of the meniscus, which vary during oscillation. The average film thickness
depends weakly on the initial contact angle, whereas it grows with the period and amplitude
of oscillation. As the meniscus departs from the pinned contact line, the contact angle
sharply drops to a small value of merely several degrees, regardless of the initial value, and
hardly fluctuates until the end of the period when the meniscus draws back. During this time,
because the interface ripples that were created by the advancing meniscus are compressed
to the contact line, the contact angle oscillates strongly and attains a global minimum. The
initial contact angle and the oscillation period have a low impact on this minimal contact
angle. The velocity amplitude can augment this minimum, albeit its value remains small,
of the order of several degrees. Finally, the problem of the combined effects of meniscus
oscillation and tube heating is considered. The minimal contact angle during oscillation
sets an upper bound for tube superheating. This upper bound is considerably low–of merely
several mK, which is much smaller than typical superheating in experiments. This signifies
that considering the receding of contact lines is essential for analyzing liquid film behavior
in PHPs where meniscus oscillation and evaporation occur simultaneously.
Contact line receding has been studied in the case of liquid film dewetting at evaporation.

To obtain more precise results, our theory includes several nanoscale effects that are known
to have non-negligible impacts on describing physical phenomena near the microscopic
scale of contact lines. The conventional lubrication theory is generalized to account for large
interfacial slopes, over 30◦, which are encountered in high superheating. Our theoretical de-
scription attributes the contact line receding phenomenon to spontaneous liquid evaporation
in its close vicinity. The evaporation rate at the contact line is correlated with its speed. Our
results demonstrate that forced evaporation not only accelerates contact line receding speed,
but also induces dewetting. We generalize the asymptotic multiscale theory of dewetting,
which was initially developed for adiabatic conditions, to evaporation cases. This results in
a simple analytical expression for dewetting speed. The main parameters of this expression
are the Voinov length and the Voinov angle (the interface slope formed in the microregion),
through which the nanoscale effects impact the macroscale physics. While the Voinov angle
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is relatively easy to compute (it requires only a solution of a stationary microregion model
mastered by many research groups), the Voinov length requires a more sophisticated cal-
culation. An approximate analytical formula for the Voinov length is proposed. The results
of our generalized multiscale model agree with the numerical calculations. It is shown that
the evaporative mass loss at contact lines does not lead to any additional acceleration of its
motion, which is controlled entirely by capillarity and by the evaporation-driven modifica-
tion of the Voinov angle. Apart from being used in PHP modeling, this simple expression is
invaluable for a great number of applications that deal with the phase change phenomena of
thin liquid films.
The above theory of liquid films is applied to explain the formation and evolution of

microlayers beneath vapor bubbles in nucleate boiling. Comparison with experimental ob-
servations has evidenced that the creation of microlayers can be regarded as a result of
liquid film deposition from the expanding bubble edge near solid surfaces. A local maximal
thickness in the middle part of microlayers, which has been observed in the experiments, is
ascribed to the interplay of two opposing forces: the deceleration of expansion that decreases
the thickness, and the growing bubble radius, which tends to increase the thickness. Our
theory predicts the position of this local maximum on solid substrates and is in good agree-
ment with experimental data. Expansion of the dry patch under bubbles highly resembles
the geometry of liquid film dewetting at evaporation. Theoretical prediction of contact-line
receding speed conforms to experimental observations.
Developing a computational model of liquid films in PHPs is a trade-off between simplicity

(efficiency) and result reliability. Our new liquid film model, the Oscillating Film Thickness
OFT model, follows this principle. Though our model simplifies the vapor-liquid interface
shape, it can truthfully reflect key features of liquid film evolution in fluid channels of
PHPs. Thanks to the studies of dewetting at evaporation, OFT model expresses the receding
speed of contact lines as a function of local superheating and wettability. Together with
meniscus oscillation, receding contact lines determine the length variation of liquid films.
The initial thickness of deposited films follows the quasi-steady equation, which depends
on the instantaneous speed of receding menisci. Our theoretical study has verified that the
quasi-steady equation can be an acceptable approximation even under oscillatory conditions.
Simulation results of single branch PHPs have shown a good agreement with experimental
data. An extension of the new film model to simulate multiple bubbles and films is proposed.
This extension can be incorporated into CASCO code that can simulate PHPs of complex
configurations: multi-branch and multiple evaporators and condensers.

Future Work

Replacing FEC model in CASCO with the new OFT model is still in process. Due to the
significant differences in describing liquid film dynamics between the twomodels, numerous
modifications will have to be made in CASCO, and code debugging and verification of results
can take months. Considering the success of OFT model on single-branch PHP simulations,
we are confident that the extension to multi-branch PHPs will yield good results.

In the study of oscillatory menisci, though curvature in the central part of a meniscus
varies with time, the interface was considered here as spherical. This ignores inertial effects
from liquid flows inside plugs that might originate from rapid changes in the flow direction
and distort the spherical shape of the interface. Consequently, the liquid deposited from the
meniscus should account for inertial effects.
The dewetting problem considered here is limited to the ideal scenario where the gaseous

phase is the pure vapor of evaporating liquid. In reality, non-condensible (inert) gases always
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exist. In an atmosphere of inert gases, liquid evaporation is controlled largely by the diffusion
of vapor molecules from gas-liquid interfaces to the gas bulk. Natural or forced convection
in the gaseous phase strongly impacts diffusion. However, for pure vapor cases, the physics
in the gas domain can be neglected, and the phase change rate is determined completely
by the heat transfer in liquid. Different mechanisms that control evaporation in two cases
require a re-examination of the dewetting problem.
At the onset of liquid deposition, OFT model employs the wetting transition that was

established under adiabatic conditions. However, evaporation is known to accelerate the
dewetting process, suggesting that the transition criterion might also be altered. Ideally, the
wetting transition criterion should depend on local superheating and wettabilities, similar to
determining contact line receding speeds.

OFT model assumes an axially-symmetrical vapor-liquid interface, which is acceptable
for circular capillary tubes. For most of Flat-Plate PHPs, the cross-section of fluid channels
is rectangular, where liquid fingers develop at the corners and stretch out away from the
almost-spherical bulk meniscus in the tube center. Similar to liquid films in round tubes, the
liquid fingers have the potential to transfer a tremendous amount of energy via phase change.
A numerical model for this type of PHP must reflect the unique liquid fingers. This calls for
new efforts to quantify the differences from better-understood round tubes.
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Appendix A

Nanoscale effects

A.1 Kelvin effect

Kelvin effect provides the dependence of the local interface temperature T i on the local
interface curvature that is notable on the microscopic scale, where the interface can be
strongly curved.
In the simplest situation, as demonstrated in Fig. 56a, a liquid-vapor system of a single

substance is at saturation, and the global equilibrium is established. Since the interface is flat,
the pressures in the two phases are equal to the saturation pressure psat(T i), corresponding
to the interface temperature T i. Gibbs free energy in the two phases is expressed as,

uv +
psat
ρv
− T isv = u +

psat
ρ
− T is, (A.1)

where, u is the internal energy per unit mass; s is the specific entropy.

vapor

liquid

𝑝𝑝sat(𝑇𝑇i)

𝑝𝑝sat(𝑇𝑇i) liquid 𝑝𝑝l

(a) (b) vapor bubble

𝑝𝑝v
𝑇𝑇i

𝑇𝑇i

𝑇𝑇sat(𝑝𝑝v)

Figure 56: Liquid-vapor system of the same substance at thermodynamic equilibrium separated: (a)
by a flat interface; (b) by a curved interface.

When the interface is not flat, (for instant Fig. 56b depicting a vapor bubble in liquid),
a pressure difference (jump) across the interface exists: ∆p ≡ pv − p, whose value can be
predicted by the Laplace-Young equation (Ishii et al., 2006)

∆p = σκvl = −σκlv, (A.2)

where κvl is the curvature taken from vapor to liquid phase, positive for the case in Fig. 56b;
σ is the surface tension. The vapor is at saturation state, whose temperature corresponds to
Tsat(pv).
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Because the curved interface changes the surface energy, the interface temperature T i

deviates away from the regular saturation state, where the interface is flat. To evaluate this
impact on T i, consider now the two-phase system in Fig. 56b, where a local equilibrium is
achieved near the interface. Similar to Eq. A.1, the chemical potentials in Fig. 56b can be
expressed as

uv +
pv
ρv
− T isv = u +

p

ρ
− T is. (A.3)

Subtracting Eq. A.1 from Eq. A.3 and using the pressure jump definition yields

psat − pv = ∆p
ρv

ρ− ρv
. (A.4)

For pure vapor, small changes in saturation state satisfy the Clausius–Clapeyron equation
(Landau et al., 1980)

dp

dT

∣∣∣∣
sat

=
Lρvρ

(ρ− ρv)Tsat
. (A.5)

Assuming |psat − pv| � pv in Eq. A.4, which is easily satisfied because of ρv � ρ, one
can make use of Eq. A.5 to approximate its value as,

psat − pv =
(T i − Tsat)Lρvρ

(ρ− ρv)Tsat
. (A.6)

Consequently equating Eq. A.4 and Eq. A.6, T i variation due to the curved interface is
expressed in Eq. 1.24.
If the bubble interface is a sphere of radius R, one obtains ∆p = 2σ/R and T i > Tsat.
In the microscopic description of contact lines, we assume a homogeneous distribution

of vapor pressure, pv. However, the liquid pressure is allowed to vary near the interface,
responding to its local curvature, which also causes a temperature variation.

A.2 Interfacial thermal resistance

Interfacial thermal resistance is observed when interfaces are out of thermodynamic equi-
librium, and phase exchanges occur on them.

Consider the situation, where the liquid evaporates into the pure vapor of the same sub-
stance. Following Schrage’s molecular-kinetic theory of evaporation (Carey, 1992; Schrage,
1953), the vapor is treated as the ideal gas, and the molecule speeds are predicted by the
Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. The mass flux traversing a plane in a given direction, for
instance, the rate of molecules striking the container wall, is equal to

J = pv

√
M

2πRgTv
. (A.7)

Image a plane in the vapor phase, situating immediately above the interface, as shown in
Fig. 57. The mass flux escaping the liquid phase is denoted by Je; similarly, the mass flux
that strikes the interface and becomes part of the liquid is denoted by Jc. The net mass flux
across the imaginary plane is

Jnet = Je − Jc. (A.8)

When a thermodynamic equilibrium is established, for example in Fig. 57a, Je is balanced
by Jc and Jnet = 0.
If the balance is broken, as a result of phase changes, the vapor must have a bulk velocity

u0z in the z direction, cf. Fig. 57b. The value of u0z is positive for evaporation. Using
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vapor at 𝑇𝑇v,𝑝𝑝v

liquid at 𝑇𝑇l,𝑝𝑝l
interface

plane just above 
the interface 𝐽𝐽e

𝑦𝑦
𝑧𝑧

𝐽𝐽c

vapor at 𝑇𝑇sat,𝑝𝑝sat

liquid at 𝑇𝑇sat,𝑝𝑝sat
interface
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the interface 𝐽𝐽e

𝑦𝑦
𝑧𝑧

𝐽𝐽c

(a) (b)

Figure 57: Mass exchanges between two phases at a liquid-vapor interface: (a) a saturation system in
equilibrium, (b) a net mass transfer occurs.

Eq. A.7, one might approximate the mass flux through a plane in the vapor bulk, in and
opposite to the z direction

Jz+ = Γ(a)pv

√
M

2πRgTv
; Jz− = Γ(−a)pv

√
M

2πRgTv
, (A.9)

where,
a =

u0z√
2RTv/M

, (A.10)

and the factor Γ(a) reflects the impact of the vapor bulk motion,

Γ(a) = exp(a2) + a
√
π[1 + erf(a)]. (A.11)

It is worth mentioning that Jc is not equal to Jz−, because a portion of the vapor molecules
that strike the interface would bounce back to the vapor, without entering the liquid phase.
The actual mass flux due to condensation is smaller than Jz−,

Jc = fJz− = fΓ(−a)pv

√
M

2πRgTv
, (A.12)

where f is the evaporation (or condensation) coefficient, whose value obtained from experi-
ments is close to 1 (Marek et al., 2001).
To evaluate Je, it is assumed that the mass flux, due to the molecules escaping from the

liquid phase, is characterized by the temperature and pressure of the interface,

Je = fpi
√

M

2πRgT i . (A.13)

Thus, the net mass flux traversing the imaginary plane is

Jnet = f

√
M

2πRg

[
pi
√
T i
− Γ(−a) pv√

Tv

]
(A.14)

For small |a|, one employs Γ(−a) ∼ 1 + a
√
π and substitutes Eq. A.7 and Eq. A.10 into

the equation above, which yields

Jnet =
2f

2− f

√
M

2πRg

(
pi
√
T i
− pv√

Tv

)
. (A.15)

Assuming that pi is equal to the saturation pressure corresponding to T i and the tempera-
ture in vapor near the interface is continuous, i. e. T i = Tv. The derivation of Fig. 57b from
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the saturation state Fig. 57a in the liquid phase is small, thus, Eq. A.5 is applicable, which
yields

pi − pv =
Lρvρ

(ρ− ρv)Tsat

[
T i − Tsat(pv)

]
. (A.16)

Substituting the equation above intoEq.A.15 results in the netmass flux as a function of the
difference between the interface temperature and the saturation temperature corresponding
to the vapor pressure

Jnet =
2f

2− f

√
M

2πRgTsat

Lρvρ
(ρ− ρv)Tsat

[
T i − Tsat(pv)

]
. (A.17)

Defining the interfacial thermal resistance Ri as

Ri =
2− f

2f
Tsat
√

2πRgTsat/M(ρ− ρv)
L2ρvρ

. (A.18)

Taking f = 1 results in Eq. 1.21.

A.3 Stokes problem of the straight wedge

In the polar reference (r,ϕ), the components of the liquid velocity u = (ur,uϕ) can be
expressed as

ur =
1
r

∂Ψ
∂ϕ

, (A.19a)

uϕ = −∂Ψ
∂r

. (A.19b)

with the stream function Ψ that satisfies the equation

∇4Ψ = 0. (A.20)

Because of the mass conservation along the wedge in both problems considered below,
The liquid flux Φ defined by Eq. 3.11 is independent of r.

a.3.1 Pinned contact line and varying angle

vapor

r

ω

ϕ
solid

We search for a solution to the Stokes problem inside a straight two-dimensional liquid
wedge (see the sketch of a straight liquid wedge with a varying angle) where the opening
angle φ varies with the angular velocity ω. In polar coordinates (r,ϕ), the Stokes equations
for the liquid velocity u = (ur, uϕ) read

∂p

∂r
= µ

{
∂

∂r

[1
r

∂(rur)

∂r

]
+

1
r2
∂2ur
∂ϕ2 −

2
r2
∂uϕ
∂ϕ

}
, (A.21a)

∂p

∂ϕ
= rµ

{
∂

∂r

[1
r

∂(ruϕ)

∂r

]
+

1
r2
∂2uϕ
∂ϕ2 +

2
r2
∂ur
∂ϕ

}
, (A.21b)

∇ · u = 0. (A.21c)

Equation (A.20) admits a solution Ψ ∝ rλf(ϕ), where λ is a constant (Moffatt, 1964).
On the one hand, Ψ should scale with ω because it causes the flow. On the other, from
Eq. A.19b, its dimension should be length2/time. The only choice is thus

Ψ = ωr2f(ϕ). (A.22)
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The corresponding function f is f(ϕ) = A cos 2ϕ+B sin 2ϕ+Cϕ+D (Moffatt, 1964),
where A,B,C,D are constants. They can be determined with the boundary conditions.
A zero velocity (ur = uϕ = 0) is imposed at the liquid-solid surface ϕ = 0. A radial
velocity uϕ = ωr is imposed at the liquid-vapor boundary ϕ = φ, which is also stress-free
(∂ur/∂ϕ = 0). The result is

Ψ = ωr2 tan 2φ(cos 2ϕ− 1) + 2ϕ− sin 2ϕ
2(tan 2φ− 2φ) . (A.23)

Substituting Eq. A.23 into Eq. A.21 gives
∂p

∂r
=

4µω
r(tan 2φ− 2φ) , (A.24)

∂p

∂ϕ
=0,

thus, p ∼ log r. Note that for a small φ, Eq. A.24 reduces to
∂p

∂r
=

3µω
2rφ3 . (A.25)

a.3.2 Conventional lubrication approach to straight wedge flow

Consider the case with no phase change. It is described by Eq. 2.16, where J = 0. As in the
above Stokes problem, one can consider asymptotically (near the contact line) the straight
wedge h = θx with the angular velocity ∂θ/∂t = ω. The governing equation

µωx+
∂

∂x

(
θ3x3

3
∂∆p
∂x

)
= 0

results in
∂∆p
∂x

= − 3µω
2xθ3 . (A.26)

With no surprise, this expression agrees with the small θ asymptotics Eq. A.25 of the Stokes
approach and leads to the logarithmic pressure divergence at the contact line.
Consider now the lubrication theory for the volatile liquids that accounts for the Kelvin

effect, Eq. 2.21. For the straight wedge with the varying contact angle, it becomes

µωx+
∂

∂x

(
θ3x3

3
∂∆p
∂x

)
=

∆p− ∆pcl
θx

µkTsat
(Lρ)2 . (A.27)

For the fixed contact angle case (ω = 0), this equation admits an analytical solution
(Janeček et al., 2012) that satisfies the condition (2.18):

∆p = ∆pcl

[
1− `K

x
K1

(
`K
x

)]
, (A.28)

whereK1(·) is the modified Bessel function of the first order and

`K =

√
3µkTsat
Lρθ2 (A.29)

is a characteristic length of the Kelvin effect. At x� `K,

∆p = ∆pcl

1− exp
(
−`K
x

)√π

2
`K
x

+O(x1/2)

 . (A.30)

For the case of varying contact angle ω 6= 0, a solution that satisfies the condition (2.18)
can be found as an asymptotic expansion

∆p = ∆pcl +
3µω
θ3`2K

x2 +O(x4). (A.31)
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a.3.3 Moving Contact line

Consider the substrate moving at speed ucl to the left in Fig. 23b, which is equivalent
to the contact line receding. The conventional non-slip condition at the solid surface and
non-tangential stress condition at the interface to (A.20) are

∂Ψ
∂ϕ

= −rucl and
∂Ψ
∂r

= 0 at ϕ = 0,

∂Ψ
∂r

= 0 and
∂2Ψ
∂ϕ2 = 0 at ϕ = φ.

(A.32)

The solution to this problem is (Moffatt, 1964)

Ψ(r,ϕ) = −rucl
(2φ−ϕ) sinϕ−ϕ sin(2φ−ϕ)

2φ− sin(2φ) , (A.33)

and the pressure gradient at the interface reads

∂p

∂r
= ucl

µ

r2
4 sinφ

sin(2φ)− 2φ . (A.34)

Note that Φ = 0 for this case as it is zero in the apex. Many authors pointed out the
non-integrable pressure divergence p ∼ r−2. It means the infinite viscous dissipation, so
such a problem statement is, in fact, non-physical, and other microscale phenomena like the
hydrodynamic slip and/or the Kelvin effect need to be accounted for to relax the singularity.

a.3.4 Localized evaporation

Consider the flow induced by the localized evaporation modeled by a point source Φ placed
at the wedge apex (Fig. 23b). The boundary conditions to (A.20) are

∂Ψ
∂ϕ

= 0 and
∂Ψ
∂r

= 0 at ϕ = 0,

∂Ψ
∂r

= 0 and
∂2Ψ
∂ϕ2 = 0 at ϕ = φ.

(A.35)

They signify (i) the impermeability and no-slip conditions at the solid surface ϕ = 0, (ii) the
impermeability and zero tangential stress at the liquid-vapor interface ϕ = φ. The velocity
should satisfy (3.11), where Φ is constant. One mentions that for this, Ψ(r,ϕ) should be
independent of r.
The solution found by Mathieu (2003) is

Ψ(r,ϕ) = Φ
sin(2φ− 2ϕ) + 2ϕ cos(2φ)

2φ cos(2φ)− sin(2φ) . (A.36)

The corresponding pressure field is

p(r,ϕ) = Φ
µ

r2
4 cos(2φ− 2ϕ)

sin(2φ)− 2φ cos(2φ) ,

and the pressure gradient at the interface ϕ = φ reads

∂p

∂r
= Φ

µ

r3
4

φ cos(2φ)− cosφ sinφ . (A.37)
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A.4 Characteristic length scales of nanoscale effects

The characteristic lengths shown in Tab. 5 can be obtained from Eq. 1.26, Eq. 1.27 and
Eq. 3.29 describing the microregion. For these estimations, small slopes are assumed, thus
G ' 1 and ζ ' h. One assumes for the estimation the wedge liquid shape with the opening
angle θ. Therefore, if the x scale is denoted as ` (to be defined for each effect), then the h
scale is θ`. Eq. 3.2 yieldsK ∼ θ/`, consequently ∆p ∼ σK ∼ σθ/`. The mass flux scales
as J ∼ k∆T/(Lθ`).

From Eq. 1.23, the interfacial resistance scale `R = Rik/θ. The vapor recoil scale `r is
found using Eq. 1.26. It reflects the vapor recoil on the Voinov angle. The slip length scale
`s is easily obtained from Eq. 3.29. The Kelvin length scale `K is derived by Janeček et al.
(2013).

The Marangoni effect is more delicate because the T i spatial variation does not appear
without either Kelvin or interface resistance terms; cf. Eq. 1.22. After having left aside the
slip, Eq. 3.29 reduces to

1
µ

∂

∂x

[
−γh

2

2 RiL∂J
∂x

+

(
h3

3 −
γh2

2
Tsat
Lρ

)
∂∆p
∂x

]
= −J

ρ
. (A.38)

By comparing the two terms in the round brackets (the second of which comes from the
Kelvin effect), one obtains the Marangoni-Kelvin scale

`MK =
3γTsat
2θLρ .

It appears to be below 1 nm for all the cases under consideration, so the corresponding
effect is negligible. Conversely, theMarangoni effect appearing due to the interfacial thermal
resistance with respect to the capillary action is characterized by the balance of the terms

γh2

2 RiL∂J
∂x

and
h3

3
∂∆p
∂x

(A.39)

which results in the characteristic scale

`MR =
3γ∆TRik

2θ3σ
=

3γ∆T
2θ2σ

`R

displayed in Tab. 5.
Since the interfacial resistance should be present to provide the Marangoni effect, one

should check if a range of x exists such that `R < x < `MR (i. e. where the Marangoni
effect created by the interfacial resistance is more important than the effect of the interfacial
resistance alone). This interval exists if

`R < `MR, (A.40)

equivalent to
γ∆T >

2
3θ

2σ. (A.41)

This means that `MR is relevant if the product γ∆T is large enough.
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Numerical scheme

This appendix deals with the numerical scheme used in solving governing equations in the
generalized lubrication theory in Chap. 3. Three equations are considered:
(i) interface dynamic equation h(s, t): taking derivative on both sides of Eq. 1.27 yields:

∂T i

∂s
=
Tsat
Lρ

∂∆p
∂s

+
Tsat
L

( 1
ρ2

v
− 1
ρ2

)
J
∂J

∂s
+RiL∂J

∂s
. (B.1)

The Marangoni effect is written as

∂σ

∂s
= −γ ∂T

i

∂s
. (B.2)

Substituting theMarangoni effect andEq.B.1 intoEq. 3.18, the interface dynamic equation
in full expansion is:

∂h

∂t
cosφ+ ∂

∂s

[ 1
µG(φ)

(
A
∂J

∂s
+B

∂∆p
∂s

)
− uclζ

F (φ)

G(φ)

]
= −J

ρ
, (B.3)

where

A = −γ
[
RiL+ Tsat

L

( 1
ρ2

v
− 1
ρ2

)
J

](
ζ2

2 + ζls

)
,

B =
ζ3

3 + ζ2ls −
γTsat
Lρ

(
ζ2

2 + ζls

)
.

(B.4)

(ii) evaporation fluxJ : substituting Eq. 1.27 into Eq. 3.20 and replacingTwwithTsat+∆T ,
one obtains,

J =
k

L
(
Rik+ h

φ

sinφ

) [∆T − ∆pTsat
Lρ

− Tsat
2L

( 1
ρ2

v
− 1
ρ2

)
J2
]

. (B.5)

(iii) pressure jump equation, Eq. 3.19.
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length pressure temperature mass flux time
notation h, ζ, s ∆p T J t

unit m Pa K kg/m2s s
reference value lref σ/lref Tsat kTsat/Llref µlref/σ

Table 8: Reference values used in equation non-dimensionalization.

B.1 Non-dimensionalization

The reference values that make the equations dimensionless are listed in Tab. 8. The dimen-
sionless quantities are denoted with ∼.
The interface dynamic equation h̃(s̃, t̃) in dimensionless form is

∂h̃

∂t̃
cosφ+ ∂

∂s̃

(
−Ã∂J̃

∂s̃
+ B̃

∂∆p̃
∂s̃
− D̃Cacl

)
= −NeJ̃ , (B.6)

where

Ã =
1
G
NM

(
NR +NAJ̃

)( ζ̃2

2 + ζ̃ l̃s

)
,

B̃ =
1
G

[
ζ̃2

3 + ζ̃ l̃s −NMNp

(
ζ̃

2 + l̃s

)]
ζ̃,

D̃ =
F

G
ζ̃.

(B.7)

Evaporation flux J̃ :

J̃ =
∆T̃ −Np∆p̃− NA

2 J̃2

NR + h̃
φ

sinφ

. (B.8)

Pressure jump ∆p̃:
∂2h̃

∂s̃2 = cosφ∆p̃+ cosφNrJ̃
2. (B.9)

Dimensionless numbers appearing in the equations above are

NM =
γTsat
σ

, NR =
Rik

lref
, NA =

T 2
satk

2

L3l2ref

( 1
ρ2

v
− 1
ρ2

)
Np =

σ

lrefLρ
, Ne =

µkTsat
σρLlref

, Nr =
T 2

satk
2

σlrefL2

( 1
ρv
− 1
ρ

)

B.2 Discretized equations

The dimensionless equations are solved numerically using the finite volume method. In this
1D scenario, a finite volume is simply a line segment. The computational mesh grid is shown
in Fig. 58. The quantities, such as h, p,T , and J , and their even-order derivatives are defined
at the mesh nodes (the centers of segments), while the odd-order derivatives are defined at
the segment boundaries denoted with ∗.
We first create the heterogeneous grid for the microregion. The node number counts from

1 to nmic. Node 0 is reserved for the contact line s0 = 0. We designate the size of the first
half-segment as d0 and the growth rate r. The segments grow gradually di = d0r

i.
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nmac
𝑠𝑠1 𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖+1𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖−1𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖−2 𝑠𝑠nt𝑠𝑠0 𝑠𝑠nmic+1𝑠𝑠nmic

𝑠𝑠0∗

2𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖+1

∆𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖∆𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖−1

𝑠𝑠1∗

∆𝑠𝑠0

𝑑𝑑0 𝑑𝑑1=𝑑𝑑0𝑟𝑟 𝑑𝑑mac𝑑𝑑mac

∆𝑠𝑠nt−1

𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖−1∗ 𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖∗ 𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖+1∗ 𝑠𝑠nt−1∗

2𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖−1

∆𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖−2

𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖−2∗

macroregion: 
homogeneous mesh 

microregion: 
heterogeneous mesh 

11 nmic
2𝑑𝑑nmic 2𝑑𝑑mac

𝑠𝑠nmic+1∗𝑠𝑠nmic∗

𝑠𝑠nt−1

Figure 58: One-dimensional computational mesh grid.

The mesh grid is homogeneous in the macroregion, and the node number counts from 1 to
nmac. To ensure a smooth transition, the segment size dmac is equal to the last segment in the
microregion dmac = d0r

nmic. The total number of nodes in the grid is nt+1=nmic+nmac+1.
In discretized form, given ∆t̃ as the time step, Eq. B.6 is written for nodes 1 to nt-1:

2di
∆t̃ h̃i cosφi +

B∗i−1
∆s̃i−1

∆p̃i−1 −
(
B∗i−1
∆s̃i−1

+
B∗i
∆s̃i

)
∆p̃i +

B∗i
∆s̃i

∆p̃i+1

−
A∗i−1
∆s̃i−1

J̃i−1 +

(
A∗i−1
∆s̃i−1

+
A∗i
∆s̃i

+ 2diNe

)
J̃i −

A∗i
∆s̃i

J̃i+1 + (D∗i−1 −D∗i )Cacl

=
2di
∆t̃ h̃

F−1
i cosφi (B.10)

where on the r.h.s, the superscript F−1 indicates the previous time step, and the coefficients
at node i are

Ãi =
1
Gi
NM

(
NR +NAJ̃i

)( ζ̃2
i

2 + ζ̃i l̃s

)
,

B̃i =
1
Gi

[
ζ̃2
i

3 + ζ̃i l̃s −NMNp

(
ζ̃i
2 + l̃s

)]
ζ̃i,

D̃i =
Fi
Gi
ζ̃i,

(B.11)

whose values are updated after each iteration.
The evaporation flux equation is written from node 0 to nt as:

Np∆p̃i +
(
NR +

φi
sinφi

h̃i +
NA
2 J̃prev

i

)
J̃i = ∆T̃ , (B.12)

where Jprev
i is value from the previous iteration.

The pressure jump equation is written from node 1 to nt-1:

h̃i−1
∆s̃i−1

−
( 1

∆s̃i−1
+

1
∆s̃i

)
h̃i +

h̃i+1
∆s̃i

− 2di cosφi∆p̃i − 2diNrJ̃
prev
i cosφiJ̃i = 0.

(B.13)
The total number of discretized equations is 3nt-1. With 4 boundary conditions, the

problem is complete.
One more equation at node 0 is required for solving Cacl:(

G0Ne + l̃sNMθ
2
micro

)
J̃0 − F0θmicroCacl = 0. (B.14)
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Résumé substantiel en français

C.1 Introduction

Au début des années 1990, le caloduc oscillant (en anglais, Pulsating Heat Pipe PHP,
également connu sous le nom de Oscillating Heat Pipe OHP), a été conçu par Hisateru
Akachi (Akachi, 1993), et est rapidement devenu une alternative prometteuse aux caloducs
conventionnels. En tant que dispositif de transfert de chaleur émergent, les PHPs combinent
les principes de conductivité thermique et de transition de phase. Ni les structures internes
capillaires ni la force gravitationnelle ne sont nécessaires à son fonctionnement.
Conceptuellement, le transfert d’énergie dans les PHPs est réalisé dans un canal fluide,

qui relie les sections de réception (appelées évaporateurs) et de dissipation (appelées
condenseurs) de l’énergie. Des sections adiabatiques facultatives peuvent séparer les évapo-
rateurs des condenseurs. Ce canal de fluide est généralement disposé en serpentin formant
un faisceau. Le canal doit être suffisamment étroit pour être capillaire. Il ne doit pas y
avoir de stratification du fluide. Des bouchons liquides et des bulles de vapeur se forment
naturellement à l’intérieur, lorsque le canal est chargé d’un fluide pure diphasique. Pour la
plupart, ces bulles et bouchons sont sensiblement plus longues que le diamètre du canal.
Fig. 1 illustre l’une des conceptions PHP les plus populaires, où le canal de fluide est

bouclé dans le condenseur. Ce type de conception est appelé PHP à boucle fermée, qui est
reconnu par de nombreux chercheurs comme le plus efficace (Nikolayev, 2021).
Dans un PHP fonctionnel, l’évaporation persistante du liquide et la condensation de la

vapeur génèrent un champ de pression hors équilibre qui pompe le système bulle-bouchon.
Le mouvement des bouchons liquides dans une branche déplace les bulles et les bouchons
dans des branches adjacentes, ce qui entraîne un écoulement à oscillations auto-entretenues.
Lorsque les ménisques liquides se retirent, ils déposent des films liquides d’une épaisseur

d’environ 10-100 µm sur la paroi des canaux. Bien que ces films n’occupent qu’une infime
partie de section des canaux, le taux d’échange de chaleur latente pourrait être substantielle,
en raison de la faible résistance thermique. L’évaporation du liquide peut entraîner la rupture
du film. Des taches sèches et des lignes de contact triple apparaissent sur la paroi du tube.
Sous l’effet de l’action capillaire, les lignes de contact reculent vers le côté liquide, formant
des bourrelets liquides, illustrées dans Fig. 1.
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Un autre mécanisme de transfert de chaleur par changement de phase est la création de
nouvelles bulles dans les bouchons liquides, lorsque la surchauffe locale, par rapport à la
température de saturation, dépasse une certaine limite (barrière de nucléation). Le transfert
de chaleur sensible dans les bulles et les bouchons jouent également un rôle, bien que moins
important. Cette dernière peut être renforcée par le mouvement oscillatoire. Néanmoins, le
transfert de chaleur latente via les films liquides reste le principal mécanisme responsable
du fonctionnement de PHP (Nikolayev, 2021).

C.2 Motivations

Bien que les principes de fonctionnement aient été étudiés par de nombreux chercheurs,
en raison de la complexité des phénomènes de transport interne de chaleur et de masse,
une théorie complète du fonctionnement du PHP et de la prédiction des performances reste
en développement (Ma, 2015 ; Marengo et al., 2018 ; Nikolayev et al., 2018b). L’absence
d’un outil de conception fiable entrave l’application industrielles de ce dispositif. Son
mécanisme interne unique demande une nouvelle perspective de recherche. Des dizaines
d’articles scientifiques sont publiés chaque année ; la modélisation de PHP est un domaine
de recherche très actif.
Les chercheurs ont tenté d’établir des corrélations empiriques pour prédire les perfor-

mances thermiques du dispositif. Cependant, la description de la configuration d’un disposi-
tif spécifique nécessite un grand nombre de paramètres. Pour ne citer que quelques exemples,
les quantités physiques, notamment les propriétés du fluide de travail et du matériau solide ;
la conception du dispositif : topologie du PHP (boucle ouverte ou fermée), taille (longueurs
et rayons) et section transversale du canal de fluide (ronde ou rectangulaire), le nombre de
branches et le nombre de sources de chaleur et de froid. De plus, les conditions de fonction-
nement ont un impact sur les performances : le positionnement du dispositif (vertical ou
horizontal), la méthode et la puissance de chauffage, efficacité de refroidissement , le taux
de remplissage du liquide. Inévitablement, certaines études ont omis certains paramètres
difficiles à quantifier, ce qui a limité les corrélations empiriques à la seule gamme de
paramètres qu’elles ont examinés. En raison de la compréhension insuffisante des mécan-
ismes de fonctionnement, il est difficile de justifier quels paramètres sont indispensables et
lesquels peuvent être exclus sans risque. Ce problème apparaît également dans les approches
utilisant l’ANN.

La modélisation thermo-hydrodynamique semble être le moyen le plus prometteur de
disposer d’un outil de calcul pour la conception et l’optimisation des PHP. Le comportement
physique de ses composants (bulles de vapeur, bouchons et films liquides, paroi solide du
canal) doit être étudié.

DNS est l’une des techniques largement employées dans laquelle les équations de Navier-
Stokes sont résolues numériquement. Les simulations utilisant le DNS, généralement en
deux et trois dimensions, peuvent sans aucun doute illustrer le comportement des fluides de
manière très détaillée. Cependant, d’énormes efforts de programmation et des ressources
de calcul sont nécessaires pour suivre les interfaces liquide-vapeur libres. Les modèles
de changement de phase interfaciale impliquent souvent des paramètres artificiels qui in-
duisent une incertitude dans les résultats. Les films liquides qui sont essentiels pour révéler
correctement le fonctionnement du PHPs, ne sont souvent pas résolus dans les calculs du
DNS.
Pour ces difficultés, la modélisation unidimensionnelle (en supposant l’axisymétrie dans

les canaux de fluide circulaires) est considérée comme l’approche la plus pragmatique. Cette
approche est capable de reproduire globalement les phénomènes physiques sans en compro-
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mettre largement la précision. Des études de simulation (Nikolayev, 2011a) et expérimentales
(Kamijima et al., 2020; Francom et al., 2021) ont confirmé que les films liquides représentent
jusqu’à 70-80% du transfert total d’énergie dans ce dispositif. Une modélisation adéquate
des films liquides devient donc une priorité absolue.
Le CASCO a été développé au CEA. Il s’agit d’un code de simulation 1D, basé sur le modèle

FEC (détaillé dans Subsec. 1.2.2). La géométrie des films liquides est simplifiée. Tous les
films liquides sont représentés par une épaisseur constante et uniforme, mais leurs longueurs
varient individuellement en fonction du changement de phase sur les films. Grâce à la
géométrie 1D simple, CASCO est capable de réduire prodigieusement le temps de calcul. Par
exemple, la simulation 2D d’une topologie PHP importante sur le plan industriel peut prendre
jusqu’à 4 à 6 semaines par exécution (Mucci et al., 2021), alors que la simulation de la même
configuration par CASCO peut être réalisée en une heure (Nikolayev, 2021). Cette simple
approche 1D peut produire la performance thermique et le comportement d’oscillation qui
sont en accord avec les observations expérimentales (Bae et al., 2017 ; Abela et al., 2022).
Néanmoins, en termes de représentation réaliste du comportement du film liquide pendant

les oscillations, lemodèle FEC peut encore être amélioré. L’hypothèse d’une épaisseur de film
imposée doit être abandonnée. La dynamique de la ligne de contact, à savoir le phénomène
de démouillage lors de l’échange de phase, n’a pas été modélisée de manière adéquate. Un
nouveau modèle numérique avancé qui ne dépend pas de l’entrée externe pour le calcul de
l’épaisseur du film et qui peut refléter le recul de la ligne de contact est souhaité pour la
prochaine version du code CASCO. C’est la motivation et l’objectif général de cette thèse. Le
développement d’un tel modèle nécessite des études approfondies de la dynamique des films
liquides, c’est pourquoi le comportement de ces derniers doit être compris comme point de
départ de la thèse.

C.3 Structure de la thèse

Le corps principal de cette thèse se compose de deux parties: les études théoriques et le
développement du modèle de PHP.
Après une courte introduction, Chap. 1 récapitule les théories sur la dynamique du film

liquide dans les tubes capillaires circulaires et compare plusieurs modèles numériques
existants de PHPs. Chap. 2 détaille une analyse théorique de la dynamique du film liquide
pendant l’oscillation d’un ménisque. En utilisant la théorie des bulles de Taylor, le profil
dynamique du film liquide déposé est décrit dans le cadre de l’approximation de lubrification
tenant compte de la présence d’une ligne de contact. Cette dernière est supposée être
accrochée par un défaut de surface et donc immobile ; l’angle de contact est autorisé à varier.
L’effet de l’écoulement du liquide dans le bouchon sur la courbure dans la partie centrale
du ménisque est négligé. Cette courbure varie dans le temps et est déterminée en même
temps que le profil du film. Tout d’abord, l’oscillation dans des conditions adiabatiques est
considérée. Ensuite, l’effet combiné de l’oscillation et de l’évaporation sur le comportement
du film liquide est examiné.

Chap. 3 poursuit les études et traite du phénomène qui n’est pas mentionné dans Chap. 2
: le recul de la ligne de contact en présence d’un changement de phase dans les tubes
capillaires. L’objectif principal est de trouver une approche simple et utilisable dans les
modèles de PHP pour décrire la dynamique de la ligne de contact. Notre analyse prend
l’analogie suivante : la dynamique de la ligne de contact peut être comprise en résolvant le
problème de démouillage en présence de l’évaporation causée par la surchauffe du substrat.
La théorie du film liquide développée précédemment est appliquée pour élucider la for-

mation de la microcouche sous les bulles de vapeur lors de l’ébullition nucléée dans Chap. 4.
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L’expansion de la tache sèche sous la bulle ressemble fortement au démouillage du film
liquide lors de l’évaporation. Une comparaison avec une expérience est faite.
La deuxième partie est consacrée au développement d’un nouveau modèle numérique 1D

de films liquides dans les simulations PHP, appelé modèle OFT. L’objectif est, d’une part,
de maintenir l’avantage du modèle 1D d’être efficace en termes de calcul et, d’autre part,
d’incorporer les études théoriques précédentes afin demieux refléter les processus physiques
des films liquides. Trois phénomènes clés sont mis en avant : (1) le dépôt du film par des
bouchons liquides oscillants (détaillé dansChap. 3) ; (2) l’évolution temporelle de l’épaisseur
du film qui s’ensuit en raison de l’échange demasse sur les films ; (3) la dynamique de la ligne
de contact (discutée dans Chap. 3) qui raccourcit la longueur du film. Pour évaluer le nouveau
modèle, il est employé dans Chap. 5 pour simuler le PHP le plus simple, à branche unique,
pour lequel des données expérimentales détaillées sont disponibles. La comparaison entre
les résultats de la simulation et l’observation expérimentale peut être effectuée de manière
approfondie. Finalement, une extension du nouveau modèle de film liquide pour simuler les
PHPs à branches multiples est proposée dans Chap. 6. Cette extension sera intégrée dans la
prochaine version de CASCO et devrait améliorer la fiabilité de la simulation.
Les détails mathématiques, le schéma numérique, et les résumés de la thèse en français

et en chinois sont regroupés dans la partie III, les annexes. En résumé, la thèse étudie la
dynamique du film liquide dans les tubes capillaires, sur laquelle un modèle de calcul 1D
est développé.

C.4 Conclusions

La dynamique du film liquide pendant l’oscillation du ménisque a d’abord été étudiée. Étant
donné que les lignes de contact se déplacent généralement beaucoup plus lentement que
les ménisques et qu’uniquement le comportement à grande échelle des films liquides est
considéré, cette étude adopte un scénario moins complexe où la ligne de contact est coincée
sur un défaut de surface, et l’oscillation est harmonique. Les paramètres du système com-
prennent l’angle de contact initial (macroscopique), la période et l’amplitude de l’oscillation.
Une solution périodique de ce problème a été identifiée. Nos résultats montrent que le film
liquide qui est déposé par un ménisque oscillant est non-uniforme, car l’épaisseur dépend
de la vitesse et de la courbure du ménisque, qui varient pendant l’oscillation. L’épaisseur
moyenne du film dépend faiblement de l’angle de contact initial, alors qu’elle croît avec la
période et l’amplitude de l’oscillation. Lorsque le ménisque s’éloigne de la ligne de con-
tact épinglée, l’angle de contact chute brusquement à une faible valeur de quelques degrés
seulement, quelle que soit la valeur initiale, et fluctue à peine jusqu’à la fin de la période
où le ménisque recule. Pendant ce temps, comme les ondulations de l’interface créées par
l’avancée du ménisque sont comprimées sur la ligne de contact, l’angle de contact oscille
fortement et atteint un minimum global. L’angle de contact initial et la période d’oscillation
ont un faible impact sur cet angle de contact minimal. L’amplitude de la vitesse peut aug-
menter ce minimum, bien que sa valeur reste faible, de l’ordre de quelques degrés. Enfin,
le problème des effets combinés de l’oscillation du ménisque et du chauffage du tube est
considéré. L’angle de contact minimal pendant l’oscillation fixe une limite supérieure pour
la surchauffe du tube. Cette limite supérieure est considérablement basse - de seulement
quelques mK, ce qui est très inférieur à la surchauffe typique dans les expériences. Cela
signifie que la prise en compte du recul des lignes de contact est essentielle pour analyser le
comportement du film liquide dans les PHPs où l’oscillation du ménisque et l’évaporation se
produisent simultanément.
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Le recul des lignes de contact a été étudié dans le cas de démouillage du film liquide
lors de l’évaporation. Pour obtenir des résultats plus précis, notre théorie inclut plusieurs
effets à l’échelle nanométrique qui sont connus pour avoir des impacts non négligeables sur
la description des phénomènes physiques à l’échelle microscopique des lignes de contact.
La théorie conventionnelle de la lubrification est généralisée pour tenir compte des grandes
pentes interfaciales, supérieures à 30◦, qui sont rencontrées en cas de surchauffe élevée. Notre
description théorique attribue le phénomène de recul de la ligne de contact à l’évaporation
spontanée du liquide dans son voisinage immédiat. Le taux d’évaporation au niveau de la
ligne de contact est corrélé à sa vitesse. Nos résultats démontrent que l’évaporation forcée
accélère non seulement la vitesse de retrait de la ligne de contact, mais peut également induire
le démouillage. Nous généralisons la théorie multi-échelle asymptotique de démouillage, qui
a été initialement développée pour des conditions adiabatiques, aux cas d’évaporation. Il
en résulte une expression analytique simple pour la vitesse de démouillage. Les principaux
paramètres de cette expression sont la longueur de Voinov et l’angle de Voinov (la pente de
l’interface formée dans la microrégion), par lesquels les effets à l’échelle nanométrique ont
un impact sur la physique à grande échelle. Alors que l’angle de Voinov est relativement
facile à calculer (il ne nécessite que la solution d’un modèle de microrégion stationnaire
maîtrisé par de nombreux groupes de recherche), la longueur de Voinov nécessite un calcul
plus sophistiqué. Une formule analytique approximative pour cette dernière est proposée.
Les résultats de notre modèle multi-échelle généralisé sont en accord avec les calculs
numériques. Il est démontré que la perte de masse par évaporation au niveau des lignes
de contact n’entraîne pas d’accélération supplémentaire de leur mouvement. Ce dernier est
entièrement contrôlé par la capillarité et par la modification de l’angle de Voinov induite par
l’évaporation. Outre son utilisation dans la modélisation du PHP, cette expression simple est
précieuse pour un grand nombre d’applications qui traitent des phénomènes de changement
de phase des films liquides minces.
La théorie des films liquides développée ci-dessus est appliquée pour expliquer la forma-

tion et l’évolution de la microcouche se formant sous les bulles de vapeur lors de l’ébullition
nucléée. La comparaison avec les observations expérimentales montre que la création de
microcouche peut être considérée comme le résultat du dépôt d’un film liquide par le bord
de la bulle en expansion. Une épaisseur maximale observée expérimentalement dans la
partie centrale de microcouche est attribuée à l’interaction de deux tendances opposées : la
décélération de l’expansion qui diminue l’épaisseur, et la décroissance de courbure de la
bulle qui tend à augmenter l’épaisseur. Notre théorie prédit la position de ce maximum local
sur les substrats solides et est en bon accord avec les données expérimentales. L’expansion
de la tache sèche sous les bulles est analogique au démouillage d’un film liquide lors de
l’évaporation. Notre prédiction théorique de la vitesse de recul de la ligne de contact est
conforme aux observations expérimentales.
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Abstract in Chinese

The author hopes a terse summary in Chinese would give this thesis greater visibility among
researchers working on relevant topics in China.
题目：脉动热管模拟（Modeling of Pulsating Heat Pipes）
作者：张晓龙；论文导师：瓦季姆·尼古拉耶夫（Vadim S. NIKOLAYEV）
论文单位：法国原子能与替代能源委员会巴黎-萨克雷中心（CEA Paris-Saclay

Center），巴黎萨克雷大学（Université Paris-Saclay）
关键词：脉动热管（Pulsating Heat Pipes），毛细管液膜（liquid films in capillar-

ies），接触线动力学（contact line dynamics），毛细管传热（heat transfer in capillar-
ies）
摘要：脉动热管（PHP）是一种结构简单、传输效率高、有着广泛应用前景的
换热系统。从原理上说，脉动热管是封闭的毛细管，其中充满了两相流体。流

体蒸发和冷凝将能量从加热部分（蒸发器, evaporators）转移到冷却部分（冷凝器,
condensers）。毛细管内部光滑,不具备任何机械结构。管子内径足够窄，以便在内
部形成交替的液塞和汽泡。当冷凝器和蒸发器之间的温差超过一个阈值时，气泡和

液塞开始可持续得振荡。这种振荡和由它引起的对流传热使脉动热管与其他类型的

热管相比效率更高。然而，其物理过程是非稳态的，这使得理解和开发一个计算模

型具有挑战性。在其振荡过程中，后退的半月板沉积液膜，液膜相变传热是整个设

备的主要热传导模式。因此，本论文先集中于对毛细管中液膜的理论研究。首先研

究了在三重接触线静止以及半月板间简谐荡条件下的液膜动力学。之后研究了在毛

细作用以及蒸发效应下，接触线后退现象。此外，这部分研究被用于解释泡核沸腾

中形成于汽泡下方的微观液膜（microlayer）行为。基于液膜理论研究，论文的第二
部分建立了一个一维计算模型，并应用于单管脉动热管模拟。在每个阶段，理论结

果都与现有的实验进行了比较。

更多讨论请引用相关论文：Zhang et al., 2021; Zhang et al., 2022b; Tecchio et al.,
2022; Zhang et al., 2022c.
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Nomenclature

*Unless otherwise indicated, all quantities mentioned refer to the liquid phase.
Latin symbols

Ca Capillary number Ca = µu/σ

d [m] diameter
F [N] Friction in liquid plugs
f Evaporation (or condensation) coefficient
g [m/s2] Gravitational acceleration
h [m] liquid-vapor interface thickness
h [J/kg] specific enthalpy
J [kg/s] mass flux
j [kg/(m2·s)] local mass flux
K Fanning friction factor
k [W/(m·K)] thermal conductivity
L [m] Film length
ls [m] Slip length
` [m] characteristic length
L [J/kg] latent heat
m [kg] mass
n unit normal vector
p [Pa] pressure
R [m] radius
Rg [J/(K·mol)] molar gas constant ' 8.314 J/(K·mol)
Ri [(m2·sK)/W] Interfacial thermal resistance
Re Reynolds number Re = ρud/µ

s [m] curvilinear coordinate
s [J/(kg·K)] specific entropy
T stress tensor
T [K] temperature
t unit tangent vector
t [s] time
U [m/s] heat transfer coefficient
u [m/s] velocity
u [J/kg] specific internal energy
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v [m3/kg] specific volume
w [m] width of dewetting ridges

Greek symbols

α constant defined as Rik/R

β coefficient in time-averaged thickness of evaporating
films

γ [N/(m·K)] surface tension gradient γ = −dσ/dT
δ [m] effective film thickness
ε coefficient in wetting transition
ζ [m] arc length
θ rad contact angle
κ [m−1] interface curvature
µ [Pa·s] dynamic viscosity
ρ [kg/m3] density
σ [N/m] surface tension
φ interface slope
Ω [m3] volume of vapor phase in bubbles

Subscripts

a adiabatic (section)
app apparent (contact angle)
c condenser
cl contact line
d dry out; dewetting
dep deposition
e evaporator
f (liquid) film
fb feedback section
h dry hole
hv dry hole vector
i bubble-plug pair index
l liquid plug
m meniscus
micro microscopic scale
p periodic sequences of multi-branch PHPs

s slip length
sat saturation
sens sensible heat
V Voinov
Vsa Voinov length evaluated by ls and θmicro
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VK Voinov length evaluated by the Kelvin effect
Vs Voinov length evaluated by ls and θV
v vapor
w solid wall
0 initial
∞ long flat liquid film

Superscripts

l left (meniscus)
r right (meniscus)
i interface
ξ ξ = {r, l} left or right (meniscus)
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